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Editorial
Norwich was a new venue for the summer meeting of the HAS in July 2002. Chris Woollam
nobly stepped into the breach when the original organiser dropped out through illness, and
our congratulations must go to him and his organising committee for an enjoyable and
interesting meeting. It was recalled that on the foundation of the HAS somebody remarked
that the Society would have a limited life because it would run out of material. Fifteen years
later this meeting attracted 20 papers, including an encouraging input from a younger age
goup, and still there is new material emerglng a b o ~ Snow
~ t and Simpson.
There is always something of local interest at these meetlngs Keith Sykes clearly enjoyed his
six months as house surgeon at the Norfolk and Nonvich Hospital (N and N) in 1950, and
Chris Woollam surveyed the anaesthetic senJlces at the hospital, beginning in 1847 and
includ~nga per~odfrom 19 19-1946 when anaesthet~csisters played a significant role. Stephen
Cherry from the University of East Anglia, the special guest lecturer, reviewed Surgery in
N o m ~ c hin the 18th and 19th centuries, and Simon Crocker from the Department of
Obstetrics at the N and N gave a very entertaining history of caesarean section.
Some members had not long returned from the Ralph Waters 75th anniversary meeting in
Madison, and Tom Boulton reminded us of British Anaesthesia's debt to Waters. There was a
strong team from the Mayo Clinic, led by Douglas Bacon. He also presented the paper by A S
Wright (Birmingham, Alabama), which revealed the long t ~ m espan between early concerns
about the standard of anaesthesia in the US and the foundation of Waters' department
In this wide-ranging meeting other topics covered included a pre-1846 practitioner (James
Wardrop) who ~nduced unconsciousness by exsangulnatlon; the introduction of ether to
Russia; portra~tsof two designers of chlorofonn inhalers, Junker and Vernon Harcourt, and
an early example of CEPOD. Of recent interest were reminiscences of the Suez crisis in
1956, and the unt~dystate (hopefully to be remedied) of the archives at the Royal College of
Anaesthetists.
There was an excellent dinner at Delia Smith's restaurant, with a wide-angled view of the
vivid green sward ofNorwich City's football pitch. There were 68 registrants for the meeting.
We have attempted an improved reproduction of the photograph of visitors to Simpson's
grave from Volume 29. Members Inay find it easier to ~ d e n t ~ themselves.
fy
Owing to pressure on space, the cumulative index due to appear in this volume will be held
over until Volume 3 l , due to be published in 2003
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RALPB M WATERS MD AND PROFESSlONALISM I N ANESTHESIOLOGY
A celebratio~~
of 75 years - 6 - 8 June 2002, Madison, Wisconsin, USA
The History of Anaesthesia Society (HAS) was invited by the Anesthesia H~storyAssociation
(M)
to co-sponsor this meeting, togcther with the Department of Anesthesiology of the
University of M'isconsin Medical School, the Wisc.onsin Society of Anesthesiologsts, and the
Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology. The conference was held in the Madison Hotel
and attended by 160 delegates, includ~ng13 LJK inembers of the HAS and 16 of our overseas
members.
The purpose of the conference was to celebrate the arr~valof Ralph M Waters in Madlson In
1927, when he founded the first academic department of Anesthesiology in the world, and to
explore his legacy to anesthesia practice and professionalism. Between 1927 and 1949,
Waters trained anaesthetists from all over the world, known as 'Waters' Babies' OT
'Aqualumnl'. Aqualumni who attended were Lucien Morris, who had conceived the idea for
the meeting, and Mere1 Harmel, Carlos Parsloe and Darwin Waters (Waters' son). Torsten
Gordh, Eric Nilsson and Lone Wu sent messages and v~deos.
The proceedings commenced on the Thursday evening with the opening ceremony held in the
magnificent council chamber of the Wisconsin State Capitol. The Principal of the Un~versity
of Wisconsin welcorned the delegates, and announced that the Univers~tyhad approved the
endowment of the Ralph M Waters Distinguished Chair in Anesthesiology, and had

Drs Lucien Morris and Neil Adams at the Conference Dinner

appointed Dr Susan M Goelzer as the first professor. Then followed a thought-provoking
lecture dellvered by Professor Robefi Joy on 'Teaching Medical History: Who cares and does
it matter?'.
As is customary at meetings in the USA the academ~cprogralnme commenced each day with
a 7.30 am breakfast before the first plenary session Ted Smith set the scene by descr~b~ng
Madison, Wisconsin, the University and world events in 1927. Douglas Bacon followed with
the reasons for celebrating the work of Ralph Waters. At a seated lunch Alan Jay Schwarz
spoke about the 'Definition of Professionalism', and in the afternoon John Steinhaus spoke
about 'Ralph Waters as an innovator, investigator and instigator'. On Saturday morning Sir
Keith Sykes spoke on 'How Dr Waters influenced the development of Anaesthesia in Europe
and the British Commonwealth'.
Free papers had been invited on any aspect of Waters' career and legacy, and the three broad
areas of professionalism to which he had conmibuted. education, research and the creation of
specialty societies. Of the 41 free papers presented, 35 were given in three busy parallel
sessions, which meant that it was impossible to hear all of these interesting papers
The conference gala dinner was held on the Friday evening in the splendid surroundings of
the Blackhawk Country Club. After dinner Lucien Morris, Darwin Waters, John Steinhaus
and Carlos Parsloe reminisced about the11 time with Waters in Madison. There was an
excursion to Frank Lloyd Wright's house and school, and also a tour of Madison City, both
Jean Horton
accompanied by very entertaining guides.
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14-16 January
Royal Society of Chemistry: 9" Priestley Conference, Royal College of
Physicians, London
Inspired Gases: Their bledrcal Uses
Contact: Penelope Mohamed Emall: conference@rsc.org
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Dr Tilli Tansey, Welcome Library, 183 Euston Road, London NW 1 2BE
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HAS Summer Meeting, Ludlow
Contact: Dr A Kuipers. Email: A.J.K@btintemet.com

4 - 7 September
British Society for the History of Medicine, 20th Congress University of
Reading. Contact: Dermot O'Rourke. Email: DennotOouvi~.com
November
HAS Autumn Meeting, East Grinstead
Contact: Dr C Barham Email. chris barhamO,com~userve,com
2004 2 - 3 July
HAS Summer Meeting, Lancaster
Contact: Dr Miles Rucklidge Ernall. Miles(iilohfl,freeserve.co.uk
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HO[JSE SURGEON AT T H E NORFOLK AND NOR\IrICH HOSPITAL, 1950
Sir Keith Sykes
Emeritus Professor, Un~versityof Oxford
Introduction

I qualified in June 1949 and became House Physician to Dr J C Mawksley at Univers~ty
Collegc Hospital ([JCII), London on 1 August 1949. I-Iawksley's prime interest was in the
anacmias, but he also seemed to have inherited most of the peptic ulcer patients at UCH. The
only drugs then available for the treatment of peptic ulcers were antacids and bismuth, so
many of the patients spent 6 to 8 weeks in hospital on various gastric d~ets. There was a
weekly gostroscopy session when Hawksley passed the Wolf-Schindler flexible-tipped (but
othcnvise extremely rigid) gastroscope under vcry ineffectual topical anaesthesia, in an
attempt to visualisc persistent ulcers, but apart from the odd emergency such as a coronary
thrombosis, stroke, barbiturate poisoning, or diabet~ccrisis adm~ttedfrom casualty there was
little to disturb the peaceful routine. Thcrc was a very short waiting list and patients were
kept in hospital far longer than was necessary in order to keep the beds full Diagnostic test:,
were few, therapeutic agents cven fewer, and if someone collapsed the only therapy was an
intravenous injection of coramine. In short, there was a great deal of pompous debate, but
little action.
Appointment a t the Norfolk and Norwich
It was during breakfast, in January 1950, that a colleague opened the British ibfedical .Jo~~rnul
and drew my attention to an advertisement for a House Surgeon post at the Norfolk and
Norwich Hospital (N and N) Although he knew that I had been promised a House Surgeon
post at UCH, he was also aware that I was keen to move out of the rather traditional and
gloomy environment there. Ile told me that th,, ?:ational Health Scrvice now paid travelling
se
p u \ ~and a
expcnses to ~ntervicws,so I could have a day away froin my l I o ~ ~ Phys~cian
chance to explore Norwich at no cost to myself. 1 applied for the job, and took thc train to
Nonvich for the interview There W L I . ~no other candidate and I was offered the post. I
confessed my predicament to the Chairman, who was most understand~ng A f e r some
that I should lunch rn the Residents' mess before making a decision.
discussion, he ~~uggested
There was soup, a choice of roast lamb or roast beef, and a treacle puddlng. The twelvc or so
house officers and registrars who were lunching were full of praise for the Hospital, the
consultants and the lifestyle, and Freddy, the friendly House Governor, not only lunched with
the doctors, but seemed to be on first natnc terms with everyone in the hospital. After lunch
we rctired to thc lounge for coffee and I was introduced to some of the other junior stafl, to
John Simpson, the very affable Rc~;idel~t
Medical Officer (Senior Reg~strar);to M~chael
13ostock, a most elegantly-dressed Medical Reg~strar, whose choice of Balkan Sobranie
cigarettes created a lasting impression; to Raymond Ramsay. an equally elegantly dressed
surgical registrar, who had been awarded the ivlRE for service with the Chindits during the
war, and, finally, to E r ~ cHardy, the Rca~dentSurgical Officer (Senior Surgical Reg~strar).
The contrast wilh the dingy and dark residents' quarters, the subterranean passages
connecting the various parts of the 1 CH complex, and the appalling food at UCH was too
much, so I accepted the post and moved to Norwich on the 1 March 1950 When I left, 6
months later, my weight had increased by from nine stones ten pounds to nearly thirteen
stones!

The Hospital
In 1950 the hospital had 440 beds and there were two general surgical firms; the one run by
Charles Noon and Norman Townsley, and that run by my chiefs J M Ridley Thornas and A B
Birt. Ridley Tliomas was a short, dapper, figure in his early fifties. I-le had a permanently
tanned face and s~lver-greyhair Birt was in his late thirties. tall, with a pale, aqu~lineface,
short, darkish hair, and piercing eyes. Ridley Thomas was a canny d~agnosticianwith a
superb surgical technique. When he was operating his hands scarcely moved and he always
seemed to be in the correct plane for d~ssectionHe dealt speedily with an enormous load of
urological cases. Birt, on the other hand, who had trained at S1 Thornas's, had a very
academic approach to surgery, and was a general surgeon who thought nothing of splitting a
mitral valve or performing an oesophagectomy. However, the latter procedure lasted 4-5
hours ~ ~antinterval
h
for tea and resuscitation of the patient!
The firm had about 80 beds and the 20-30 of these devoted to urological ca:.,;s were clerked
by the Registrar, Neville Connolly. The other 50 beds were my responsibility. Although I
had twice as many patients to look after as at UCH, there was no problem in coplng with the
numbers; case records wel-c short and to the point, and paperwork was kept to a minimum
The Ward Sisters werc very csperienced and took care of minor problems, and stafting l e ~ e l s
throughout the hospital were low. There were no bleeps but coinmr~nicationswere never a
problcm because the hospltal was small, the telephonists h e \ v our routine, and there was a
telephone line to the local pub!
The Theatre
We operated in a modem, prefabricated theatre suite that was well desiged and equipped,
but the theatres had no air conditioning and bccame extremely hot during the summer. On hot
days the basic dress tbr men was shorts or bathing trunks, while a numbcr of nurses wore a
bikini under their sterile gown. It was usual to wash down the theatres with hoses after an
infected case, so you can imagine that there was oftcn a rather wet ending to our emergency
lists! The two surgical firms alternated emergency duties, admitting on 4 days in one week
and 3 days in the next. The emergency load was enonnous, and I noted in one letter that we
had admitted 31 emergencies in one 3-day period. Furthermore, since many patients were
tough Norfolk farming types, who often lived some distance from the cit) they rarely
presented for treatment until the disease was far advanced. As a result I saw an a m a ~ i n g
range of pathology which I would never have seen in London.
Although the occasional emergency case could be operated upon between the routine lists,
most of the emergency surgery was performed by the Senior Surgical Rcgistrar or the
Regi.,trar in the evening. The list usually started after dinner and olicn went on until 2 or
3am, but the kitchens always delivered a hot mcal for all the theatre stall'ut around midnight.
Typically we would operate on one or two intestinal obstructions or perforated diverticuli,
several perforatcd peptic ulcers or obstructed herniae, and three or four appendlccs. Although
a Casualty Ofticer was on duly during the day. the on-take registrar and house ofliccr fierc:
responsible for all surgical casualties other than orthopaedic cases after 5 pmj so you can
imaginc that patients often had to wait a long time for treatment. As I became more
experienced, I was frequently Icfi to perform appcndicectornies on my own and recorded 72
such cases plus a number of smaller operations, such as drainage of abscesses, during my
stay. There was no recovery ward and intensive care units were unheard of, so pat~ents

recovered in the open ward, the sickest patients being placed close to Sister's office at the
entrance to the ward. On operating days the Ward Sister or StaffNurse would often stay until
midnight to help the inexperienced night staff cope with patients recovering after our daytime
operating lists. I noticed that the anaesthetists always visited their cases before going home,
and I was often gratef~llfor their advice concerning post-operat~vecare.
Nurse Anaesthetists
Once a week Alan Birt or Eric Hardy would take the Registrar or myself to Attleborough
Cottage I-Iospital to operate on herniae, varicose veins or other mlnor cases. These were
selected and cared for by the local general practitioners who ran the hospital. One of the
delights associated with this expedition was that the list was always interrupted at about 4pm
so that Matron could entertain us to tea, sandwiches, and a large and delicious cake.

1 was a little surprised to find that at Anleborough Hospltal the anaesthetics were usually
given by one of the two nurses who had been employed to give anaesthetics during the war. I
later learnt that Addenbrookes Hospital in Cambridge had also employed nurses at the
b e g i ~ ~ nofg the war when all the other doctors capable of grving an anaesthetic had been
called up For active service. The Norwich nurses officrally worked under the surgeon and
appeared to be very competent Rirt told me that he was somewhat surprised to find t h ~ s
situation when he came to Norwich but he had no complaints about the standard of
anaesthes~a.

'

Private Work
Occasionally, one was asked to assist for a private case, and for this task Birt gave the
houseman one or two guineas. The private nursing homes were prettily furnished but quite
unsuitable for the care of patients. I recall one where there was an inscription over the door
into the operating theatre which read 'In God we place our hope and trust' - not very
complimentary to the surgeons. Lnside, the hot water sterilisers were heated by open gas
flames while the anaesthetist administered nitrous oxide-oxygen ether! At the end of the case
a bell was rung and all the staff, from the kitchen maid to the surgeon, rallied round to carry
the patient back to his or her room on a sort of canvas hammock. This was quite an
undertaking because the corridors were narrow with many right-angled bends and starrs, and
it was necessary to flex the patient's body to get it round the corners.

,

I found Alan Birt to be a most cons~derateboss. He taught well, and encouraged one to
operate under his gu~dance.He was a rather slow operator, but indefatigable and given a
break for tea, would happily soldier on into the late evening. During the weekend when the
firm was not on call, he would often adjust the timing of his rounds so that I could pursue Iny
chosen leisure activity, and at the termination of the appointment, he organised a dinner for
all the firm at an upmarket restaurant. This was paid for by the firm's 'Burning fund' - the
communal chest created by fees for signing cremation certificates!
Social Life
The resldent doctors had a good social lrfe and were often ~ n v ~ t etodthe homes of consultants
or married junior staff In return the Mess held a giant evening party for those who had

entertained them. Another excellent aspect of the N and N philosophy was that all the junior
staff were encouraged to get out of the hospital when not on take.
The res~dentsdoctors had two main interests, sailing and cars. A number of the consultants
were keen sailors and were glad to have an evtra hand on board. I was fortunate to be invited
to crew for the gynaecologist Tony Bentall, who had a large yacht on Wroxham Broad. I was
also able to get to Lowestoft on a couple of occasions to crew in a Dragon class yacht for a
GP friend who practised there. Our sailing stories finally stimulated Ray~nondRamsay, the
ex Chindit surgical registrar, to buy a sailing dinghy Unfortunately, the boat turned out to be
extremely slow, and Raymond, who had planned to take part in a local regatta on the
following day, decided that if he could not sail there he would motor there. So, he fitted the
outboard motor which, needless to say, would not start. So we brought it back to the mess,
stripped it down, clamped it to the railing of the stairs, submerged the propeller in a tin bath
full of water and celebrated with a beer or two when it roared ~ n t olrfe. Unfortunately, we had
forgotten that Matron's flat was nearby, but she lost no time in reminding us that running
outboard motors in the mess at 2am was not her idea of reasonable behaviour!
Cars
Other members of the mess were interested in cars, and my d ~ a r yrecords, enviously, that 6 of
the 11 residents possessed a motorised vehicle of some sort. In those days it was extremely
difficult to buy a new car, though the waiting time of about four years could be reduced if
you could get the BMA to certify that you needed a car for your practice. Raymond Ramsay
managed to get such a letter and; after several months of anxious waiting, became the proud
owner of a tlillman M~nxcoup&.I remember being highly impressed with the quietness and
speed of this car when Raymond drove me to a meeting at the RSM one night, the journey
time be~ngthree and a quarter hours from door to door since he was nmning in the engine at a
steady 40 miles per hour!
Consultants cars were also a major source of interest. There was story about the two
orthopaedic surgeons - 1-1 A Britta~nand G K McKee - who both set off to drive to a meeting
in London. They wcre known to drive fast and the engine ofMcKee's Riley blew up and left
him contemplating thc steaming bonnet by the roadside. Br~ttaindrove by in his Rolls and
said to h ~ houseman
s
as he swept past, "That will teach him to buy a cheap car!".
Retrospect

I regard the period spent in the N and N as one of the happiest and most productive of my
life. Cedric Prys-Roberts had a similar experience a year or so later. At UCH there were few
emergency admissions and life was dominated by the supervision of students, incessant wardrounds and the Consultant's pompous teaching rounds. At the N and N, there was usually a
huge emergency load, but this was quite variable, and when the load was light and one could
see the siinlight outside, it was more difficult to sustain one's interest in the pat~ents.The
NHS had just been inaugurated and everyone was full of enthus~asm.Strikes were unknown
and, aparl from Matron, ihe House Governor and an accountant, there were lbw
administrative staff Norwich boasted a large market, good shops, little traffic and such
delightful places as the Castle Museum. the Maddermarket Theatre, the Cathedral and the
proximity of the Norfolk Broads and Blakeney Point.

Role of the Anaesthetist
But perhaps the most important thing I learnt at the N and N was that the anaesthetist could
not only provide good operating conditions for the surgeon, but could also play a s~gnificant
role In perloperative care. The anaesthetists that I met most often - Rice, Reynard and Roger
Kirkpatrick, impressed me greatly so that when I was called up for army service that autumn
I asked if l could train as an anaesthetist in an army hospital. Unfortunately, my service dress
was lost in the transit to Germany so when I went for my posting Interview with the ADMS I
was wearjng battle-dress with very large boots. When I saluted these came together with a
surprisingly loud sound which made ADMS look up. The sight of a National Service
conscript dressed like an ordinary soldier must have convinced the ADMS that I was destined
for a career in the regular army, for he posted me as a General Duties Medical Officer to look
after the 22nd L~ghtAnb-aircraft Regiment in the Ruhr. The job involved looking after the
S00 or so soldiers in the Regiment, the thirteen and a half couple of mangy hounds who were
the basis of the Regimental hunt, together with responslbilily for 2000 c~vilians,a prison, and
two leave centres. It was another year before I was sent to Hamburg to tra~nas an anaesthetist
- but that is another story!

FROM CHLOROFORM TO REFORM
History of the provision of anaesthesia at the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital from
1847 to the introduction of the National Health Service (Abstract)
Dr C H M Woollam, Nonvlch
It took only a few weeks for the news of successful painless surgery to reach Nonvich. The
first demonstration was on 16 January 1847. John Greene Cross, Consultant Surgeon at the
Norfolk and Nonvich (N and N) Hospltal gave a demonstration of etherisation by removing
carious teeth from two of his assistants. Four days later a visiting surgeon from the
Westminster Hospital, Charles Guthrie, carried out a lithotomy under ether anaesthesia at the
Ophthalmic Hospital.
The first mention of chloroform anaesthesia at the N and N does not appear until November
1847, when the Honorary Consultant Surgcal staff reported that they had tried chloroform
and other allied preparations, and found them completely sat~sfactoq The duty of
administering anaesthesia fell to the two house surgeons and was made a spec~ficcondition of
employment for the first house physician post in 1895.
By 1910 the annual operation numbers had risen to 2,145 The house staff felt that this was
too great a number to expect them to carry out and maintain the11other dut~es.The Hospital
Consultant Staff suggested to the Board of Management that two Honorary Hospital
Anaesthetists be appointed. The Board agreed, and Dr H J Starling and Dr I-Ienry Watson
were appointed. The house staff still had to undertake a fair proportion of the anaesthet~cs
required. The system worked well until the outbreak of the First World War when the call-up
of both medical and nursing staff, and the additional war casualties (2,576 in 1915 ) rece~ved
by the hospital caused a crisis. Various ploys were tried, attempts were made to recruit two
Belgan anaesthet~sts, and local General Pract~tionerswere offered a guinea a day to
administer anaesthetics at the hospital. Finally the theatre nurses started to administer
anaesthesia. At first t h ~ swas on an ~nformalbasls, but by 1919 the first Slster Anaesthetist
had been appointed; a second Sister and then a third soon joined her. This set the pattern for
the next thirty years, with the majority of general anaesthetics at the N and N b e ~ n g
administered by the Sister Anaesthetists.
In May 1923 the Board of Management, led by Slr Charles Tonies, tr~edto bring an end to
this practice on safety grounds. The Honorary Medical Staff proved conclusively that much
the safest person to have an anaesthetic from was one of the Sisters, their overall anaesthetic
death rate being well below the national average.
The Sisters embraced the new techniques of endotracheal intubation, inhavenous induction
and use of suxamethonium. The surgcal services at the N and N expanded rapidly after the
introduction of the National Health Service. Along with t h ~ sexpansion came increasing
numbers of anaesthetic trainees, and the need for the Sisters became less. The last two Sisters
retired from anaesthetic practice in 1954.
The section devoted to the Sister Anaestl~etists of Norwich was the basis of a paper
publi.shed in the October 2002 number of Anaesthesia. This abstract is published with the
ngreement of the Editor.

PIROGOV AND THE ARRIVAL OF ETKER ANAESTHESIA M RUSSIA
Dr D D C Howat
Formerly Consultant Anaesthetist, St George's Hospital, London
Introduction
Nikolai Pirogov is perhaps best known to anaesthetists as the probable inventor of the use of
rectal ether anaesthes~a,although this 1s disputed What is not so easy to discover is how ether
anaesthes~awas introduced into Russia. Fjodor Inozemtsev (F~gureI) gave the first ether
anaesthetic at the surgical clinic of Moscow University on 7 February 1847 for the removal
of a breast tumour in a 48-year old woman On the following day he adrnin~steredether to
two boys of 13 and 14 for removal of stones in the bladder. On 12 and 14 of the same month
it was used by T C Vancetty in the State FIospital in Kharkov, and on 18 by W A Karaev in
Kiev. It seems likely that the news reached Russia from the English and French reports in the
press. After that ~t rapidly became popular in ~ u s s i a . ' . ~
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Figure 1. Fjodor lnozerntsev

Figure 2. Nikolai Pirogov

Early experiences with ether
At first Plrogov had considerable misgivings about the value of ether, in spite of the
enthusiastic reports in the newspapers in London and Paris. He had seen patients with
delirium tremens leap out of bed in hospital, and even one who had jumped out of the
hospital w~ndowand suffered a severe compound fracture-dislocatron of the foot (but who
happily got up and walked). He feared that ether might have the same effect. He was aware

too that the inhalation of alcohol in old wine caverns could cause intoxication. At that time he
also subscribed to the common view that pain was sometimes necessary and desirable.
Pirogov described his experiences in his book, published in French in St Petersburg in 1847,
Recherches Pratrques et Physiologcqtres szrr ~ ' ~ l h k r r s a r i o n .It' had to be passed by the
Imperial Censor before it could be published, which was in late May or early June 1847.
Pirogov first overcame his doubts when considering the benefit that a palliative operation
under ether might offer to someone suffering from a pa~nfuladvanced cancer.
On 14 February 1847 Pirogov used it to anaesthetise a 35-year old woman with a n advanced
cancer of the breast, which he excised as a purely palliative measure. The woman was of
nervous temperament and of feeble constitution. He gave her ether the day before the
operation and discovered that she was easily rendered unconscious, although she woke up
near to tears. She had dreamed that she had said goodbye to her parents and had left the
hospital; at the same time Pirogov thought that there was probably an erotic element in her
dream for she seized Pirogov's coat, covered her eyes, and said 'I'm ashamed'. The operation
next day lasted only two minutes, and the patient recovered consciousness six minutes later
and asked why the operation had not been done. She had a slight headache and sickness
which lasted until the evening, but otherwise was well.
Apparatus
The apparatus that Pirogov used was Charrieres inhaler,' designed by a Parisian surgical
instrument maker. He next used it to anaesthetist a girl who required frequent dressings of a
very painful amputation stump. He induced anacsthes~ain 40 healthy persons and went on to
describe over 40 other cases.
He eventually had an apparatus of his own m a n u f a c t ~ e dThis
. ~ consisted of a rubber mask
with two straps to secure ~t on the head, and a steel spring to hold it against the root of the
nose. Screwed into the funnel at the opening was a tube 1% inches (4.5 cm) long with an
expiratory valve attached to it, Into this fitted a T-piece with an inspiratory valve, and an
openlng to allow the entry of air when the tap inserted Into it was turned to the open position.
To the bottom of the T-piece was attached a flask of glass or tin containing ether, w ~ t ha plpe
for the entry of air and a funnel to fill the flask.

Rectal administration
Pirogov then went on to perform 45 experiments on animals (dogs, cats and rabbits). He
applied it directly to nerves, to the brain and spinal cord, into the blood stream vla arteries
and veins, into the stomach, into the trachea, and finally into the rectum. When he injected
liquid ether into the blood stream the effects were usually disastrous, and when it was
injected ~ n t othe rectum it was quickly rejected However, he was impressed with the smooth
anaesthesia resulting from the injection of ether vapour into the rectum, and wondered why
more surgeons had not attempted it. He stressed that it would succeed only when pure ether
vapour, without any liqu~d,was injected into the r e c t ~ ~ m
He. therefore devised an instrument
to ensure this, whlch he called an enema pump with a hollow piston.7 This consisted of a
syringe containing ether fluid witlun a tin flask, which conlained water at approximately 5060°C. Inside the flask was a hollow piston in which the ether vapour was conducted to an
elastic cannula, a screw cover for the syringe, and a catheter with a metal tip which was
introduced into the rectum. The flask had a tap to allow the water to be drained out.

The rectum had to be washed out thoroughly before the catheter was introduced, and the
metal tip had to be constantly sprayed with warm water, to avoid the ether vapour becoming
liquid before being introduced. Pirigov found that 2 ounces (about 56 ml) of ether was
norinally sufficient to produce anaesthesia, occas~onally more was needed in a large
ind~v~dual.
Anaesthesia usually occurred In 2-3 minutes, provided the rectum was empty and
no liquid entered it. He stated that induction was quiet, with less disturbance than durlng
ether inhalation.
Who was the first?
Stanlep Sykes has pointed out that there is considerable doubt as to who was the first LO
administer ether by rectum to produce anaesthesia; Pirogov in St Petersburg, Marc-Dupuy ~n
France or J T Johnstone in Madras, I n d i a . ~ a r c - ~ uhad
~ uhis
~ paper published in the
Cornpte.~Rendus hebdomuda,res de I'Acadkrrrre cle.9 Scicmnccs on 5 April 1847.' Pirogov's
" '
he had first used rectal
article on the si~bjectdid not appear there until 5 ~ a ~ .although
ether on 2 April. Johnstone appears to have used it in three dogs and on a patient for an
operation for hydrocoele about the same time, but it caused such d~scomfortthat the patient
preferred to have the operation performed without anaesthesia." Marc-Dupuy described its
use only in an.imals; three dogs and one rabbit.'' Although Marc-Dupuy published h ~ s
experiments first, ~t appears that Pigorov was the first to use rectal anaesthesia in humans
successfully.

Biographical notes
Nikolai Ivanovich Pirogov was born in Moscow on 13 November 1810, the thirteenth child
of his father, who is variously described by different authors as a quartermaster in charge of a
military depot,I2 a treasurer,I3 and as running a drug store14 ln 1812, at the trme of
Napoleon's invasion, the family had to leave Moscow and their house was destroyed by fire.
In spite of the fact that his father died a few years later and his mother was left with little
money, he was educated at a private school, for the fam~lydoctor recognised that Nikolai was
very talented and was keen to learn. Deciding to study medicine, he went to medical college
in Moscow at the unus~~ally
early age of 14, qual~fyingIn 1827 at the age of 16 The teaching
was d~dactic,with no opportunity to perform dissections or post-mortems.

He continued his studies at the Un~versityof Dorpat (now Tartu in Estonia). Dorpat was in
Russia, although it had been previously under German and Swedish rule. The teachers were
German and thc standard of medical education was higher, aiming at producing professors. In
1833 he was sent to Germany, travelling via Copenhagen, Hamburg and Gottingen, where he
studied anatomy ~lnderLangenbeck, and finally Berlin. He returned to Dorpat in 1835, and
although he failed to get the chair of surgery in Moscow, i t was only a year before he became
proCcssor of surgery in Dorpat itself at the age of 26. Shortly afterwards, at the age of 30, he
obtained the chair at St Petersburg, where he d ~ dhis work on ether. He marr~edin 1842 and
had two sons. Shortly after the birth of the second child his wife died of meningitis.
Pirogov did much to raise the standard of med~caleducation in ~ussia,"but his advanced
views ensured that he was constantly in trouble with the authorities, and he had to resign his
chair in 1861 He was the first in Russia to use chloroform, on 30 November 1847, only a few
weeks after its introduction by James Young Simpson. In 1848 he began to use an etherchloroform mixture.

War experiences
In 1847 he was sent to the ~ a u c u s u s , where
l~
war was being waged against the tribes there.
This was a runnlng sore for the Russians. comparable with the difficulties the lndian Army
had on the North West Frontier. At the siege of Salty, an enemy stronghold, Pirogov used
ether to anaesthetise the wounded soldiers, perhaps the first time anaesthesia was employed
on the battlefield. He used ether and chloroform by inhalation and ether per rectum, and he
seems to have employed rectal chloroform on a few occasions, although his lists of
anaesthet~csused concern all those given in Russia up to that date. I [c attempted to unravel
the cause of deaths which occurred and was ~ncidentally aware of the case of Hannah
Grcener. l 4
During the Crimean War in 1853-1856 Pirogov was sent to Sebastopol. There he
administered chloroform to all the wounded who required surgery, even for those who needed
only painful exam~nations.With the help of the Grand Duchess Elena Pavlova, who was a
friend of his wife and was related to the Tsar, he organised a system of educated women
nurses to treat the patients. He did h ~ best
s
to improve the transport and treatment of the
wounded, although hampered by the bureaucracy that stifled much enterprise In Russ~a,and
again earning the displeasure of the authorities. He recognised the good work which Florence
Nightingale did in Sc'utari He believed that women, properly educated and brought up, were
as good as men, and due to his influence women were admitted into medical schools Inany
years earlier than in the rest of Europe
In 1864 he published a major work 'Principles of War Surgery', and these principles were
still followed at the outbreak of World War II He appears 10 have played some part during
the Franco-Prusslan War of 1870-1871, and in the Russia-Turkey War of 1877-1878.'
Conclusion

Pirogov (Figure 2) died on 21 November 1881 at the age of 71. He was the most outstanding
doctor in Russ~aand was eventually recognised and honoured by the Tsarist authorities. In
spite of his eminence he appears to have been considered a 'non-person' in the USSR. The
prestigious Pirogov Society, which had been formed after his death, was closed by the
s
and he was rehabilitated after
commun~stsafter World War I. Later they recognised h ~ worth
1945.
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A RlDDLE WRAPPED IN A MYSTERY INSIDE AN ENIGMA BERKELEY SHERWOOD-DUNN AND REGIONAL ANESTHESLA
Professor D R Bacon, Departments of Anesthesiology and
History of Medicine, Mayo Clinic
Winston Churchill said 'I cannot forecast to you the action in Russia. It is a riddle wrapped
in a mystery ins~dean enigma'. The more I have found out about Regional Anesthe.siu the
more it has become a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma. The riddle is 'Who was
Berkeley Sherwood-Dunn?' The mystery is why did he feel that Pauchet's work was so new,
so interesting, so challenging that it should be brought into the English language From the
French? The enlgma is that the book was published by an American firm but copyrighted
only in Great Britain.

The Riddle
Who was Berkeley Sherwood-Dunn? There is no extant biography on him nor is there an
obituary. Index Mecltcus lists his publications between 1914 and 1950. In 1916, he published
an article on operations of the stomach In the Amerrcan Journal ofsurgery and in 1917 on
fractures of the thigh, both of which point in the direction that he may have been involved in
the conflict going on in France as an American volunteer After World War I, ShenvoodDunn published about 16 other papers dealing almost exclusively with non-surgical topics.
The subjects of the papers are on treating syphilis, how to avoid old age, and basal
metabolism. There are only two papers that are surgical in nature. One IS ent~tled'Tunneling
of the prostate' and the other is 'Forge of prostate versus proctectomy' AI1 of these papers
are published in American medical journals.
This information does not lend itself to a conclusion as to whether Berkeley Sherwood-Dunn
is American, British, or French. I suspect he is an American, although the hyphenated last
name was fairly uncommon at this tlme in America. He also publ~shedone gynecologic paper
that has been soundly criticized as being anti-woman and anti-everything else.
The frontispiece of his book lists Sherwood-Dunn as Oflcrer D'Academie; Surgeon
(Colonel) Amrce De Sante Milrraire De Paris; Physicran to / / E Cochrii Ho.~pifalwithin the
French military. Presumably, this is where Shenvood-'Dunn learned of or saw Pauchet's
reg~onalanesthetic techniques. Yet this information sheds no additional information on his
national~ty.
The Mystery
Sherwood-Dunn's book I S ent~tledRegconal Aneslhesiu (Victor Puuchet's lechnrque), w~th
224 Figures In the text published by the F A Davis Company In L921 Sherwood-Dunn
apparently had had enough experience w ~ t hsurgery to r e a l ~ ~that
e there were some problems
w t h general anesthesla at the time One of the b~ggestones was closing the abdomen, whlch
was ~ncred~bly
d~fficultin the pre-muscle relaxant era Thc problem was very deep ether
w h ~ c hled to several nasty pulmonary compl~cat~ons,
and a h ~ g hincidence of postoperat~ve
pneumonia, vom~tlng,and other unpleasant slde effects Sherwood-Dunn observe\ that what
Pauchet IS dolng 1s very different From the lnfiltrat~ontechn~questhat had been done by
Professor Reclus In contrast, Pauchet was twlng to anesthetlze the nerve trunks What is

interesting is that Pauchet's work is almost a continuation of William Halstead's work, where
the nerves were dssected and cocaine placed directly on them. The difference is that Pauchet
was doing transcutaneous needle placement near the nerve trunk and injecting local
anesthetic, Another dirference between Halstead and Pauchet was, of course, that the latter,
working in the early part of the 20th century, used procalne, which was superior to cocalne as
a local anesthetic
The book was copyrighted in 1920 by the F A Davis Company. The copyright is 'Great
Britain All Rights Reserved'. This is curious because the F A Davis Company is based in
Phrladelphia, and at the time the United States had not signed the ~nte~national
copyright
agreements. If this was pitched Tor an American or English speaking audience, F A Davis
should have copyrighted it both in America and Great Britain, but they did not. The book
was only copyrighted in Great Britain, and therefore this copyright was not binding for
Americans who might want to borrow parts of the book; whereas Gaston Labat's Regior~al
Anesrl7esia (published by Saunders) basically took Pauchet's ~llustrations,re-drew them uslng
Mayo Clinic illust~ators,and translated the text Crom French for the first half of his book.
There was no legal issue with Labat dolng that because the United States did not participate
in the Berne Convention. It would not be until the mid-1950s that the United States agreed to
international copyright. If it was the intention of the publisher to bring Pauchet's work to an
English-speaking audience it is a mystery as to why it was copyrighted only in Great Britain.
The book ltself is curious because the text is a faithful translation. While no translat~onof the
second edition of Pauchet exists, one of our Mayo res~denrstranslated the entire third edition
of Pauchet. As far as can be determined, Sherwood-Dunn's book is an accurate translation of
Pauchet's work; it reads almost identically to what Pauchet has written in the third edition.
What is also interesting is that Sherwood-Dunn was very careful to say 'This is Pauchet's
work' Sixty nine percent of the illustrations are drrectly from Pauchet The other ones are
essentially by European anatomy authors from which the illustrations have been borrowed
wlth acknowledgment, including Professor Reclus, Hirschfeld, Braun, Laboure, and
Kulenkampff.

The Enigma
Did Berkeley Sherwood-Dunn know what Gaston Labat was doing, producing a book
bringing Pauchet's work to the American audience? Berkeley Sherwood-Dunn used the
second edition of Pauchet, and Labat is the third author on the third edition of Pauchet. Were
they in competition? Were they both training or working with Pauchet? Did they know each
other? Thcy probably had contact because Labat had been Pauchet's surg~calassistant dur~ng
the war It is also Interesting that t h ~ sbook came out In 1921, the same tlme that Pauchet's
third edition came out, yet Sherwood-Dunn only translated the second edition. Why didn't he
wait For the new edition and use the more advanced, more descriptive edition? Finally, did he
know that Labat was translating the third edition and did he try to scoop Labac by rushing
into print with this book?
Conclusions
Why did this book come about? Sherwood-DUM was a surgeon who appreciated that
blocking the nerve trunks, in doing any abdominal operations, provided superior anesthesia.
He believed (like Pauchet) that surgical technique was important. Blunt dissection did not

work. The tissues had to be handled gently, and he further commented upon the importance
of Cnle's anoci-association technique; keeping the room quiet, keeplng the patient quiet,
using earplugs and cotton over the eyes. All of this was important to the success of regonal
anesthesia.
Sherwood-Dunn faithfully translated Victor Pauchet's work, and yet it cannot be
demonstrated that this was pitched to an Amercan audience. There is no American copyright.
Why was an American publishing in Great Britain for a British audience? And then why did
Sherwood-Dunn abandon surgery? Unlike Gaston Labat who published without
acknowledgment of Pauchet's pioneering work, Sherwood-Dunn gave adequate credit to
Victor Pauchet for his ideas and illustrations

VERNON JURCOURT AND HIS KNaiZLER

Dr P M E Drury
Emeritus Consultant Anaesthetist, Liverpool
Introduction: the Special Chloroform Committee
ln July 1901 a Special Chloroform Committee was constituted by the British Medical
Association to study melhods of measuring the concentration of chloroforrn in body fluids,
and to establ~sha safe dose. The moving sp~ritwas the phys~ologistA D Waller, who was
convinced that the majoriw of deaths associated with chloroform were due to overdose,
though he appreciated that quantitative evidence was lacking It was not of course the first
committee of lts kind, but prevlous efforts had been full of uncertainties and differences of
opinion. The committee was a prestigious one, and included the neurosurgeon Victor
F-lorsley, the physiologist Charles Sherrington, as well as the anaesthetists Dudley Buxton and
W S McCard~e.
The committee published its final report (after a number of intermediate reports) in the
British hledical .Journal in 1910.' It is hard not to be impressed by the painstaking
experimental detail whlch sought accuracy in the measurement of chloroform, and by the
work on the ~solatedperfused heart (using mostly dogs, sometimes cats, and on one occasion
a chimpanzee).

Figure 1. A G Vernon Harcourt

The committee had power to co-opt two members, and one of them was Auystus George
Vernon Harcourt, (Figurel), Reader in Chemishp at Christ Church, Oxford. He had
prev~ouslydescribed a method of measuring chloroform in air, but he was, In any case, a
dist~nguishedsclent~st.He had bucn elected to the Royal Society In 1863 and had served on
the Council from 1878 to 1880.Hc also held office for 14 years in the Chemical Society of
the British Association with (it was said) conspicuous tact.
The Inhaler
As well as working on methods of measuring chloroform concentration, Vernon Harcoun
designed an inhaler, intended to give concentrations of 0.5-2%, which the comm~ttee
accepted In 1904. There seemed to be general agreement that 2% was a safe upper lim~tThe
inhaler was of the drawover variety. Two glass beads of appropriate density gave some
indication of the temperature of the chloroform; below 16'C both beads would float, and
above 18°C both would sink. The temperature could be kept between the two by occasionally
holding the flask in the warm hand. A pointer and dial controlled the amount of
air/chloroform mixture admitted to the breathing tube. There was an expirator). valve on the
facemask, and non-retum valves to prevent the re-entry of expired air, which clicked audibly.
Harcourt was aware of the increase i n concentration caused by shak~ng,and advised
mounting the inhaler on a firm stand. It was McCardie who suggested that it could be carried
with a band slung round the neck (Figure 2). At least h40 members of the committee
breathed through the inhaleri as apparently did visitors to the Harcourt home in Oxford.

Figure 2. The Vernon-Earcourt Inhaler
Waller's intervention
The committee considered 14 methods of inhaling chloroform before accepting the Harcourt
model; ~ t portability
s
was a polnt In its favour Then Waller broke ranks rather by publishing

an art~cleIn the Lance1 of 9 July 1 9 0 4 , ~in which he admitted that his view was at variance
w ~ t hthat of the committee. FIe stated that some of his work was presented to the committee
but not included in its interim report, and he felt that it should not remain unpublished. He did
not favour the drawover principle and felt that this, as well as inevitable shaking of the flask,
increased the risk of overdose.
Further discussion took place in the same month at the Annual Meeting of the British
Medical Association, in the Section of Physiology, during a discussion on chlorofom
anaesthesia. Waller said that he agreed with the special committee up to a polnt (with
reference to 2% being a safe maximum concentrat~on),but he repeated his criticisms and
implied that Buxton, in his enthusiastic report, made no mention of cases where the apparatus
had to be set aside, or of fatal accidents (this was later denied by Buxton).
Waller had some support from A G Levy, later a resident anaesthetist at Guy's Hosp~tal,who
did not accept Harcourt's view that the concentratlon of cNoroform remained constant during
wide var~ationsof respiration. He was critical of the inhaler in his rnonog~aphChlorojbrm
~naesthesra,' which was published after the final report of the special committee, and w h c h
identified ventricular fibrillation as a cause of death. There was evidently no requirement in
those days to declare an interest, and it should be noted that both Levy and Waller had
designed chloroform vaporisers. In retrospect it was a pity that Waller had lost his early
interest in electrocardiography; tracings would have enhanced the special committee's report.
Further differences

Thc July dscussion was pubhshed In the B T / / I Ski'edr~ul
/~
Jotrrnul In September 1904,~and
more comments by both Harcourt and Waller appeared as addenda Harcourt concluded w ~ t h
a dism~ssivesentence 'What can be thought of experimental work whlch 1s undertaken w ~ t h
the object of euamlrung a non-exlstent cause and wh~chshows ~t to produce an immense
effect?' Waller repl~edIn a letter to the Rrrlrrh Medrcal .Journal of 1 October 'Mr Harcourt
has painted a fancy plcture, has publ~shed~t as my p~cture,and has eas~lyshown that the
picture is grotesque'. He also wrote that the suppression of his report indicated a very
defective procedure on the part of a scientific committee of the Council of the Brjtish
Medical Association. (This little spat was referred to in David Zuck's paper on Waller in
Liverpool in 1997)."t
was interesting that the letter immediately following Waller's was
from Edward Lawrie of the Hyderabad Commission, claiming that the Symes principles of
administration (summed up by plenty of chloroform and plenty of air) were alone compatible
with uniform safety>and more so than the Harcourt inhaler
Use of the inbaler
The inhaler was further discussed at the Society of Anaesthet~stsmeeting on 2 December
1904. Ne~therHarcourt nor Waller were present at this meeting (or if they were they d ~ dnot
speak) Blumfield and Silk did speak, and neither were part~cularlyenthusiastic. Silk had not
used the inhaler, but made the reasonable point that with a mortality of 113000 for chloroform
anaesthesia, it might be premature to make claims based on a hundred cases only.
Although the Harcourt inhaler was used at University College Hospital for about nine years
the Junkers inhaler was probably used more widely. Bryn ~ h o m a s 'thought that it did not last
much beyond World War I, partly due to its delicacy, and partly due to a decline in popularity

of chloroform It I S curious to see rt mentioned in Langton Hewer's Recent Advunces until the
7th edition of 1953 as being 'now little used'. The reference disappeared in the 1957 edition
when .IAlfred Lee became jolnt editor. In Textbook ojAnoesthetics by Minnitt and Gillies
(1943), the inhaler is described as one of the best known but now almost obsolete.
In the invaluable Short History ofAnoeslkesia by Atkinson et al, it is recorded that the inhaler
was used in Barthelemy's first demonstration of insufflation anaesthesia in Nancy In 1907.'
Biographical Notes
Vemon Harcourt was a member of a distinguished family; he was the son of an admiral and a
grandson of the Archbishop of York His cousln, Sir Willialn Vernon Harcourt, held office as
Home Secretary and Chancellor of the Excheq~ierunder Gladstone. Vernon Harcourt went up
to Balliol College, Oxford in 1854 to read Classics, but he soon changed to Chemistry, in
which subject he obtained a first-class degree. He wrote later9 that the Sciences occupied a
subordinate position at Oxford at the time, and that the study of two dead languages was
regarded as of higher educational value than the structure and changes of our own bodies and
of the world we live in. His change of subject may have been influenced by h s clergyman
Uncle Williarn, a keen amateur scientist who was one of the founders of the British Council
for the Advancement of Science, and whose letters reveal that he corresponded with people
of the calibre of Daxy, Faraday and Herschel, among others.
Vernon Harcowt was appointed Reader in Chemistry at Christ Church in 1858. He is
regarded as a proneer in the new discipline of Physical Chem~stry,being more Interested in
the rate of change In a chemical reaction than In the product. He published the first detailed
studies of kinetics, regarded in subsequent textbooks as 'classic' and models of their kind.
However, he seemed curiously uninterested or unaware of other work in the field, with the
result that his formula for the rate constant k was overtaken by others (eg Arrhenius) He did
justify a cautious approach, saying that 'the evil of being anticipated by an industrious
German is much less than that making statements whlch you or others afterwards drscover to
be inexact'. l0
The White Knight
It has been suggestedu that he was a model for the White Knrght in Alice 7hrough the
Looking-Gloss, which was publrshed in 1871. He was a friend and contemporary of Charles
Dodgson (better known as Lewis Carroll), who was a teacher of mathematics at Christ
Church. It is not altogether a flattering portrait, describing an eccentric inventor who, when
Alice first met him, was carrying a wet-weather sandwich and clothes box, held upside down
to keep the contents dry. Unfortunately the lid fell off and all the contents fell out. The White
Kn~ghtmay have been a composite portrait which Included Lewls Carroll himself, since he
too was a bit of an ~nventor(eg a portable chess set).
Pupils
One of Vemon Harcourt's earliest pupils was Edward, Prince of Wales, who spent four terms
at Chrlst Church in 1859. He wrote: 'How far I succeeded in ~nterestinghim in the Tcat
science of chemistq~I cannot tell. I remember only that he was the most amiable pup~l'." He
tr~edto further the advancement of women, being the first to lecture to a mixed audience at

Oxford He wanted to open the Fellowship of the Chemical Soc~etyto women, but t h ~ swas
not achieved until 1920, a year after his death.
" written by H B Dixon, then
His obituary in the Proceeding.! of the Royal ~ o c i e l ~ was
Professor of Chemistry at Manchester and a former pupil, who felt that not the least of h ~ s
influences on British Chemistry was sending br~lliantpupils into the world.

Conclusion
There are a number olmen, distinguished in other fields, who have made a contribution to the
history of anaesthesia, and among these was Vernon Harcourt. The fact that the special
committee of which he was a member was no more successful than its predecessors was
hardly his fault. His family mottoes were: 'Le bon temps viendra' (the good tlmes will come)
and 'Gesta verbis praeven~ent' (loosely, actions speak louder than words).
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A SHORT BlSTORY OF CAESAREAN SECTION

Mr S G Crocker
Consultant Obstetrician & Gynaecologist,
Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital
Introduction
The history of the Caesarean Section is a tale of women and their families in despair and
brave physicians who struggled against criticism and authority, and is sllrouded in mythology
and the history of the ancient world.
The t e r n 'Caesarean' was first used by Rousset, physician to the Duke of Savoy, in his book
published in 1591. Therein he advocated the operation on living women. The term 'Section'
was used by Jacques Guillimeau in his book of midwifery in 1598 but the two tenns only
~
came together in the 2 0 century.
T h e ancient world
Certainly the operation was known to the ancient Hindus and Egyptians and there are
~nultiplereferences to the operation in mythology. Indeed, the world is doubly indebted to it;
firstly for the God of Physic, Aesculapius, who was born by the operation according to Ovid,
and h ~ surgeon
s
was Apollo, and secondly for the God of W ~ n e Bacchus,
,
who was sinlilarly
del~vered,his mother, Semele; having been 'consumed by the embrace of Jupiter'.
The operation was known to the ancient Hebrews, for in the oldest book of that faith, The
Mischnagoth (c140 BC), it is noted that: 'in the case of twins, neither the first child which
shall be brought into the world by a cut in the abdomen, nor the second, can receive the rights
of primogeniture'. In the Nidda, an appendix to the Talmud, the second oldest book of that
faith, we read that: 'it is not necessary for the woman who has been del~veredby this method
to observe the days of purification'. So the operation is very old, but well documented reports
are relat~velymodem.
Julius Caesar
What, then, of the place of Julius Caesar in t h s legend? The name Caesar was taken by the
Julia family; at that time the high born families had their o\vn tokens or money, but it was
against the law to put an effigy of oneself on the coins. The Julia family got round this law by
taking the name Caesar which, in the Punic, or Carthaginian tongue means elephant, and the
early coins have an elephant on them. But I digress Was Jul~usCaesar born by thls
operat~on?Clearly, and sadly, not! At that time women dying in late pregnancy, or labour
would be delivered post-mortem of t h e ~ child
r
so that the two could have separate lives in the
after-world. However, we know that when Caesar invaded Britain in 55 and again in 54 BC
his mother, Aureliia, was st~llalive, so that he could not have been so delivered. There are two
main contenders for the orlgln of the term. We know that Lex Regis - The Law of the King contained the general laws of Rome. It appears that in about 715 BC the King of Rome,
Numa Pompilius, formally added to Lex Regis the law concerning the necessity For the postmortem operation, and it seems likely that when the Caesars came to power Lex Regis was
changed to Lex Caesareae. However, the Latin verb 'To cut or to fell' is Caedo, declined

caedo, caedare, cecidi, caesum, and those that are cut out are the caesones. So the term may
just be a derivation of the Latin.
16th to 18th centuries
There were sporadic, undocumented reports until the case of Jacob Nufer's wife. Jacob was a
pig herdsman, and in 1500 his wife was taken in labour which went on for many days.
Thirteen midwives tried to deliver the baby; the lithotomists were called and were equally
unsuccessful. Jacob asked the mayor's permiss~onto operate and was refused, but later the
mayor relented and Jacob, hav~ngcalled on d~vineaid, operated with a razor. Both mother
and child survived and the child died at the age of 77. The problem is that this case was
unreported for 80 years, and the fact that the two survived lead us to believe that this was not
a Caesarean but the delivery of a baby from the peritonea1 cavity - an abdominal pregnancy.
T h ~ swould expla~n the mother's relatively good c o n d ~ t ~ o nand the inability of the
profess~onalsto reach the baby via the normal route.
By 1582 Rousset had described the Nufer case and seven others with no successes. The lack
of cases and progress with the operation must be viewed in the light of the problems The
women tended to die after the operation and so most of the senior obstetricians of the day
were vehemently against it. h b r o ~ s Pare
e
in his book on surgery (1579) strongly criticised
it and there followed variable reports. In 1590 Rousset recounted five cases in his book
Coesarei Partus Assertio Hlsrerrolog, the fifth with the operator, John Lucas, anything but
sober1 Rousset however was constructive, saying: 'and if the operation succeeds with him
drunk what may not he expect who performs ~t when sober and according to the finest rules
of his art?'.
The first well-documented case of the operation on a living woman was carried out on 21
April 1610 by Trautmam of Wittenberg. Obstructed labour had been caused by the grav~d
uterus occupying a huge ventral hernia. Trautmann asked for 'the gracious help of God' and
opened the abdomen and uterus longtudinally. The baby was apparently a l ~ v eand the mother
died suddenly on the twenty-first day. This may not be surprising as Trautmann, having
delivered the child, did not know what to do with the uterus, so he closed the abdomen
leaving the uterus outside, where it suppurated.
Controversy
The war of words continued, and Mauriceau in his excellent book The D~seasesof Women
with Ch~ldand in Child Bed (1668) wrote that the operation is: 'inhuman, cruel and
barbarous' and: 'I do not know that there is any law, Christ~anor civil, which doth ordam the
martyr~ngand killing the mother to save the ch~ld'.In 1683 Percival Willoughby, a foremost
obstetrician of the day, wrote in his Observatrons In Mthvrfety the statement which casts any
consideration of the operation aside: 'I therefore pass it (the operation) over with silence,
being unwilling . . . to embolden any in the works of cruelty'. Dionis in his General Trealrse
ofA4ldwfe~y(1718) said that: 'the operation I S by no means to be performed until the woman
is dead. . . . Those that venture to do so when the woman is alive deserve to be severely
punished'. It is not surprising, then, that progress was slow.
In 1704 de la Motte, a leading French obstetrician, described a woman with a very long
labour who had a transverse he. The baby had died and the midwives had made the11

attempts, even pulling off an arm. A local surgeon was called and carried out the operation
through a crescentic incision. The mother survived. She initially had a faecal fistula which
healed spontaneously and thereafter she menstruated abdominally, as the umepaired uterus
had adhered to the abdominal wall - but she was alive.
Success

The first 'successful' operation in Britain was carried out by Mr Smith of Edinburgh. On 29
June 1737 he was summoned to see a woman who had laboured for six days with a large, and
now dead, child and a grossly deformed pelvls He gave overnight sedation, but in the
morning there was no progress and he conferred with two colleagues before operating. The
very large child was stillborn and the mother was alive, but died l8 hours later - the first
British success! The real success came in January 1738 and was carried out by a midwife. I
can do no better than quote from William Smellle's A Collecrron ofPreterna~uru1Cases and
Observof~onsin M~dwdery(1766), not only because of its historical value but in appreciation
of the fine and colourful language employed in those times:
'Alice O'Neal, aged about thirty-three years, wife to a poor farmer near Charlemont
[Ireland], and mother to several children, in January 1738-9 [sic] was laken in labour,
but could not be delivered of her child bp several women that attempted it. She
remained in t h ~ scondition twelve days; the child was thought to be dead after the
third day. Mary Donally, an illiterate woman, but eminent among the common people
for extracting dead births, being then called, tried also to deliver her in the common
way: and her attempts not succeeding, performed the Caesarean operation, by cutting
with a razor first the containing parts of the abdomen and then the uterus. ... She held
the lips of the wound together with her hand till one went a mile, and returned w ~ t h
silk, and the common needles which tailors use. With these she joined the lips in the
manner of the stitch employed ordinarily for the harelip; and dressed the wound with
whites of eggs.'
Alice O'Neal survived and was soon back to her duties though with a large ventral hernia
Sadly the battle raged. Burton of Colchester, an antiquary and man-midw~fe, said the
operation was indicated for 'gross distortion of the pelvis or where coalition, callosity or
schirrous of the mouth of the womb or vagina is so large as to render birth that ((he normal)
ivay ~mpractical'.He went further, saying: 'To neglect to save a person when it is in your
power to do so 1s accessory to death - to decline the operation In this case is to be accessory
to the death of two persons'. So these enthusiasts were ready to help but their seniors still
prevailed. Smellie said: 'If she is weak and exhausted delay until the woman expires and then
immediately proceed with a view to saving the child'.
The problem was the condit~onol' the mothers - virtually moribund by virtue of dehydration,
sepsis and haemonhage compounded by the absence of anaesthesia So what were the
alternatives - for the child craniotomy, decapitation or embryotomy - and these operations
were not always carried out on a dead child. The mother might also receive a surgical assault
and given the maln indication for the operation - disproportion to a small or deformed pelvis symphysiotomy and pubiotomy were tried. Sigault developed the former, having
experimented on animals and condemned criminals, and carried out his first successful
operation in 1777. The mother and baby survived though the mother's bladder was damaged.
Sigault and his assistant were presented with medals and the chief wab presented to the

monarch LOUIS
XIV, who gave a pension to the patient. Aitken of Edinburgh first suggested
pubiotomy, and Ippolyto carried out a bilateral procedure in ltaly in 1832; the mother was 22
years old and had gross rickets. She had had the membranes ruptured for three days when the
operation was performed. It was followed by 20 hours of ergot adminisiration resulting ~n a
stillbirth and maternal death after five days. 711e British ~V,Jedtcal.Journcrl described the
operation as 'murderous'.
The cause of Caesarean in the hands of the adventurous was assisted by that great
obstetrician, Sir James Young Simpson, who, in 1855, denounced craniotomy on the l~ving
child noting that it was not credible that a child had less feeling an hour before birth than an
hour after birth.
Porro
The problem was the mortality rate associated with the operation, and various series to 1800
reported rates of 70 - 100%; and then came Porro.
In 1768 Dr Joseph Cavalllni, a name to remember, wrote of an operation he had performed on
animals, especially dogs (or rather bitches). He delivered the pups and then removed the
uterus 'The mothers recovered Just over 100 years later Professor Porro of Pavia, believing
that the cause of the maternal deaths was a leakage of secretions into the abdomen from the
uterus, proposed his operation. He opened the abdomen longitudinally and similarly the
uterus, and delivered the child. Then he slipped over the uterus and down below the tubes and
ovaries a silver wire noose - Cintrat's constrictor. (Figure I ) Tightening the noose just above
the bladder peritonea1 reflection he occluded the uterine and ovarian vessels, and he then
removed the tissues above the constrictor; subtotal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingooophorectomy. The cervical stump was sewn into the lower end of the wound and the
constrictor sloughed off after a week. Mutilating, brilliant, and life saving!

Figure I

Porro's first patlent was, by coincidence, a Senora Cavall~nl,who in 1876 was successfully
delivered. Sadly, the next 3 patients died but one had been in labour for five days and was
moribund, another was in status eclarnpticus and the third was dying of osteosarcoma.
However, Porro had removed sepsis and haemorrhage From his patients and the maternal
mortality rate was halved. The corner had been turned; women could survive, and as this was
recognised the operations were done earlier on fitter women. So the mortality fell further and
as it did the operation became conservative and the uterus was retained Porro must be one of
the heroes of the story.
Incision and suturing
The abdominal and uterine Incisions used over the years demonstrate the inventiveness of
surgeons, and range from the classic via the astonishng to the modem. It can be seen that the
lower segment operation was suggested by Kehrer in 1882 and influenced by Pfannensteil In
1908. (Figures 2 and 3)
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Figures 2 and 3

Suturing of the uterine wound was only becoming acceptable In the 1870s when silver wire
was used. It had been encouraged by the very honest presentation of Spencer Wells to a
learned society in 1865. He had operated on a young woman with an ovarlan cyst but found a
second cyst. The latter he drained with a trochar only to obtaln a large amount of blood. On
opening the aperture further out came a baby's leg followed by the whole baby, the placenta
and more blood. The woman was saved by silk sutures whlch approximated the uterine edges
and stopped the flow. However, controversy continued as demonstrated by the Rodenstein
case. On New Year's Day 1871 Rodenstein assisted his chief with a Caesarean and was left
to close the abdomen. Rodenstein put three silk stitches into the uterine wound, but when the
chief saw the patient 24 hours later he was so fur~ousat t h ~ sforeign material left In the patient
that he took her back to theatre and removed the s ~ l k !
There are even cases of self Caesarean Section - in the USA a woman having delivered her
first twin on her own in her cottage in the woods, then could not deliver the second presumably a transverse lie. She took a kitchen knife and delivered the (dead) twin
abdominally. A neighbour found her some hours later, lying on the floor. The intestines were
returned to the abdomen, which was bound up and the poor soul recovered. Finally there have
been two cases of accidental Caesarean. A well documented case is of a woman in late
pregnancy who was filling a bowl with water from a stream when she was bisected by a
cannonball. A passing soldier found her; she died, the baby survived 24 hours and the soldier
fainted. The other case was of a woman, also in late pregnancy, who was gored by a bull
which opened her uterus. The mother and baby died but the bull survived to father many
healthy children.

Conclusion
So, when we look at the ease of Caesarean Section today, often carried at maternal request,
we would do well to remember the horrors that women endured, and the brave physicians
who pushed forward the development of the operation to save lives, and restore women to
health.

HISTORY HAS JUST BEGUN
An account of the Records and Archive of the Royal College of Anaesthetists
Dr J G Fairer
St Jean D'Angely, France
Introduction
The aim of this communication is to bring to the notice of the members of the Society the
records of historical interest held in the archive of the Royal College of Anaesthetists, since
their existence would not appear to be widely kno\yn, and also to ask for some help.
As h~story1s the witten word of what has happened in the past, it begins immediately after
the event ~t describes. No arbitrary time has to elapse before his tor)^ begins; it has already
started. It behoves us therefore to record events at the time of their occurrence, and also to
make a clear d~stinctionbetween primary and secondary sourc,es; so that if in the future some
historian should want information on wh~chto base a history of the Collegc, ~t will be
obv~ouswhat can be relied on as fact, and what I S merely opinion.
Archive of'the Faculty
The story of how the archive came into being and how it developed is itself interesting. It
contains elements of tragedy and comedy, of wisdom and stupidity, of erudition and
ignorance, of enthusiasm and apathy, and finally of hope followed by despair.
The official part of the archive dates from the founding of the Faculty of Anaesthetists as a
part of the Royal College of Surgeons ofEngland on 11 March 1948, when the first Board of
the Faculty was formed. Sadly, of the 21 original members only one (Professor Cecil Gray) is
still alive. On 8 July 1948, 81 anaesthet~stswere elected to the Fellowship, and on 14 October
a Further 16. Thirteen were elected in 1949,21 in 1950, two in 1951 and eight in 1952.
There was then a big expansion. Three hundred and fourteen new Fellows were elected in
1953 and a further 572 in the follow~ngyear, so that by the end of 1954 a total of 1,056
Fellowships had been awarded. At this stage it was recorded in the minutes of the Counc~lof
the College of Surgeons that one of the V~ce-Presidents thought that far too many
Fellowships were being handed out. Thereafter the rate of increase declined and by I October
1989, the last year in which a list ofFellows of the Faculty was published in the Reg~sterof
the College of Surgeons, there were 6,010 F e l l ~ \ recorded
~s
as being alive.
Faculty records
In the early days of the Faculty there was some confusion as to who was and who was not a
Fellow Some anaesthetists were offered the Fellowship and declined it, possibly on grounds
of cost, others accepted and later resigned, whilst still others received two offers. It must be
remembered that as long as the Faculty was a part of the College of Surgeons the Board was
subservient to the Council of the College, and the Board minutes had to be submitted to the
Council for approval before they became operat~ve,though this was usually a formality. The
Faculty records were therefore kept by the records department of the Collcgcj and the method
employed was a very simple one As soon as the Council had accepted the Board's
recommendation the name of the new Fellow was written on a small filing card; together with

the add.ress and the date of the award T h s card was kept in a filing drawer until the Fellow
died or resigned. The date of the event and the source of information about it were entered on
the card, whrch was then transferred to a second drawer, all the cards were retained.
When the College of Anaesthetists moved to Russell Square these cards disappeared.
Whether they were accidentally lost in the move or were deliberately destroyed no one seems
to know, but they no longer exist. A number of other records did not survive the move, but
what did survive has been sorted out by Dr Jean Lumley (the present Honorary Archivist to
the College). They consist of minutes of the Board meetings, the signature book of Board
members (which is incomplete), records of financial transactions, lists of those who attended
some of the Annual Dinners, the minutes of some sub-committees of the Board, and some
other miscellaneous items. Not all this material has been catalogued.
In the early nineteen-nineties a questronnalre, whlch had been designed by Dr Tom Boulton,
was sent to all the Fellows aslung them to fill in their biographical details. Unsurprisingly,
not everyone responded but by 17 June 1996,909 had been returned; these are now kept in a
separate filing cabinet in alphabetical order. 'They have been catalogued, but they have never
been analysed. Since at least 80 of the Fellows who took the trouble to return their
questionnaires are now dead, the whole exercise would seem to have been a waste of time
and money, unless some use is made is made of the information gathered. There was also
some talk of send~ngout further questionnaires at regular intewals in order to update the
information contained in the original ones, but this was never carried out. And there the
matter rests.
Biographical data
The other section of the archive contains biog~aphicaldata which have been collected from a
variety of sources. At present this contains obituary not~cestaken from the national press,
death certificates, obituaries from newspapers and medical journals, wills, probate listings,
and a number of letters from Fellows, some of which are hand-written. If Thomas Carlyle is
to be believed when he wrote in his essay On History: 'History is the essence of innumerable
biographies', then this portion of the archive should be of great value to historians.
The idea of collecting data about the lives and deaths of Fellows of the Faculty arose
following the sudden death of an anaesthetist who was a friend of my father, and who died of
a heart attack while playing golf on 7 September 1958 when he was only 61. At that time my
father was 75, and considered 61 to be rather too young an age at which to die. Having
considered the matter he asked me whether or not 1 thought that being an anaesthetist was a
dangerous occupation. As one of my chiefs had d ~ e da few years earl~eraged 48 ~t seemed a
distinct possibility, and something worth investigating. A trawl through the obituaries in the
Britrsll Medrcul .Journal revealed that of the 22 Fellows who had died in the ten years slnce
the founding of the Faculty, half had not reached retiring age. Five had died in their 50s, two
in their 40s, and four in their 30s, the youngest of them being only 33. Now, over 40 years
later, there are 872 death certificates of deceased Fellows held in the archive, as well as a few
others who were not Fellows The certificates have been acquired from the Regrstries for
England and Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, the Irish Republic and a number of states in
America. Many of these would not be in the archive if it had not been for various friends in
the different countries who have helped with the research, and to whom I am most grateful.

Obituary notices and wills
The collection of obituary notices, most of which are from the Dally Telegraph, is Far from
complete, but they often give information about family relationships and are, of course,
primary evidence of the date of death. They also sometimes give the date of birth, and other
interesting facts about the life of the deceased.
The collect~onof wills is far from complete, but it does contain a number of interesting ones.
A mill is the last chance that the testator has of tak~nga swipe at h ~ snearest and dearest
without risking any comeback, and a few anaesthetists have taken advantage of the fact. One,
who wrote his will a short while before committing suicide, left a bequest of his medical
books to a colleague, and stated that on no account was any religious service to be held over
his body after his death. The will of Eric Emery glves instructions to set up the Emery
Bequest of his collection of modem art, which has recently been exh~bitedat the Courtauld
Instttute.
The index of wills at the Probate Office gives the date of death of the deceased, the place of
death (if different from the usual place of residence), and the value of the deceased's estate.
Most but not all of t h ~ smaterial is listed in the archive, and it is interesting to note that while
some anaesthetists d ~ e dmillionaires others left only a few thousand pounds, and a small
number died intestate.
An almost complete list of the obituaries of Fellows that have appeared in the British Medical
,Journal and other journals is included in the archive, and in many cases a photostat copy of
the obituary is filed with the death cert~ficate.These Items are, of course, only secondaq~
evidence
In 1999 a Fellow working in Australia, who has developed a special interest in the high
number of suicides amongst anaesthetists, sent me a list of deceased anaesthetists who had
been connected w ~ t hthe Australian and New Zealand College. Out of a total of 209 deaths,
22 were classified as definite suic~deswith three more as possibles. Of these 22 eight were
tra~neesIt was therefore decided that in future the death of anyone reg~steredat the College,
in whatever category, should be included in the archive. This has requ~reda search back
through the records to find out how many members or trainees have died, and in what
circumstances. This investigation is still proceeding.
Before the founding of the Faculty
As part of an investigation into the socio-economic ~mplicationsof a life spent in the practlce
of anaesthesia, a separate collection of data about anaesthetists who worked and (in most
cases) died before the founding of the Faculty has been started. These pioneers of the
specialty are mainly known through their contributions to the literature of the subject in this
country, and for thls reason only English anaesthetists are included at present. Here, the
obituar~escontained In Plarr's Lives o f ~ h eFellows ofthe Royal Collegc of Surgeot7s are very
revealing. It is surprising how many of the early anaesthetists in England were Fellows of the
College of Surgeons who, for one reason or another abandoned surgery for anaesthesia. In at
least one case this was due to failing eyesight. Plarr was the librarian at the College of
Surgeons and knew many of the people of whom he wrote. In his day the College was m~lch
smaller than it is now, and consequently it was easler for him to write from first-hand

knowledge. Today his work is carried on by one of the Iibranans, with the assistance of a
number of retired surgeons who also write from personal knowledge.
A similar arrangement is obsenred by the Royal College of Physicians where Munk's Roll o j
Fellows, which starts in 151 8, is regularly updated by contributions from colleagues of the
deceased. Munk's Roll is also illustrated with photographs or the subjects, whlch Plan's
Llves is not The Royal College of Anaesthetists does not have a library and therefore does
not require a librarian, so any attempt to collect material for a publication comparable to that
of either Plarr or Munk must rely on some volunteer taking on the work. If anyone would like
a new all-absorbing, time-consuming hobby, he can be provided with a starter pack of a
dozen or so A4 files containing about 900 death certificates.

Conclusion

I am glad to have the opportunity to give a public airing to a subject which is only loosely
connected with the history of anaesthesia, and I sincerely hope that it will be many years
before any entry is made in the archive on your behalves. I also hope that by the time of my
own demise to be regstered, there will be someone continuing to keep a record of the lives of
anaesthetists; otherwise all the effort that has been made by past Honorary hrch~vistsand
many others will have been wasted.

A WAY OF 'PERFORMING OPERATIONS ON lRRlTABLE PATLENTS'
Dr Wardrop's 1818 Contribution
Dr A M Barr
Retired Consultant Anaesthetist, Royal Berkshire Hospital, Reading
Introduction
At the Royal Berkshire Hospital, the Reading Pathological Society Library has a splendid
historical collection of texts and journals. In Volume 10 of the Transactions of the Medical
and Chirzrrgrcal Socrety of London, I found an interesting conjunction of papers. In
December 18 18, Dr James Blundell described his first use in a human of blood transfusion
via a syrlnge, which he had previously reported in animals. Five months later, James
Wardrop presented to the Socieb a mode of performing operations on irritable patients. His
method was to produce unconsciousness by exsanguination.
J a m s Wardrop
Wardrop was born in 1782. He was apprenticed to his surgeon uncle and at the age of 19
became House Surgeon at the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh. He then began travell~ngto
further his education. He was successively in London, Paris, Germany and Vienna and then
returned to Scotland where his specimens laid the foundations of the Museum of the Royal
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh A t 27 he went south again, and became one of the many
Scottish doctors who ~nlgrated permanently to London. He obtained the MRCS without
examinat~on(his publ~shedworks being deemed sufficient). Me founded the charitable West
London Hospital of Surgery and in 1818 was appointed Surgeon-Extraordinary to the Prince
Regent. Ten years later he was made Surgeon to the King. He wrote several well-regarded
texts, three of which we have in the Reading Pathological Society Library: On Aneurism, and
ils Cure by a New Operation, 1828; The Morbid Anat0rn.y o f ~ h eHuman Eye (we have the
2nd edition of 1834); and of most interest for this discussion, On Rloodletf~ng,1835
T h e Problem
Wardrop begins his 1819 talk by setting out the problem. 'It is not uncommon', he says, 'to
meet wlth persons who have diseases which can only be relieved by an operation, but whose
lnlnds are so irritable, that although convinced of the propriety of such a measure, yet when
about to submit to it, their courage falls, and they wrest themselves from the hands of the
surgeon and his assistants by a convulsive effort.' 'In infants and children', he notes, 'where
any particular mechanical neatness or dexterity is necessary, the difficulty can generally be
overcome by inclosing all the body, excepting the part to be operated on, either in a bag or a
wooden box.'
Among adults he recalls the case of an officer with a tumour of the lower jaw, whose courage
kept failing at the last moment. 1:ventually he allowed himself to be tied hand and foot. He
then became tranquil and the operation was easily Finished. But Wardrop has heard some
patients, who had been thus operated on for the stone, declare that the binding of the limbs
was by far the most distressing part of the operation

T h e patient
The subject of his presentation was a young woman of a robust form who had a tumour
adherent to the orbital plate of the left frontal bone. Some months previously a tumour had
been extirpated from this site; the portion adhering to the bone had been left behind, giving
origin to the new growth. This was firmly attached to the skin and a small sinus led to the
Interior. The diseased mass was no blgger than an almond, but it was attended with great
pain. Even cautiously touching the orifice of the sinus with a probe excited violent ~rr~tation.
She had come from a distance, determined to get the disease removed, yet when the scalpel
touched the skin she made violent resistance. A second attempt was made, having secured her
on a table with numerous assistants, but such was the force and exertion she made to extricate
herself whenever the operation was about to be begun, that every hope of success was
abandoned.
T h e solution
'It then occurred to me', says Dr Wardrop, 'that if she would allow herself to be bled to a
state of deliquium, the tumor might be extirpated while she remained insensible'. [Deliquium
was a word new to me; the Oxrord Dictionary defines it as 'failure of the vital powers, a
swoon'] After a few days, the young lady agreed. A large vein was freely opened while she
sat in the erect posture in a very warm room, in which there were seven people, with the
doors and windows kept shut to hasten her fainting. No less than fifty ounces 11eone litre] of
blood were drawn before she fainted, and then a complete state of syncope came on, which
lasted a sufficient time to allow the tumor to be removed. With the assistance of Mr Young,
the operation was acco~nplishedwith great facility. When the fainting went off, she would not
believe the operation had been performed till she examined her face in a glass. She suffered
little from the effects of the operation, though she remalned pale and feeble for a few days
from the profuse bleeding. After a week, she was better than most patients who have
unde~goneso severe an operation, and she rapidly recovered her usual strength without in any
way appearing to have suffered from the loss of blood.
The caution
After this one very successful episode, Wardrop is surpris~nglycautious. His discussion starts
In bullish enough fashion: 'The quantity of blood drawn', he observes, 'may to some appear
enormous'; but he was emboldened from having almost universally observed that those
patients recovered from operations best who lost the greatest quantity of blood. He refers to
the Battle of Waterloo (June 1815) when, he says, 'it was found that the wounded who were
left in the field and not taken to hospital till the fourth and fifth day, recovered much sooner
than those who were immediately attended to'. This difference, he believed, could only be
accounted for, by the bleeding being so extensive as to produce syncope, thus preventing
inflammation and fever. Nevertheless, he does not recommend the exsanguinat~ontechnique
for general adoption. However 'in clrcurnstances equally urgent to suggest its employment',
~tmay be ventured on fearlessly.
Wardrop and bloodletting
Wardrop knew about bloodletting. His small textbook on the subject was wntten sixteen

years later, and it was very well received. It begins: 'The abstraction of blood from the human
body is one of the most powerful of our therapeutic means'. He likes blood loss. Page 44
notes: 'the good effects of the loss of even very considerable quantities of blood during
operations, in preventing subsequent febrile symptoms and local inflammations'. On page 77,
remarking on alarming haemorrhage during or after operations, he observes, 'those patients
recover most speedily and have much less fever in whom a large quantity of blood has been
lost'. On page 136 his enthus~asmcarries him further 'blood should be abstracted before and
after most surgical operations. In plethoric subjects where little blood loss is expected, such
as operation for cataract, it is very judicious to bleed the patient on the morning of operation'.
Let no one say Dr Wardrop was blindly fanatical. He concedes (p52) that in those severely
wounded or on whom an operation has been performed, the action of the heart and arteries,
which is at first diminished by the general shock to the system, should be allowed to recover
before resorting to blood letting. Nor does he believe in false economy. Rather than leeches
or cuppings for repet~tive local bleeding in treatment of an illness, he suggests copious
venesection is better (p47). And for those who need venesection, he emphasises the
importance of an adequate first bleeding. Rather than three successive bleedings in 36 hours
of 20 ounces each, an infinitely greater degree of relief will be derlved from taking 40 ounces
in one bleeding (p60). This gives a satisfactory sudden change on the action of the heart and
the arteries. The main indication that enough has been taken is the loss of incompressibility of
the pulse. But his test is by one finger tip only, so compressibility usually does not occur until
syncope supervenes. After the fainting goes off, if the incompressibility returns, more blood
should immediately be drawn until the incompressibility is subdued. These are Wardrop's
key messages, but most of the book is in flowery language without any precision. His 1819
case presentation was similarly vague I-IOWmany days after his first attempt at operation dld
the successful experiment take place? We would like to know whether his patient showed a
fear of the lancet, the exact quantity of blood removed and during what length of time. Was
she supported erect during the operation? How long did it last? What was her pulse rate
throughout? Mow long was she unconscious?
Wardrop's book does make clear that he knew a lot about fainting. In surgery, he notes the
usefulness of syncope in helping to stop bleeding, and the need to wait for the syncope to go
off, then to check on the vessels before closing the wound (p10). For the treatment of
inflammatory disease, the common rule was that the patient be bled to syncope (p63). In no
case of syncope produced by venesection has he ever witnessed any subsequent pernicious
effects (p73). He hastens to point out that it is the removal of an adequate quantity of blood
that is ~mportant,not the faintlng Elsewhere, however, and almost in passing, he returns to
his ~ d e aof 1819: 'When it is desirable to make a person faint with the loss of as little blood as
possible, as, for instance, for facilitating the reduction of a strangulated hernia, or dislocated
bone . . . . then venesection ought to be performed in the erect posture (p64). He notes that
'premature' syncope (p65) is sometimes the effect of a moral influence. Presumably he
means a psychological or emotional faint. The conditions he contrived of warmth, humidity
and raised atmospheric carbon dioxide would speed the blood loss. Add the 'moral' effect of
many onlookers, and especially the erect posture, then doubtless the onset of fainting is
hastened. Without these factors it is likely that much more than fifty ounces would need to be
removed from a single vein to provide unconscio~~sness.

Practical Observations
His practical observations are commendable, but his thinking is decidedly confused. His main
indication for blood letting is the relief of inflammatory symptoms, whatever they are He
admits (p67) that syncope after just a small blood loss can be effective, yet seven pages later
he says that the longer the syncope, the more completely the inflammatory action is subdued.
It is 'diminution of the heart's action' he is seeking to achieve. I-le gives no authority for his
extraordinary comment about Waterloo, and was probably repeating some popular story to
justify his bold experiment. The surgeons on both sides at Waterloo, notably Larrey and
Guthne, preferred immediate amputation If there were better results from the wounded left
in the field ~t would not have been due to blood loss but to the fact that the worst cases died
and only the fittest actually came to surgery.

Had Wardrop really believed massive acute blood loss was so good, why did he finish his
triumphant presentation on such a cautious note, and why no mention of the case in h ~ slater
textbook? It 1s a curious paradox. Between those two publications he descr~besthe case again
t
in his Lecfures on Surgery, published by Wakley's Lancei in 1833 and gives a b ~ more
detail: 'The quantity of blood removed was 54 ounces. After the tumour was excised and the
diseased bone cauterised, she was carried to bed, where she soon recovered from the
syncope'. He also gives a rationale For the technique. 'In the majority of the more severe
operations, patients are seldom removed to their beds without being brought, from the
quantity of blood removed and the mental agitation, to a state approaching to syncope, and if
this state does not militate against recovery ... . might it not be a rational practice to produce
this state previous to the operation and thus save the pain of it?'. Although he seems so
satisfied, it is now 15 years since the young lady's operation and he does not appear to have
followed it up. 'Future experience', he says, 'can alone point out the circumstances under
which such a measure can with safety and with propriety be adopted.' Two years later his
book has only the passing reference to reducing dislocat~onsand herniae. Thomas Pettigrew,
in Volume I1 of his Biographical Memoirs of the most celebrated Physicians, Surgeons etc,
etc. written about 1838, is laudatory of Wardrop, but offers this warning comment on his
1819 experiment: It is 'A practice, perhaps in a few cases admissable, but in the majority of
instances l~kelyto prove prejudicial to recovery'.
A Place in History?

Does Wardrop deserve a place in the hstory of anaesthesia? He did have the concept of
inducing a reversible unconsciousness, although like many of his colleagues his concern
seems more for the comfort of the surgeon than the patient. I could find no evidence that he
used the technique agaln for surgery. If he or anyone else did, it was certainly not widely
reported at the time, nor picked up by historians of anaesthesia. In The Evolurron of
Anuesthesra, Armstrong-Davidson notes the original experiment, giving the wrong date of
1832. Norman Bergman, (so sadly missed by our Society), included in h ~ saward-winning
work The Genesis ofSurgrca1 Anae.rthes/a a section on exsanguination. He quotes Wardrop
In some deta~land finds references to suggest that bloodlett~ngwas quite commonly used to
assist in reducing dislocations, but the aim was to induce muscular weakness rather than
unconsciousness. Most other medical histories ignore Wardrop's contribution to preanaesthesia and 1think they are right. In modem parlance, the 1819 episode was a lucky oneoff Wardrop may on reflection have realised h ~ young
s
patient had been fortunate. Why d ~ d
he not consider alcohol or opium? He certa~nlyused opiates later. His Lancet lectures of 1833

mention large doses of opium half an hour before operation and afterwards. Wardrop had a
brief glimpse of the blessing of truly painless surgery, but only by finding another indication
for his obsessional, illog~caltherapy His obituaries in the 1869 volumes of the Rritrsh
Medtcal Journal and the Lancet enthuse over his contribulions to operative surgery and to
ophthalmology, but make no mention at all of h s blood letting. Exsanguination anaesthesia
is only one level above the apocryphal tales of concussion and carotid compression. In all
probab~litythey were never used. The techniclue of James Wardrop should not have been
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TEE SUEZ CRISIS - 1956
Professor R Bodman
Hon. Major RAMC, AER
Introduction
In 1956 Britain and France sent a Combined Operations Force to capture Port Sald and reoccupy the Suez Canal. This misconceived operation resulted from a dangerous state of
confusion in world affairs. The brief respite follo\Ying the end of the Second World War in
1945 saw the USA twice as rich as before the war and the British and other European nations
virtually bankrupt. Both were equally dependent on Middle East oil and the Suez Canal.
Germany was formally divided in four sections, between the USA, the British, the French and
the Russians. In effect, it was divided into Eastern and Western blocks. Berlin, the capital,
was in the Eastern block but administered by the four powers. In 1948 the Russians
blockaded the city in an attempt to get the allies out. This was defeated by a massive airlift to
supply the city. The Cold War had begun. The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
was formed in 1949 to protect Europe against Russia. Soon, Britain was fighting In Korea,
Malaya, Egypt, Kenya and later Cyprus and Aden. The French were fighting in Algeria and
Indo-China.
The Americans had occup~edJapan, and were fighting Chlnese and Russian troops in the Far
East and threatening to use the atom bomb on North Korea. The Russians constructed the
Warsaw Pact in 1955 as a counter to NATO. After Stalin d e d in 1953 there were revolutions
in Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary. The Americans, Russians, French and British were
experimenting with and detonating megaton bombs in the air. The Americans detonated an
H-bomb over Bikini Atol that killed a number of Japanese fishermen 70 miles away. It was
not surprising that the possibility of a Third World War was on everyone's mind. I moved my
family to a village in Buckinghamshire.

In 1956 Colonel Nasser had displaced King Farouk. He decided to build a hydroelectric dam
on the Nile, at Aswan; an ambitious plan to supply power to lower Egypt. He appl~edfor a
foreign loan but this was denied by the USA and Britain (19-20 July). Nasser promptly
nationalised the Suez Canal (26 July), with a view to using the income from the Canal to
finance the dam building As if this was not sufficiently provocative he applied to the
Russians to build the dam. The Brit~shand French, the principal users of the Canal were
highly incensed and proposed to form a Canal Users Assoclatlon with the Egyptians. When
Nasser turned this down, they decided to re-occupy the Canal by force. While this dispute
was going on the Israelis took the opportunity to attack the Egyptians. They mobilised on 25
October and commenced the occ~lpatlonof Gaza and the Sinai Peninsula on 29 October.
Conscription and the AER
In Br~tainconscription cont~nuedafter the war, unt~l1960. Conscripts, after completing two
years training were required to attend two weeks camp, and the Army Emergency Reserve
(AER) was formed to accommodate them. 1 joined the AER in 1953 and was posted, as
Specialist Anaesthetist, to the St Bartholomew's I-Iospital Field Ambulance commanded by

Colonel Hankey, Consultant Oral Surgeon at Bart's. This unit foregathered for two weeks
each summer and attended lectures on atomic and biological warfare. When the Egypt~an
crisis broke I was re-called in August 1956, to form a Field Surgical Team - No 3 FST. We
assembled at Epping and the first piece of equipment to arrive was a packing case four foot
square, wh~chturned out to be a Gestetner copier machine. Army stores had mistaken us for
a Field Security Team. The unit consisted of myself, a surgeon, R G (Randy) Beard from
Guy's Hospital, Sergeant Martin, OTT 11, five operating room technicians and a driver. We
were moved to Salisbury Plain, where we spent some weeks under canvas.
Our equipment arrived loaded onto a three-ton truck and a jeep. This was taken from us
before we had an opportunity to examine it carefully, so we only had a brief look at it. We
were told that we had all the equipment necessary to set up an operating room as soon as we
arrived. Where on earth that was to be was not revealed, but we were told that the sterilising
drums and autoclave would not arrive until the 'second wave'. Clearly we would not be able
to operate before we had sterile equipment. In consultation with the Director of Medlcal
Services (DMS) General Dmmmond, who visited us, it was arranged to have sterile packs,
prepared In advance at the Cambridge Hospital in Aldershot. Drapes, gowns, gloves and
dressings were packed in three layers of waterproof brown paper and sterilised; these were
known as 'Cambridge Packs'. This was, of course, before the advent of plastic sheeting. It
was regarded as an innovation for the army at the time. It would be interesting to speculate
whether this \xias the first use of pre-packed sterile equipment, now universally used.
Move to Port Said
The rest of August and September was spent picking mushrooms and wondering where we
were going When the weather deteriorated the unit was transferred to the Royal Herbert
Military Hospital at Woolwich. Finally, on 29 October, we were ordered to report to the
Ministry of Defence in Whitehall. By this time the other ranks were issued with rifles and the
officers \nth revolvers. Although the Geneva Convention had been modified to allow RAMC
personnel to carry arms, the Commanding Oficer of the hospital could not allow us to t~avel
in ambulances, as this was contrary to the Convention. The unit, in greatcoats, back packs
and fully armed \vith rifles and hand guns set off for war on the Underpound. From
Whitehall we were transported to Lyneham. Overnight we flew to Malta, where we saw a
most impressive array of RAF aircraft as we circled the airfield. We were allowed to open
our secret orders, revealing that we were to make a combined operations attack on Port Said.
We boarded a Tank Landing Ship (LST) where we found our equipment already on board.
We left Malta at 0600 hours on 30 October We travelled at a sedate seven knots on a calm
sea for the next seven days In radio silence; monitored, we suspected, by US submarines.
Some excitement occurred when a Naval Officer was brought aboard suffering with acute
appendicitis. The wardroom table was prepared and we had g e a t difficulty getting equipment
from the tnrck, which was tightly stored below decks We were grateful for the sterile packs,
but there was no question of getting to the anaesthetic equipment. All I could retrieve was
two cans of Squibb's ether, which looked like World War One vintage. This I administered
without a Schimmelbusch mask or Gamgee; that was without doubt the worst anaesthetic I
have ever given. A gangrenous appendix was removed by Randy Beard. The patient, whose
official title was 'The Beach Master' made a good recovery (apart from a very red eye), and
was able to marshal the landing of the convoy From a chair on the bridge of our ship. The

navy personnel were togged out in fireproof gear with masks and fireproof gloves. We went
ashore in the same uniforms we were wearing on Salisbury Plain.

Field Surgical Team
At first light on 6 November 1956 (0500 hrs) the convoy was standing off Port Said in
company with three warships of the British Navy. There was a spectacular display as the
town was bombarded. Clouds of black smoke from oil storage tanks on fire, fonned a
backdrop over the land The sunrlse revealed the beach and harbour where we were to land.
The Marlnes in landing craft despatched from the warships were the first to land on the
beaches, and our Tank Landing Ship followed to land in the fishing harbour by 0830 hrs. We
made for the nearest building which was the Casino Palace Hotel We unloaded our three-ton
truck, set up an operating room in the bar and were ready to operate by midday.
There was a great deal of noise and some confusion. Casualties from the Marines, who were
fighting in the streets around us, were brought in. Helicopters from the warships soon
appeared and carried the wounded back to the ships, where they were looked after by
surgeons in the sick bays.' It soon became evident that our Field Surgical Team would act
more efficiently as a trlage and casualty-clearing unit, to determine the prlority for the
wounded to be carried on the helicopters. In the event the town was subdued in a matter of
hours, but snipers continued to make the streets dangerous and some were actually firing into
the hotel. Helicopters had previously been used to transport casualties in Korea and in
Malaysia on an ad hoc basis. On this occasion the Joint Experimental Hel~copterUnit \wth
the Royal Na'iy mounted a regular shuttle service for evacuating wounded from the front line.
This was said to be the first time casualties were conveyed by helicopter directly from shore
to ship.
Casualties
As the fighting settled down Egyptian casualties appeared and soon filled the lower floor of
the hotel. We proceeded to deal with them. Altogether 46 wounded were operated on during
the next three days with the assistance of personnel from No 15 F~eldAmbulance. The presterilised packs were invaluable and kept the u n ~ tgoing for two days unt~lthe autoclave
anived. All cases were given anti-tetanus serum, anti-gas gangrene serum and penicillin.
On 7 November ttungs had quietened down in the town, apart from occasional sniper fire in
the streets behind the hotel. Chaperoned by a tank, RAMC personnel vis~tedthe local
government hospitals and supplied them with dressings and drugs, including anti-gas
gangrene serum and anti-tetanus serum, penicillin, sulphonamides, etc.
As to the Egyptian casualties, it says a lot for the respect in which the locals held the British
troops that they were quite prepared to come to us for treatment, In spite of the fact that we
had attacked them. However, although most of them were dressed in civilian clothes, many
had ammunition on their person when they came to the operating room and we were told that
they had arms taken from them before being admitted. Ttus was a source of contention in the
press afterwards, when questions were asked about the numbers of civilian casualties. There
were no women among the casualties nor were any seen in the Port Said hospitals

On 8 and 9 November, we continued operating, nursing patients on stretchers on the floor. It
was at this point that the Deputy Director of Medical Services, Brigadier Willy Officer, made
the pertinent remark in typical army jargon: 'What we need is nurses, here, physically on the
ground'. We were able to pay a v ~ s to
~ tthe Lady Strangford British Hospital, w h c h had been
our original objective. However, it was partially destroyed and had been the site of heavy
fighting. There was no equipment remaining, but the floor was littered w t h discarded army
boots. We continued looking after our Egyptian patients until 17 November, when those who
had not been transferred back to the Egyptian hospital were handed over to the Casualty
Clearing Station (CCS) established by Major Cowan, RAMC.
Cease-fire

A cease-fire had been declared and the Un~tedNations sent in troops to monitor our
evacuation. On 5 December, we were transported to Famagusta, in Cyprus, by Tank Landing
Ship, where we were relieved of our transport and equipment. The Suez expedition had not
been popular with the army personnel in Cyprus, where they were fighting a war with the
Greek guerrillas (EOKA), and there was a high state of tension in Nicosia at the army base
hospital. The feeling was that ours was an unnecessary diversion, taking valuable personnel
and suppl~esfrom the important business of destroy~ngthe guerrillas In Cyprus. They were
probably right.
From the time we left Malta on 30 October, we had been virtually cut off from world news.
We did not know that the Israelis had already captured the whole of the Sinai Peninsula down
as far as Sharm al Sheikh in the south, by the time we arrived in Port Said on 6 ~ o v e r n b e r . ~
They had destroyed the Egyptian army in G u a , but they had been stopped from capturing the
Canal itself, by an ultimatum from the Brit~shand French governments. Meanwhile, a
revohition In Hungary caused one hundred and fifty thousand people to flee to the West
Under cover of the British and French activities at Port Said, the uprising was brutally put
d o w by Russian tanks, which occupied Budapest (2-3 Nov), with the loss of many lives.
We found that our 'surprise' attack on Port Said had had world coverage. There had been
vocal ant(-govemment demonstrations in Trafalgar Square. President Eisenhower had
withdrawn his support for the venture and chosen to ignore Israel's activities. With the supply
of vital oil cut off from the Gulf and the Americans threatening to w~thdrawfinancial support,
the operation had to be terminated. The crisis resulted in the resignation of the P r ~ m e
Minister, Sir Anthony Edeni and reflected general discredit on the British and French
govenunents.
Politics and the Press
The press and politicians took sides. There was confusion between the criticism of the
political decision to invade Egypt and the actual carrying out of the plan, so far as it went.
There was no question that what was called 'gun boat diplomacy', the solving of territorial
disputes by force of arms, could no longer be justified by a British government. However,
criticism of the part played by troops on the ground, especially the RAMC, was disputed.
This found me confronted by the radical Labour Member of Parliament, Edith Summerskill,
in a BBC Panorama programme In January. She had toured Port Said after we had left, and
reported on the damage done in Port Said and statements from Egyptian medical staff, but

had not interviewed our own troops. Her criticism was hotly denied by reporters such as
Donald Edgar of the Express who had come with us to Port said.'
Conclusion
We arrived home to find we had taken part in a fiasco. However, we were not ashamed of the
part we had played in the exercise. But it was not a hero's welcome.
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JOHN SNOW AND PARACENTESIS O F TBE THORAX
Dr D Zuck
Past President, History of Anaesthesia Society
Early paper by John Snow
Probably there are not many among us today who appreciate that pleural effusion, or
hydrothorax, unilateral or bilateral, was quite a comlnon condition even fifty years ago, and
much commoner still in John Snow's time. It was the subject of one of his early
communications. On Saturday 7 December 1839, when he had been qualified and In general
practice in Soho for only one year, he read a paper at a meeting of the Westminster Medical
"
(from Greek,
Society. The title was 'The Anusurca whrch jollows ~ c a r l i r t ~ n a .Anasarca
ana=up or through, sarx, sarcos=flesh), or dropsy, was the old name for oedema, and in the
extreme form it extended from the feet upwards through the abdomen and thorax to the face
and eyelids. Patients who died were found to have pleural and pericardial effusions, and
ascites. Treatment in Snow's time was both local, by puncturing the skin to allow fluid to
drain out, and more elegantly, later, by the insertion of Southey's tubes; and systemic, by
emetics, purgatives and diuretics. None of the medicaments was pleasant. Purgatives included
jalap and calomel, and among the diuretics were juniper, horseradish, mustard, and oil of
turpentine. Digtalis is often mentioned as being a powerful remedy, especially where the
pulse is feeble or intermittent.2
In his talk, Snow reported on a recent epidemic of scarlet fever In the metropolls, where the
subsequent anasarca, associated with kidney disease, had been unusually frequent and in
some cases fatal. He mentioned that the attr~butionof oedema to renal disease, and the first
demonstration of albumen in the urine of dropsical patients, had been fairly recent Dr Bright
had discovered its relationship with certain diseases of the kidney, and had found also that
this condition of the glomeruli might be occasioned by scarlet fever
Post-Scarlatina Dropsy
Snow went on to describe twelve cases of post-scarlatina1 dropsy, five of which had been
fatal. The first was a girl of twelve, who died suddenly after severe scarlet fever. Post mortem
there was generalised oedema, together with ascites, and extensive pleural and pericardial
effusions. Snow demonstrated t h ~ schild's much enlarged kidneys at the meeting, and also
showed the much enlarged and disorganised Malp~ghianbodies under the microscope. Her
brother, aged nlne, also had severe oedema and ascites, but recovered after a regime of
purgation and venesection, though with obviously severely damaged kidneys. Post mortems
were done on two of the other four fatal cases, and pericardial effusions were found in both.
In one of those who recovered, Snow described extensive dullness to percussion in the
cardiac area, and in the other great difficulty in breathing. In this last one, he said that 'the
increased action of the heart continued, and a loud bellows-sound became estabhshed with
the first sound'. At the tlme of the meeting the child was st~llunder treatment, but his future
was obviously dim.
The remainder of Snow's paper is devoted to a discussion of the reason for the association in
some cases of scarlatina but not others, of kidney disease and severe anasarca We need to
remember that this was before Pasteur, when scarlet fever was st~lla mystery illness. During

the subsequent d~scuss~on,
a Dr Addison said rather canlly that he thought that Bright was
wrong to make the sweeping assumption that the disease of the kidneys was thefons el origo
of the dropsy (It seems almost certain that this was William Addison FRS of Wimpole
Street, not Thomas, the Guy's physician who described the eponymous disease of the
suprarenal capsules some years later; there were only two Addisons listed in the Medical
Directory of this period). He was sure that with further experience it would be found that
Bright was confusing an effect with a cause. Another speaker described a child of four who
had died of anasarca and pericarditis after scarlatina.
Seriousness of Scarlet Fever

Agaln, only the oldest of us will remember how common, and how dreaded, scarlet fever
used to be Before the era of sulphonamides and antlb~ottcs~twas a killer, both In the acute
phase and as a result of the sequelae of rheumatic heart d~seaseand glomerulonephr~t~sThe
ep~demlcthat Snow reported, w ~ t hthe deaths of ch~ldren,obv~ouslyrema~nedIn h ~ mlnd,
s
because two years later, on Saturday 18 December 184 1, (~ncorrectlydated 19 In the Iancel),
he read a paper at the Westminster Medlcal Soclety on Paracentes~sof the Thorax4 An
account of thls talk was publ~shedin both the Lancef and the London Med~culGuzclle The
verslons d~fferIn some deta~lsThe one in the Lancet was taken down at the ~ n e e t ~ nbyg ~ t s
reporter, and mlsscd several slgnlficant polnts, but ~t had the Important feature that ~t also
reported the ensulng dlscuss~on Thc paper In the C~azcrlewas prepared and subm~ttedby
Snow h~mself,as was h ~ custom
s
An ed~torialfootnote to one of h ~ earl~er
s
commun~cat~ons
to the Lance/ had lndlcated that they were not welcome, whereas he was obv~ouslyon good
terms wlth the cd~torof the Gazelle
Snow as teacher
We are accustomed to regarding John Snow as a great teacher of the art of anaesthetics; but it
is noteworthy that even in his early years he was a teacher. His papers generally began with
an exposition of the basic science involved. In one case this was physics, but usually (as here)
it was physiology, and he obviously thought this necessary because of the great disparity
between the beliefs of the senior practitioners and all the recent advances that were being
taught in the medical schools. The need for this scientific introduction is seen clearly in some
of the contributions to the discussion that followed the main speaker.
Snow began by explaining that: 'In the normal condition there is no vacant space in the
thorax'. The pleural cavities are empty, the pulmonary and costal surfaces 'gllde gently over
each other during respiration. Whenever any fluid, whether a liquid or a gas, accumulates
within the pleura, i t is desirable that we should get rid of it'. Me continued that tapping the
thorax was, however, In practlce restricted to cases where the liquid was known or pres~lmed
to be pus, or where the volume of llquid or air in the pleural sac was so great that not only
was the affected lung useless, but the rnediastinum was pushed across to such an extent that
the funct~onof the other lung was so Impaired as to endanger life.
Dangers of paracentesis
But what Snow called the ordinary methods of performing paracentesis of the chest, whether
by trocar or blstoury, carr~edthe~rown evils. The lungs would only follow the movements of
the chest as long as the atmospher~cpressure inside them, and on the chest wall, was equal.

No sooner was an artificial opening made Into the pleura, than the atmospheric pressure
became equal on the inner and outer surfaces of the lung on that side, and ~twould collapse in
accordance with its own elasticity and remain unaffected by the movements of the ribs and
the diaphragm. Thus it followed that at the conclusion of paracentesis performed in the
ordinary way, the lung would remain collapsed if the space previously occupied by liquid
was left full of air.' In fact, with the stethoscope applied to the chest, air could he heard
bubbling in as the liquid was removed. The great evil that arose from the admiss~onof air was
its mechanical resistance to the expansion of the lung. The lung on that side could only
expand in proportion to the absorption of the air, and t h ~ stook a number of days, during
which the patient suffered fiom limited respiration, and ran the risk that the lung might be
bound down by the consolidation of coagulable effi~sion,and never expand again.
Leave the pleura empty
So it would be a great advantage to leave the pleura empty, with the lung expanding and
filling the chest, and even more so when both cavities were affected. In such cases, to make
an opening into each pleura and allow both lungs to collapse, would be to cause instant death
by asphyxia. In fact, when dyspnoea was caused by liquid in both pleurae, the patient could
not dispense with one of h ~ embarrassed
s
lungs and attempt to live on the functioning part of
the remaining one. Accordingly, paracentesis was not performed on such patients, although
fluid which occupied both sides of the chest would soon prove fatal if not relieved. Such a
condition, arising from disease of the heart or the kidneys, was a frequent occurrence, and
although sometimes a symptom of approaching dissolution, at others it cut the patient off
much sooner than the original affection would have done. For example, the dropsy arising
from granular degeneration of the kidneys could occur at any stage ofthe disease, and i n the
form of bilateral hydrothorax could be fatal if not removed, even when the disease of the
kidneys was at an early stage. In the case of renal dropsy following scarlet fever that he
reported two years previously, a child was cut off by hydrothorax, though it was not worse in
other respects than some who recovered.
Snow could not see why tapping might not be performed in these cases of b~lateraleffusion,
as long as the method did not allow communication between
where ~t might be I~fe-sav~ng,
the pleural cavity and the outside air. A method had been proposed recently by Dr Davidson
of Glasgow, which was to place a cupping glass over the cannula to prevent air from entering.
But air had rushed in when the cnpping glass was removed, and the splashing of fluid could
be heard in the chest, a positive Hippocratic sign, three days after the operation.
Snow's Trochar and Cannula
So the chief object of his paper was to bring before the Society an instrument by which flu~d
could be withdrawn from the chest without making any direct communication between that
cavity and the outside air. It consisted of a trochar, and a cannula with a stopcock. The
trochar passed through the stopcock in the open position, and made an accurate fit along the
whole length of the cannula. When the trochar was withdrawn, it would still make an a ~ r t ~ g h t
fit when ~t was clear of the stopcock, allowing it to be closed before the trochar was
completely removed, so that no communication with the atmosphere could take place. A
mark on the trocar showed when it was clear of the stopcock, which could then be closed
before the trochar was completely withdraw. Unfortunately, although an illustration of the
apparatus was shown at the meeting, i t was not reproduced in the journals In a footnote, the

editor of the London Medical Gazerte wrote that although a drawing had been supplied, the
description had been so distinct that it had not been thought necessary to have an engraving
made However ~t is likely that in its essentials the instrument resembled the following
illustrat~on.

Figure 1. Snow's cannula reconstructed
The other part of the instrument was a double-action syringe with two valves, similar to a
stomach pump. This must have been a version of the Read pump, which was also the basis of
Snow's neonatal resuscitator, described by him two months earlier. In a footnote to his paper
in the Gazette, Snow said that since the meeting the trochar and c a ~ u l ahad, in fact, been
made for him by Mr Read of Regent (now Oxford) ~ircus."'
Snow suggested that before ~ntroducingthe instrument the s k ~ nshould be drawn across, so
that when the cannula was removed the skin would slide back and block any direct
communication between the deeper wound and the outside. If this was an original suggestion
i t is a worthy example oTSno\v's ingenuity, and it has, of course, remained standard practice
Ensuing discussion

Why Snow thought it necessary to introduce his talk with an account of the mechanics of
respiration is made evident by the ensulng discussion: 'Dr Addison asked what objection
there was to the introduction of air into the pleura? He adm~ttedthat the instrument was a
very ingenious invention to prevent that occurrence, but he had never seen any evil result
from it' The pump would not expand a lung bound down by organised lymph, and a lung not
bound down would expand and contract with the motion of the chest although air was
contained in the pleura. 'He saw no objection to the entrance of air, for the hydrothorax did
not cause inconvenience by preventing the expansion of the lungs, but by pressing on the
mediastinum, and thus interfering with the circulation of the blood, for they knew that
respiration might be greatly limited, and that one lung might be altogether dispensed wjth
without inconvenience.'
Dr Frederick Bird said that the entrance of air ~ n t othe pleura during paracentesls did no
harm, and he ment~onedtwo or three cases in wh~chthere was pneumothorax immediately
after the operation, but the air was absorbed after a few hours. He did not consider the
instrument to be an original invention. It appeared to be a modification of a recent German
idea, where an empty bag was drawn over the trochar and cannula, and Fastened to t l ~ echest
by adhesive plaster. The trochar, when withdrawn, was allowed to fall into the bag, into
which the liquid also flowed.
The Pres~dent,Dr Golding Bud, said that air admitted dur~ngparacentesis was a highly
elastic and compress~bleflu~d,and would not offer as much resistance to the expansion of the
lung as the fluid that was being removed. Golding Bird was assistant physician to Guy's
Hospital, and Professor of Materia Medica. He lived for some years at 48 Russell S q ~ ~ a r e ,
now the home of the Royal College of Anaesthetists, and d ~ e dat the age of 41, from

rheumatic heart disease. He and Snow appear to have collaborated on one or two research
projects in their earlier years, and In his Case B o o h Snow records two occasions when Bird
was present dur~ngoperations for which he (Snow) anaesthetised
Replying to the d~scussion,Snow said that the greatest objection he l~adto the admission of
air was the mechanical resistance it would afford to the expansion of the lung. When left to
itself, the natural elasticity of the lung would leave a considerable space between itself and
the ribs, to be occupied by air. He was still of the opinion that when dyspnoea was great from
effusions pretty equal on both sidesi the patient could not spare the use of one lung for a
moment to allow of tapping in the ord~naryway, without a risk of losing his life. When
hydrothorax caused difficulty of breathing, it could only be by preventing the expansion of
the lungs; it could never interfere with the circulation in any other way. The pressure on the
large vessels would always be the same as in health, however large the effusion
He was pleased to hear of the German invention, because it showed that others objected to
the admission of air; but although it excluded air, it would be impossible to extract all the
liquid, especially in empyema.

In conclusion, Dr Addison remarked that although he had an invention of h ~ own
s
to prevent
the adm~ssionof alr, he would be happy to try Mr Snow's ~nstrumentwhen he had a case
requiring the operation.
So here we see John Snow describing a completely new instrument, based on a sound
understanding of the physiology involved, designed to allow a hitherto impossible life-saving
procedure, the drainage of bilateral pleural effusions, to be performed safely It is not easy to
find examples where advances in physiology influenced treatment d u n g this period, and
previous writers about Snow do not appear to have apprec~atedthe innovatory nature both of
this apparatus and of the thought behind it. It was the precursor of all trochars and camulas
and all exploring and spinal needles fitted with a stopcock. There are many to be found in
instrument makers' catalogues, and if there were any justice, all should have been called
modifications of Snow's cannula. How far he was ahead of his times in this, as in so much
else, can be seen from the following.
Treatment of empyema
Until 1920 the routine treatment for empyema was s t ~ l rib
l resection and open drainage, and
many died as a result. Matters came to a head during the 1918-1919 influenza epidcmic,
during which a large number suffered from the complication of streptococcal empyema. The
death rate among h e r i c a n servicemen as a result of open drainage was so appalling, (70%
in some centres) that an Ernpyema Commission was set up to tind the cause. Its report
pointed out the fatal error of the neglect of the physiology of the open chest wound.8 As a
result, closed drainage, either ~nterm~ttent
or with the water seal that we are familiar with,
became standard. So here, as In other things, Snow had been many decades ahead of his time.
Conclusion
What will appear strange to us today is that it seems to have been perfectly acceptable to his
contemporaries that he should give a talk, and provoke a discussion, about an instrument that
had not yet even been made, let alone used.
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WAS MAR10 DOGLIOTTI'S INTEREST IN REGIONAL ANESTLIESLA
SPARKED BY JOHN LUNDY?
Dr D P Martin, Professor D R Bacon
Department of Anesthesiology, Mayo Clinic
Lntroduction
Mar10 Dogliotti opened the door to practical epidural anesthesia among many contributions to
regional anesthesia and pain medicine. During his early career he v~sitedthe Mayo Clinrc
where he observed a very active practice of regional anesthesia directed by John Lundy. The
present research explores this early meeting between Dogliotti and Lundy to see what
influence it may have had in Dogliotti's subsequent contributions to regional anesthesia.
'Three characters
There are three main characters involved in this story. Thefirs/ is Achille Mario Dogliotti, an
Italian physician in anesthesia, born in 1897. He received his MD in 1920 and then was
appointed as a clinical professor in 1926. His place in the history of anesthesia was secured
by popularising the hanging drop technique for identifying the epidural space, a method
originally described by Gutierrez.' It was Dogliotti who pronloted the technique both
procedurally and its application to pain relief and surgery.
dog lion^ was very interested in pain management He was one of the first to describe
tr~geminalalcohol neurolysis for tic douloureux, and wrote the first Italian textbook of
anesthes~a.He was also interested in the ethical foundations of the treatment of pain, and in
to
fact lobbied the Vatican and the Pope to come up with guidelines that allowed phys~c~ans
intervene in the management of pain in palliative care.

The second gentleman is John Silas Lundy. I-Ie was born in 1894, and received his MD in the
same pear as Dogliotti (1920). In 1925 he was appo~ntedChair of the Section of Reg~onal
Anesthesia at Mayo Clinic. At the time it probably had the world's largest practice of surgery
and regional anesthesia.
Thejirialperson is Frank Pugliesse. H e was a fellow in the Section of Regional Anesthesia at
Mayo for three months in 1928, and knew both Dogliotli and Lundy. Pugliesse arranged for
Dogliotti to visit Mayo Clinic for two months in 1929. In a hand-written note to John Lundy
dated 3 April 1929, Pugliesse described Dogliotti as: 'The man about whom I wrote you
before. He is probably in Rochester now with the hope that he can pick up a good bit of
information on anesthesia. I am again asking you to do all you can for turn while he is there,
and I am sure that some day you will be repa~dfor your kindness to him'.2
Dogliotti's visit to Mayo Clinic
When Dogliotti visited Mayo Clinic in April and May 1929 he would have seen a variety of
regional techniques, including spinal, sacral and field blocks. These regonal techniques were
used to augment anesthesia for abdominal and thoracic surgery, because muscle relaxants
were not available at the time. In 1929 over 1000 sacsal and field blocks were done.
Spec~ficallythese blocks were being replaced by spinal anesthesia which was really taking

off at that time By the early 1930s, spinals accounted for about 60% of all regional cases.
Approximately 20-30% of all anesthetics at that time were regional.'
After meeting Dogliotti, Lundy wrote back to Pugliesse his initial impression: 'I met the
Italian doctor the other day but haven't the fa~ntestidea what his name is, although Dr Hersh
pronounced it perfectly. I presume that he is the man who is going round with me. I, of
course, am unable to speak Italian and he speaks only a little English, so I talk with my hands
almost as fluently as any Frenchman now. I am glad to do what I can for him, but I obvioi~sly
am handicapped in expla~ningthe details of the various procedures; however he will be here a
month or so, and possibly by that time I will have found some way of making him understand
me.'4
Having seen a wide variety of regional anesthetics during his two-month visit Dogliotti
would have been exposed to the thinking at the time, that these techniques offered advantages
in surgery. On 22 June 1929, before he left the United States, Dogliotti wrote to Lundy from
Boston, saylng: 'I wlsh to say goodbye and thank you wannly for your courtesy and
kindness. I would to you remember to send me your latest paper about the postoperative lung
complications' At the very end of the letter he remarked: '1 beg your pardon for my bad
English. I hope to improve in the future.' The fact that he is handwriting in English means
that he probably absorbed a lot more than Lundy appreciated.
Lundy's visit to Europe
Lundy replied promptly on 24 June, saying: 'Thank you for your letter of June 22. I am glad
you enjo ed your trip and visit here. T am looking forward to seeing you some day in
Europe'. I
A correspondence subsequently ensued between Dogliotti and Lundy. During this
tlme their experiences in regional anesthesia were going on in parallel.
The trip that Lundy mentioned came to pass in 1938. Lundy wrote to Dogliotti on 28
December 1937, stating, 'I am planning a trip to Europe in April, and I should like very much
to see you and I am wondering if you could meet me in ~ i l a n ' . 'Dogliotti handwrote a long
reply dated 4 February 1938, suggesting that Lundy stay a while longer and make a
presentation at the local society, and seemed very interested in having him interact some
more during his trip. Lundy had to decline because oT scheduling constra~nts,but he said: 'I
will be looking forward to seeing
and arranged a meeting.
Lundy recorded his meeting w ~ t hDogliotti in his personal journal on 14 April 1938. He
wrote: 'We had lunch at the Granoli's Cafk, it was very funny food in a well-known place
We had a long walk and then met Dr Dogliotti, who had come all the way from Sicily to do a
therapeutic alcohol injection for a lady in Milan who suffered from sciatica. He informed me
that a young man from Italy will attend the meeting of the anesthetists in New York In
October, and some other details of his discussion'.' It was likely out of politeness that
Dogliotti came up with the excuse to travel all the way to meet Lundy. At this stage of his
career, Dogliotti would not be expected to travel some thousand miles from his practice to do
a sciatic nerve injection. Rather, it speaks to the point that the two had remained close
through the years.

Further contact
Dogliotti had written h s textbook in 1935," and the first English translation was in 1939."
We can imagine at this meeting in Italy that they talked about the book and the forthcoming
translation into English Dogliotti maintained his contact with American anesthesrologists; in
fact, in 1953 he presented two refresher courses at the American Society of Anesthesiologists
Annual Meeting. They were both on regional anesthesia, the first bang 'The segmental
pendural analgesia in abdominal and thoracic surgery', and the second 'Our method for the
differential block in pain relieP. He maintained his interest in r e ~ o n a anesthesia
l
throughout
his career.
Conclusion
Dogliotti practised in an era when anesthesia was part of surgery training. This was at a time
when continental Europe lagged behind the United States in anesthesia as a specialty, so he
had to look elsewhere for his early training in anesthesia Dogliotti Inet Lundy at an early
point in both their careers. During this exposure to regional anesthesia he saw a high volume
of cases at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester. He was one of the few physicians able to do both
anesthesia and surgery at a high level. Dogliotti and Lundy maintained a correspondence and
friendship throughout their careers. Finally, in answer to the question 'Was Mario Dogliotti's
interest in regonal anesthesia sparked by John Lundy?', I think we can make a good case that
the answer is 'Yes'

The authors thank Renee Ziemer at the Mayo Foundation Archives, and Patrick Sim at the
Wood Library of Medicine for their help in obtaining original source material.
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TBE RELATIONSHIP OF RALPH M WATERS, MD, FFARCS (bon)
T O BRITISH ANAESTHESIA
Dr T B Boulton
Honorary Consultant Anaesthetist, Oxford and Reading Hospitals
The seventy-fifth anniversary of the appointment of Ralph Milton Waters MD (1883-1979) to
take charge of the admlnlstration of anaesthetics at the hospitals of the University of
Wisconsin Medical School ~n adi is on' has recently been celebrated. Waters became the first
full-time salaried Professor of Anesthesia in the world at the Univers~tyof Wisconsin In
1 9 3 3 . ~This paper is intended to explore his relationship with British anaesthesia and the
influence that he had upon its development.
Waters. Macintosh and John Snow
Sir Robert Macintosh 1897 1989 , then Emeritus Nuffield Professor of Anaesthetics of the
..'
University of Oxford, pald tr~bute to Waters in a lecture to the Midwest Anesthesia
Conference in Chicago in 1969. Macintosh referred to Waters as 'the outstanding personality
Macintosh pointed out, one hundred years
in our spec~altyover the last hundred years' "S
takes us back almost to the death in 1858 of John Snow MD, the pioneer British anaesthetist.
This is significant. Waters was inspired throughout his career by the example of Snow This
was not just because Snow was a skilful clinician and an outstanding research worker," but
also (very importantly) because by tus example and insistence, Snow ensured that the
administration of anaesthesia in the United Kingdom was placed exclusively in the hands of
medical pract~tionersand of dental surgeons in their own practices."7
Waters frequently referred to John Snow in his scient~ficpapers.7 He wrote a competent
biographical article on John Snow in 1936. He also stated on other occasions that 'The
greatest anaesthetist was an Englishman, John Snow', as well as referring to him as 'My idol,
the more I try to do various things, the more respect I have for Snow, my friend, what a man
he was."
Waters career as a private practitioner in Sioux City and Kansas City 1913-1927
Ralph Milton Waters was descended from English and Scottish pioneer farming stock. He
was horn In North Bloomfield, Ohio in 1883. He received his MD degree from Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio and then migrated west to take over a general practrce in
Sioux City, Idaho, which, at that time was a town with a population of 65,000 persons with
about a hundred physicians.i,7,8He moved to Kansas City, Missouri in 1924, still in private
practice, where he stayed until 1927 when he started on the second phase of his career as
anaesthetist to the hosp~tals
Waters progressed while he was at S ~ o u xCity from being a general practitioner with an
interest in anaesthesia, (self-taught), to earning a reasonable living from 1916 onwards as a
physician who limited his practice to anaesthesia, and continued as such in his three years in
Kansas city.' This was an almost unheard of status in provincial medicine in the USA at that
tlme; anaesthesia was administered by locally trained nurses, or by office or other nonmedical personnel.'37*RWaters analysed the reasons for this state of
14e realised that
the main factor was probably the 'lack of proficient anesthetists amongst the physicians

available'. This in turn was due to the almost complete absence of training in anaesthesia in
the medical schools in the USA at that time.9 Waters establrshed the value of physician
anaesthesia within his own environment and it became his life-long miss~onto try to remedy
the position generally. Waters promoted t h s concept in his first paper published in 1919.'
His own professional development towards becoming a modestly s~~ccessful
physician
anaesthetist was alded by the contacts that he made with the ver few specialist anaesthetists
practising independently in the midwestern states of the USA. Notable among them were
McKesson of Toledo and Lundp of the Mayo C l i ~ c with
,
both of whom he spent time.
Waters also formed a lifelong friendship with Guedel, then in Indiana, and made the
acquaintance of McMechan, who was the leading medico-pol~ticalfigure in the nascent
specialty of anaesthesia in the United ~ t a t e s . ' ~He
' . ~ also published papers on his vision for
the development of the ~pecialty.'.~

7

Clinrcally, Waters established 'down-town anaesthesia clinics', to which sur eons could
bring their carss for anaesthesia and surgery, both at Sioux City and Kansas City."' This was
surely one of the earliest examples of an organised ambulatory anaesthesia facility. He also
developed his eponymous carbon dioxide absorption technique while practising In S I O U
City, which he used from 1921 onwards.'*''

Waters' 'to and fro' carbon dioxide absorption apparatus
The development by Waters from 1921 onwards of his 'to and fro' absorption apparatus with
its soda lime canister was re~olutionary.~'.'~
Partial rebreathing, and even total rebreathing,
with both nitrous oxide and ethylene was practised by many anaesthetists well into the
nineteen thirties l 3 This was partly an economy measure, but the higher carbon dioxide levels
undoubted.ly st~mulated respiration and enhanced anaesthesra as Leake and Waters
demonstrated.'%owever, any attempt to reduce carbon dioxide tensions ran contrary to the
widely accepted theory about sur ical shock promoted by the prominent physiologist Yandell
Hendenon of Yale University,'
Henderson belleved that surgical shock was due to
hyperpnea and consequent lowered carbon dioxide t e n s i o n . 1 5 . ' ~ a t e r s however
,
uotes in
his 1921 paper the animal work of the Brazilian Owrio de Almeida brothers,"+' and of
Denis Jackson, the medical pharmacologist, then at St ~ o u i s , ' ~which
. ' ~ disproved this theory.
Waters l~ststhe advantages of the 'to and fro' absorption technrque as, firstly economy and
portablllty, both ~mportant considerations in the private practice in which he was then
engaged, and secondly of being of benefit to the patient by preserving heat and
He mentions in addition that unpleasant odours from ethylene, and from ether and ethyl
chloride dropped through a hole in the canister were reduced, and that the apparatus is easlly
sterrllsed." The one limitation that he mentions is that the apparatus could not be used to full
advantage in 'nose and mouth work' because of the need for a close fit of the anaesthetic
mask to the face l '
This problem was, of course, solved almost contemporaneously by the development of widebore endotracheal intubation by Rowbotham and Magill in ~ n g 1 a n d . IGuedel
~
and Waters
later further improved the situation by describing the cuffed endotracheal tube in 1928.'" The
scene was then set for the further development of thoracrc anaesthesia

The appointment of Waters to the University of Wisconsin in 1927

In 1927 the reputat~on of Waters was such that he was lnv~tedto take up the salar~ed
appolntment of whole tlrne Ass~stantProfessor of Surgery In charge of anaesthesla at the
hosp~talsof the new and lnnovatlve Medlcal School of the Unlverslty of Wisconsin at
Mad~son
He undoubtedly saw the offer of t h ~ sappolntrnent as an opportunity to reallse
h ~ vlslon
s
for the future of anaesthes~aI" the Unlted States R 2 ' He was encouraged by the
enlightened surgeon Erwln Schm~dtand by the baslc sclcntlsts lncludlng Chauncey Leake
Consequently, at some potential personal financ~al sacr~fice, Waters accepted the
appolntrnent

'

Tbe world-wide status of the personnel who administered anaesthesia in 1927

It 1s pert~nent to cons~der the profess~onal status of the personnel who adm~n~stered
anaesthes~aworldw~deIn 1927 at the tlme when Waters amved In Madlson There had been
llttle change In the Un~tedStates slnce Waters startcd to pract~ceIn S ~ o u xC ~ t yIn 1913
There were a handful of rned~callyqualtfied spec~al~st
anaesthet~stsworklng Independently In
major c ~ t ~ eors In Isolated clrcurnstances Lundy had been appointed as ~nstructor In
anaesthes~a at the Mayo Graduate School In 1923, but he d ~ dnot head an academ~c
department as such, and h's conh-ibut~onto rcsearch was clinical and pcrsonal he rnajonty
of anaesthet~csthroughout the Un~tedStates were still admln~steredby locally tralned nurses
and other personnel l ' only In the Unlted Klngdom and the major B r ~ t ~ sDorn~ruons
h
(spec~ficallyCanada, Australia, and New Zealand) was anaesthesla deemed to be the
responsib~lltyof qual~fiedrned~calpractltloners, and some apprentlcesh~ptraln~ngwas glven
to med~calstudents 2 3 2 4 In the Un~tedKlngdorn there were about one hundred spec~allst
physlclan anaesthet~stsattached to the hosp~talsof rnedlcal schools, but they worked as
Independent pract~t~onersThe rnajorlty of anaesthet~csIn the Un~tcdKlngdorn countrywlde
were adm~nlsteredby general pract~tloners as a sldellne Work done for poorer publlc
patlents In uruverslty hosp~tals,or by all spec~allstsor general practltloners In the w~despread
system of voluntary hosp~tals,was purely honorary Spec~al~st
and general pract~t~oner
anaesthet~stswere dependent for an Income on pat~entsoperated upon In prlvate hosp~talsor
In the patlent s own home 2 ' In Europe and elsewhere a great deal of surgery was undertakcn
under splnals or local anaesthet~csglven by the surgeons thcmsclves General anaesthes~a,
when cons~deredto be necessary, was adlnlnlstercd by junlor rnedlcdl staff, nurses or other
personnel 23

'

The development by Waters of the anesthesia center at Wisconsin 1927-1949
Waters, durlng h ~ stwenty-two years at thc Unlvers~tyof Wlscons~n,created a department,
albeit norn~nallywithln the Department of Surgery, w h ~ c hwas unlque In the USA unt~lthe
m ~ dnlneteen t h ~ r t ~ eand
s , almost unlque In the world unt~lafter the end of the Second World
that
War In 1945 20 He prov~deda first class clln~calservice, he set up educat~onalfacll~t~cs
are now regardcd as essent~alfor any academlc department, and he conducted c l ~ n ~ c a l
research and research w ~ t hbaslc sclence departments 7 8 Most Important of all he taught
rnedlcal students, so that they could prov~desafc anaesthes~aIn the w~delyd~spersedsmaller
towns In the Un~tedStates, and taught res~dentsand fellows dest~nedto create academlc
centers all over the USA, as well as In fore~gn countries 21Z5,26 The latter Included
departments founded by Gordh In ~ w c d e nand
~ ~by l'arsloe2* In Brazil Waters also played a

leadlng part in establish~ng anaesthesia nationally as an accepted specialist medical
discipline. 2930
The reputation of the academic center at the University of W~sconsingrew steadrly. Waters
received many visits by established senior physician anaesthetists from the British sphere of
influence with kindness and hospitality. They, for the most part, could only look on with
envy. l.'.i.!G . Significantly the visitors included Robert ~ a c i n t o s h ' * ~and Michael
~ o s w o r t h ~who
~ ' ~were
' ~ both destined to play an important part in the academic and clinical
development of anaesthesia in Great Britain.
The clinical contribution of Waters and his colleagues at Wisconsin 1927-1949
Sir Geoffrey Organe, MD (1909-1989) was the first Secretary General and later the third
President of the World Federat~onof Societies of ~ n a e s t h e s i o l o ~ i s tSpeaking
s.~~
in 1982, he
listed a number of major clln~caldevelopments that had taken place during the fifteen years
immediately preceding the celebration in 1946 of the centenaql of Morton's seminal
demonstration of ether anaesthesia at the Massachusetts General Hospital in 1 8 4 6 . ~This
~
period of fifteen years roughly coincides with the most productive years in the nineteen
thirties and forties of the tenure of office of Waters at the University of Wisconsin. Organe's
list includes 'Pentothal, cyclopropane in closed breathing systems which allowed artific~al
ventilation of the lung, and curare' 23 Waters was intimately concerned with introducing or
promoting all these developments.' He was, for example, the first to administer both
c y c l ~ ~ r o ~ a and
n e t"h~i ~~~~e ~n t~o n eclinically.'
~'.~~
These developments led, in the decade immediately followrng the retirement of Waters in
1949, to the establishment of the modem techniques for anaesthesia for major surgeql, as we
know them today." It is true that Waters had a conservative attitude to the value of curare.
He regarded it as a useful supplementary muscle-relaxing agent which could be used while
the patient breathed spontaneously.38This view was shared by most of his contemporaries in
both the United States and the United Kingdom in the nineteen forties and early fifties,
including Harold Griffith of Montreal who had introduced the drug to anaesthesia in 1942.~'
The visit of Ralph M Waters to the United Kingdom in 1936
Ralph Waters paid a visit to the United Kingdom in 1936
His British colleagues were
capt~vatedby his charming manner and received him with adulation. This was not only
because the academic department that he had established was still unique and the envy of all
anaesthetists, but also because he brought with him experience of three clinical concepts
which were not generally familiar to anaesthetists in the United Kingdom at that time. These
were the use of cyclopropane, the value of carbon dioxide absorption and the employment of
controlled ventilation in the apneic
Me lectured at the Br~tishMedical Association
meeting at Oxford, where he also gave a memorable demonstration of cyclopropane, and also
at the Royal Society of Medicine
The influence of Waters on anaesthesia in the Ilnited Kingdom 1936-1949
Robert Macintosh had visited Waters in the early thirties, and went again when he was rather
unexpectedly elected to the newly endowed Nuffield Chair of Anaesthetics in the University
of Oxford in 1937. He went on to visit Rovenstein, an early trainee of Waters who had

established an academic center in New York on the Wisconsin pattern. Macintosh
subsequently incorporated many of the ideas conceived by Waters jn the organisation of the
new department in Oxford

'

Michael Nosworthy of St Thomas' and The Brompton Hospital visited Waters in 1938 26,3's32
He became convinced of the value of controlled ventilation with cyclopropane for thorac~c
a n a e ~ t h e s i a . ~ ' ~ ' ~He
. " ~ had
'
ample opportunity to use the technique in 1940 on air raid
casualties and wounded soldiers evacuated from Dunkirk, and in 1941 he delivered his classic
paper on 'anaesthesia in chest surgery with special reference to controlled respiration with
cyclopropane' at the Royal Society of ~ e d i c i n e . ~ ' . ' ~

There was considerable and powerful resistance on both s ~ d e sof the Atlantic to the use of
such a revolut~onarytechnique as elective controlled respiration with ~ ~ c l o ~ r o ~ a n e . ~ ~ ~
However, the technique paved the way for the introduction and ultimate general acceptance
of the modern triad of cont~olledventilation with nitrous oxide and oxygen, with respiratory
muscles paralysed by neuromuscular blocking agents, as promulgated by Cecil Gray of
Liverpool, England In the decade following the retirement of Waters in 1 9 4 9 . " ~ ~ ~
Anaesthesia in the USA and UK a t the time of the retirement of Waters in 1949
At the t ~ m eof the retirement of Waters his work promoting the establishment of training and
academic anaesthesia in the leading university medical schools of the United States was
beginn~n to bear fruit, as his trainees went forth from Wisconsin to found new academic
c e n t e r ~ l ' ~However,
~~~
there was a long way to go before physician anaesthesia, or even
physician-controlled anaesthesia, became fully established in the USA. In 1948, short1
before his retirement, Waters wrote a paper for the benefit of the 'occasional anesthetist'. 4%
The general medical practitioner In small towns in provincial USA was obviously still of
considerable concern to lum.
In the United Kingdom in 1948 with the int~oductionof the National Health Service (NHS)
the specialty was about to enter the era of complete phystcian anaesthesia with consultants in
the NHS enjoying full parity with those of other disciplines. It is nonetheless a sobering
thought that In 1948 there was only one professorial department In the United ~ i n ~ d o m . ? "
Conclusion
The modem academic anaesthesia center that Ralph Milton Waters MD FFARCS(hon) had
the vision to found and develop at the University of Wisconsin between 1927 and 1949 was
the first in the world. It remained unique in the United States until the m~ddleof the nineteen
thirties. A number of those whom he trained thereafter founded departments based on the
Wlscons~npattern both with~nand outside the United States.
The detailed organisation of the first academic professor~aldepartment to be founded outside
the United States, the Nuffield Professorial Department of Anaesthetics at the University of
Oxford, England, owed much to visits pa~dto Wisconsin by its first Professor Robert
Macintosh, and his friendship with Waters.
Teaching, careful basic and clinical research, record keeping, and the clinical application of
new techniques were features of the anaesthes~acenter at the University of Wiscons~nheaded

by Waters in the nineteen thirties and forties. These contributed very significantly to the basis
on which the revolutionary techniques of modem anaesthesia were developed in the United
States, the United Kingdom and elsewhere in the world, in the decades following his
retirement in 1949.
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MERE AMATEURS
Early interest in Physician Anesthesia in the US, 1880-1920
Professor A J Wright MLS,
Department of Anesthesiology L~brary
School of Medicine, University of Alabama at Birmingham
Late 19th century US Medical Schools
In the late nineteenth-century, American anaesthesia practice began a slow and difficult
transit~onfrom its status as a stepch~ldof surgery to an independent medical spec~alty.The
early decades of this change paralleled the growing professionalism of clinical medicine and
medical education In the Un~tedStates after the Clv11 War. In 1869, the first academically
affiliated hospital opened at the University of Michigan. During the 1870s, Harvard
University President Charles Eliot brought reforms to the medical school there. Johns
Hopkins opened its medical school in 1893 with its model of serious basic science instruction
and extensive clinical experience. The American Medical Association set up a Council on
Medical Education in 1904. Yet these and other positive developments could not prevent
Abraham Flexner's devastating 1910 report on the generally sorry state of American medical
education.'
The Flexner report's effects on American medical education were profound. Tn 1910 some
148 medical schools operated In the United States; by 1919 that number had fallen to 85.
Many of the marginal proprietary schools that Flexner criticised so harshly did not s w i v e his
report. A similar reduction in medlcal students also took place - from 21,526 in 1910 to
12,930 in 1919. Greene has argued that medical education standards that were developed
after Flexner's report d ~ dnot allow easy access by new disciplines such as anaesthesia. Since
physician anaesthesia in America was so rare in 1910, decades would pass before the
specjalty could establish ~ t s e l f '
Emergence of Anaesthesia
Early in the twentieth century a profession of anaesthesiology did begin to slowly emerge in
the United States. In 1905 G A F E r d m a ~and three other physicians founded the first
anaesthesia organization, the Long Island Society of Anesthetists. Six years later, the Society
combined with a group from Manhattan to form the New York Society of Anesthetists. An
anesthesia s~~pplement
to the Amerlcan Jozirnal ofsurgery began publication in 1914 and
continued until 1926. Edited by F H McMechan, this supplement was the first regularly
published item devoted to the specially McMechan and J T Gwathmey founded the
American Association of Anesthetists in 1919. McMechan also began the world's first
anaesthesia journal, Currenl Researches m Anesthesiu undAnalge.sia, In August 1922. These
and other developments served as prelude to the arrival of Ralph Waters in Madison,
Wisconsin, in 1927, and the creation of the first academic department of anesthesiology in the
Un~tedStates.
The poor quality of much anaesthesia adrn~nistrationhad been notlced before the American
Civil War, and less than two decades after Morton's public demonstration in Boston. In 1859,
one physician noted: 'In some cases Dr M had seen chloroform administered by young
gentlemen, rather in a careless manner . . . . In fact, he believed that most of the fatal cases can

be traced to a careless administration of the remedy'.2 Many anecdotes can be found in the
med~cail~teraturethat illustrate the stepchild nature of anaesthesia adrnlnlstration in the US
after the Civil War. In April 1875, Dr W A Bradfield of East Pascagoula, Mississippi, was
attending a pregnant patient: 'Every thing seemed to be perfectly natural, and nothing
wanting but a few good pains. I had scarcely finished my examination when she was seized
with another violent convulsion, which seemed to cause every muscle in her body to become
perfectly r~gid.I then chloroformed her, and instructed the rnidwfe how to keep her In that
condition until I could go to my office and get my instruments and more chloroform.' This
kind of on-the-spot training of any person available seems to have been the norm in both
hospital and home settings In the second half of the nineteenth century. Midwives, first-year
medical students, husbands, chauffeurs, and inexperienced general practitioners were all
pressed into service to administer anaesthesia.
Concern about anaesthesia practice
However, by the early 1880s some physicians were committing to print their concerns about
anaesthesia practice. These observations generally fall into three broad areas:

I. anaesthesia is complex, often risky to the patient, and poorly administered;

2. trained specialists should adrn~nisteranaesthes~a;
3

anaeslhes~atra~rungshould be part of the med~calschool curricula

One of the earliest physicians to make the case against the anaesthesia status quo was New
Yorker F D Weisse: 'Had I the power to make and enforce law, I would make a law
forbidding the administration of any anaesthetic, except by or in the presence of a regular
graduated doctor of medicine or dental surgeon. The majority of those who are today gving
nitrous oxide are mere amateurs .... who understand but little of the practice and less of the
theory of anae~thesia.~

By the early 1890s concerns about anaesthesia appeared regularly in the medical literature
'There is a decided tendency among the older members of the profession', W L Coplin
observed in 1892, 'to have a medical student administer the anaesthet~c.
For my own
part, were I to undergo an operation of any gravity ... I should prefer that the student do the
operation and that the surgeon administer the anaesthetic.' Coplin, a surgeon by training,
spoke from experience; he had spent more than five years adlninister~nganaesthesia at the
Jefkrson Medical College Hospital in Philadelphia and to the private pat~entsof various
surgeons and gynaecolog~stsin that city.5 In 1898 the Journal of the Arnertcan Medical
Associatron editorialised about the 'indifferent' anaesthetrst:
'When the patient is under, the anesthet~st,who has given ether two or three times,
wishes to demonstrate to the assembled students and spectators his entire familiarity
with etherization by indifferently gazing around the room or at the field of operation,
or he exchanges jokes with a bystander. This is essentrally wrong and it is a wrong to
be corrected by the operator himself. No operator should permit any man to
administer his anesthetics unless he is competent to do so and willing to direct his
undivided attentron to the ~ a t i e n t . ' ~

Poor payment for anaesthesia services concerned some commentators: 'For the operator to
charge $100 or $200 for performing a simple uncomplicated operation and Bve the
anesthetizer $5 for conducting a difficult and complicated anesthesia ... is an injust~cewhich
is not calculated to increase the number or efficiency of anesthetizers', complained Galloway
of Chicago In 1899. Yet poor pay was not the only problem; contempt by some surgeons for
anaesthesia administration seems to have also been common. 'A patient', wrote Galloway,
'requested that the most experienced anesthetizer available be obtained. The surgeon
informed the patient that that would cost $25 addit~onal,and the patlent said he would gladly
pay it. The surgeon employed a student to give the anesthetic, collected $225, gave the
student $5.'
Further criticism
After 1900, criticism of the quality of American anaesthesia practice intensified. Helnick
warned in 1901: 'Never should the surgeon administer chloroform or ether, and operate at the
same time. It is false economy. There is no scarcity of physicians. It is unsafe. Deaths have
been caused by this practice.8 Apparently that practice was still common enough in 1901 to
provoke comment. Seven years later Roberts publ~shedan article with the alarming title The
Anesthesia Perrl in Amerrcan ~ l o s ~ ~ ~1nnthat
l s article
. ~ he noted:
'During a recent v ~ s i tin a metropolitan medical centre I was shocked at the reckless
manner in which general anesthetics were given Observations during my surgical life
in some ten or more hospitals .... has conv~ncedme that a protest against the methods
is urgently needed'.
In the same year Baldy stated flatly:
'The general administration of anesthetics as performed today is the shame of modem
surgery, is a disgrace to a learned profession, and if the full, unvarnished truth
concerning it were known to the laity at large it would be but a short while before it
were interfered with by legislative means'."
In 1910 two other critics continued these themes. 'Yet the majority of doctors treat
anaesthetics lightly', \mote Porter, 'and some delegate the giving of chloroform in obstetrics
to the husband or the nurse while they use forceps in the delivery. Is there anything in the
practice of medicine where we are as careless as In this one of anesthes~a?'." In that same
year, Barnesby published a book with the alarming title Medic'ul Chaos and Crime, which
contained such chapters as 'The surgical novice' and 'The amateur anaesthetist'. In that latter
chapter, he wrote: '.... and though [America is] the birthplace of modem anesthesia, the
discovery of which has brought relief to countless thousands, we pennit the administration of
anesthet~csby any Tom, D ~ c kor Hany who can be pressed into service'. Barnesby further
noted: 'Were a public investigation called for at the present time, the employment of trained
anesthetists, or the adoption of adequate measures For the safety of the patient, would be
found to be the exception rather than the rule.'2 Despite the passage of almost three decades,
the situation was little improved from Weisse's conclusions in 1 882

Specialist Anaesthetists
By 1900, numerous nurse anesthetists worked In the Un~tedStates; many of them were nuns
in Catholic hospitals. Also by that date a few physicians were making anaesthesia a
significant if not complete part of their practices. Thomas D ~ u c h a n a n and
' ~ Thomas L
Bennett began practice in New York City in 1899; S Ormand Goldan began practice in that
city the following year.14Just three years earlier the hledical Record of that city had declared:
'So far as we are informed in the matter, there ex~stsin this great city no physician who
makes a specialty of administering anesthetics. There would seem, however, to exist a
demand in that direction'."
Role of American Medical Association
As early as 1891 the Journul offhe At~zerrcunMedical As.sociation had editorialised about
physicians and anaesthesia adm~nistration:'That the administration of an anesthet~cby a
phys~cianfor any purpose whatever, except in obstetrics and cases of emergency, without the
presence of another physician, when such can be procured, is to be condemned', the editorial
stated: 'In a large city like Indianapolis, where the servlces of an expert in anaesthesia can
always be procured, the physician who does not avail himselFof such services should be held
to a strict accountability for any disastrous results that may occw'.16
Some physicians expressed the need for profess~onal anaesthesia services and noted the
drawbacks at the same time 'An excellent solution of the problem, and what ought to be the
desideratum of every su.rgeon, would be the professional anesthetist', wrote Simon in 1898,
'It is doubtful, however, whether one taking the work up as a specialty could make a living at
it alone, and especially is this true in the smaller cities'." J Montgomery Baldy of
Philadelphia echoed this argument eleven years later. I-Ie argued that physician anaesthetists
were 'a perfect solution', but went on to note the lack of such medical men due to 'the
disadvantages of the scientific narrowness and lack of opportunity for distinction and income
to hold a sufficient number of men of thls type3.'* Baldy used this conclusion to argue for
nurse anaesthetists as the best practical solution to the need for specialty anaesthesia training.
Critics of anaesthesia practice at this time noted the complexity of anaesthesia and the
importance to the anaesthetist of the condition of the patient: 'The position of the anaesthetist
is not an easy one. Upon him depends not so much the success of the operation (for every
operation is successful and beautiful even though the patient die), but the recovery of the
patient', Simon noted.17 More than twenty years later the great surgeon Frank Lahey made
the same argument for professional anaesthetists.
'In our opinion, there exists no more forceful argument in favor of the regular
employment of a trained anesthetist than the fact that once the operation is under way,
the responsibility as to whether the patient 1s golng to be able to endure the complete
procedure is almost entirely in the hands of the anesthetist'.I9
Lahey supported physician anaesthesia and over the years hired Drs Lincoln Sise and Philip
D Woodbridge to administer anaesthesia for his clinic.
In 1912 a Committee on Anesthesia made its report to the American Medical Association's
House of Delegates. Chaired by Dr Yandell Henderson of Connecticut, the five member

committee stated forcefully: 'Anesthesia should cease to be regarded as merely an adjunct of
surgery .... It should be in charge of those whose principal aim is, not to see as much of the
operation as possible, but to administer anesthesia in such a manner as to bring the patient
through with the least possible loss of vita~ity'.~'Coming just two years after Flexner, this
report had l~ttleeffect on anaesthesia practice but did put the AMA on record as supporting
its improvement.
Education
Some early writers declared the need for better education in anaesthesia. 'As the success and
progress of surgeqr depend in a large measure upon the safety of anesthesia, it is evident that
too much study can not be given to this subject', Heinick \note in the 1901 edition of his
textbook. 'An operation may be practically devo~dof danger, while an anesthetic 1s never
administered without irnperiling the life of the patient'.2' Eight years later, Peterson was
even more expl iclt:
'For some years past I have felt that we were not doing our duty toward the
undergraduate in sending him forth upon his life's work wlth little or no experience in
the practical administration of anesthetics', he wrote, 'it is only by such a systematic
course of Instruction in the theory and practice of adminlsterlng anesthetics that we
can ever hope to deal with the problem we have under consideration. The faculty of
the department of medicine and surgery of the University of Mchigan have only this
spring placed themselves on record in favor of such a course . . '22
As we have noted, a number of physicians lodged serious complaints about the quality of
anaesthesia administration in the United States in the forty years between about 1880 and
1920. These phys~cian-authorsalso declared the need for specialists trained in anaesthesia especjally physician anaesthetists. By 1920 little had changed; the same complaints echoed
across the dec.ades. Some physician anaesthetists were practising, and societies and journals
were b e g ~ ~ l ntogmeet and publish. Even at this early date observers of the sltuatlon had a
positive vision of things to come:
'A word as to the hture of anesthetlzation; instead of the haphazard methods of
administering anesthetics they will be properly taught by those competent to teach ...'.

\note Goldan, the New York City physician anaesthetist, in 1901:
'The anesthetist will not be considered a mere satell~teof the surgeon, but recognized
as one of a distinct class. There will be an incentive to men to give their best energies
to the perfection of anesthesia.'I4

R M Waters
In 1919, early in his career, Ralph Waters published an art~clewhch expressed his similar
positive vision for the future of anaesthesia:
'No more is the occasional necessity for a layman or a nurse to administer an
anesthetic an argument that we physicians should not fit ourselves to do the best work
that can be done in that line and help to develop the science, to make it better',

'I wish especially to appeal to the physicians ... in every town who occasionally glve
anesthet~cs,to wake up, get busy, and make anesthesia a part or all of your business.
Do it the best you know how every time you officiate at the head of the table. Learn
all there is to find out about ~ t and
, help the rest of us to do it better by adding to the
developments already made.' 23
Eight years later Waters was invited to Madison, Wisconsin, by Chief of Surgery Erwin
Sctunidt to establish an academic anaesthesia programme at the medical school. The
programme he started, and the programmes started by many of his trainees, finally provided a
mechanism to address some of the problems with anaesthesia practice so many physicians
had noted for so long.
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A STRANGE LITTLE BOOK (ABSTRACT)

Dr David J Wilk~nson
St Bartholomew's Hospital, London
The deta~lsof James Young Simpson's 'Chloroform Dimer Party' on 4 November1 847 are
well known. The later life and contributions of one of those first anaesthetised on that day,
James Mathecvs Duncan, deserve more notice. He is well known to our obstetric colleagues
as he was appointed Phys~cianfor D~seasesof Women at the Royal infirmary in Edinburgh at
this time. He here developed an extensive practice both public and private, became a
renowned teacher and helped to found the Royal Hospital for Sick Children. On the death of
Simpson in 1870, he was expected to succeed to the Chair, but he was not selected, and some
7 years later accepted the position of Lecturer on Midwifery and Diseases of Women at St
Bartholomew's Hospital in London.
He continued to prosper and to make a name for h~rnselfas a great teacher and lecturer at
Barts. In 1881 he became President of the Obstetrical Society and two years later was elected
a Fellow of the Royal Society. On his death in 1890 even Queen Victoria wrote to his widow
with her personal condolences.
St Bartholomew's has many items of memorabilia relating to his time thexe, but a recent
discovery of a l~ttlebook in the basement storeroom of the Medical Library is perhaps of
interest to anaesthetists. The volume is entitled Malllews Duncan - .J Y Simpson. Inside is a
set of papers relating to these two men. These include 'Notes on the inhalation of sulphuric
ether by Simpson', 'Newspaper account of the S~mpsonCentenar), Daily Telegraph 7 June
191 l', 'An account of the election of the Professor of Midwifery in Ed~nburghin 1840', and
of particular interest, a letter to Duncan in Paris dated 28 February 1847 extolling the use of
ether In midwifery written by Simpson. This letter IS unknown to date to my knowledge, and
the origin of thrs little privately bound book is probably part of the papers donated by the
family to St Bartholomew's some time before 1950.
The Bart's archive also contains a folder containing a 135 page typescript written by James'
eldest sister, Isabella. In this paper, written for his family after James' death, she suggests that
James was the first to try the effects of inhaling chloroform whilst he was working as an
assistant to S~mpson.He realised 11s anaesthetic properties and brought these to the attention
of Sirnpson, who then rediscovered them at the famous dinner party. Isabella suggests that
James Mathews Duncan was disappointed that Simpson took all the credit for the discovery.
This story is supported in part by a letter, also in this collect~on,from Duncan to Sir Robert
Christison that recounts his personal recollections of the events surrounding the discoveql. It
is likely that James Mathews Duncan is the true discoverer of the anaesthetic properties of
chloroform
The article relating to this ubstract has been accepted for publlcntion in Anaestlresin This
abstract is published with the agreement of the Editor.

.JUNKER
Dr C Mulnier, Suffolk and Dr D Zuck, Past President, HAS
Early years

Ferdinand Ethelbert Junker von Langgeg was born in V ~ e m aon 7th July 1828 He was the
son of a dlstingu~shedAustr~an District Adrn~nistrator,who was awarded the Austrian
honorific in 1862 for services to the country There is some confusion regarding the spelling
of the 'von Lauggeg' that this award added to the family surname. There are several small
places in Austria called Langgeg, and the honorific would have added a place name to the
existing surname, but there is no place called Lauggeg in Austria.
For the purposes ofthis account the spelling that Junker himself used will be employed.
Junker studied medicine at the University of Vienna from where he graduated MD in 1854.
He obtained additional post-graduate qualifications in the following year in obstetrics (MA),
surgery (DocChir) and ophthalmology (MA). His init~alpractice was as assistant surgeon
with the 1st Light Dragoons in Austria. He then moved to London towards the end of the
1850s
He obtained the MRCS England in 1860 and set up in practice at 56, Gower Street near the
homes of Boott and Robinson. IHe made his first entry in the Medical Directory for 1862. By
1865 he was a member of the Obstetrical Society of London. He moved to 40 Woburn Place
in 1865, 36 Mount Street in 1867 and 31 Somerset Street in 1869. Back home in Austria the
Seven Weeks War of 1866 resulted invictory ofPrussia over Austria. Meanwhile Junker had
been appointed physician to outpat~entsat the Samar~tanFree Hospital for Women and
Children at 18 Edwards Street, Portman Square. This was a busy outpatient department for
the 20-bedded hosp~talwhere Sir Thomas Spencer Wells and Sir William Fergusson also
worked. Junker remained on the staff list at this hospital until 1871.
The Junker Inhaler
Junker devised a chloroform inhaler that was the first to employ the blow-over principle. He
described his apparatus in the Medical Times and Gazerte in November 1867.' It was
designed for the administration of chloroform, chloromethyl or a mixture of the two. It
consisted of hand bellows connected via flexible tubing to the lowest part of an airtight,
graduated glass cylinder conta~ningthe anaesthetic Ilquid. Gentle pressure on the hand
bellows drove air through the volatile anaesthetic. Air containing anaesthetic vapour then
travelled via further flexible tubing from the top of the glass cyllnder to the mask and thus to
the patient. The glass cylinder sat in a non-conducting stand lined with velvet to prevent the
chloromethyl from boiling when used In a hot room. A chamber at the apex of the mask, at
the entry point of the connecting tubing, was designed to prevent freezing of the tubing when
in use. This chamber also had an adjustable side opening to admit additional airflow when
chloroform was used. The mask was fitted with an expiratory device to allow discharge of
expired gases The amount of anaesthetic administered c o ~ ~ lbed regulated by altering the
pressure applled to the air bellows. The devlce was manufactured by Krohne and Sesemann
and was easily portable. It was known as the Junker

The Junker enjoyed many years of vogue Indeed, i t was the preferred device of Sir Thomas
Spencer Wells for administering an anaesthetic. There was a r ~ s kof wrongly assembling the
Junker which allowed delivery of liquid anaesthetic directly to the patient with fatal
consequences Various mod~ficationswere made to it over the years by, amongst others,
Frederick Hewitt, Dudley Buxton and Carter Braine. It was used in ~mprovedform until at
least 1927. Unfortunately, in that pear it was associated with the death of a patient through
m i s c o ~ e c t i o nof the device and it fell out of use after that.
Travels
Junker moved to Germany in 1870 The Franco-Prussian War took place in 1870-1871, and
during that time he was c h ~ e fphysician and director of the English Hospital at Saarbriicken.
In 1871 he visited von Langenbeck's department, and witnessed the use of the Trendelenburg
tube or tracheal tampon to isolate the airway via a tracheostorny, and avoid tracheal soiling
during laryngeal and rnaxillo-facial surgery. He described his observations in the Medical
T,me.s ur,d Gazette in 1 872.'
In the autumn of 1872 Junker moved to Japan. Japan had undergone a radical hansfonnation
with the M e i j ~Restoration of 1 8 6 8 . ~Restorat~onleaders a~rnedto modernise Japanese
society, and instituted an economic and social revolution that was to overthrow centuries of
rule by the warrior class in favour of direct imperial rule. A universal education system was
established. The Japanese govenunent looked to Germany for medical knowledge, slnce
German medical practice was widely regarded as the most advanced of the time. There was a
shift from Oriental to Western medicine, and in order to promote its efforts at reform the
Japanese govenunent hired German doctors to teach at the newly created medical schools.
Thus Western med~cinewas taught to Japanese students for the first time In a systematic and
detailed fashion.
Junker became director of the new medical school at ~ ~ o t o h ntook
d up his post in
September 1872. He lectured in anatomy, obstetrics and pathology, later taking on medicine,
therapeutics and basic sciences. He became interested In Japanese culture5 whilst in Kyoto
and wrote a Japanese anthology entitled The Healing Grain of Rlce, a collection of stories,
fables and legends called Japanese Teal~meStories and several essays on Japanese theatre
and painting. Unfortunately, although his contract had been renewed until 1878, Junker was
dismissed from his post in Kyoto as a result of difficulties he had with his colleagues,
students and the town council. He left in 1876.
Later life
Very little is known about Junker's life after this, but it is known that he was living in Leipzig
In 1880 and was back in London by 1882. He changed his address in London on many
occasions between 1882 and 1900. During the 1880s he translated various works by the
Austrian surgeon Theodor Billroth from Gennan into English, and a book by Sir Thornas
Spencer Wells called The Modern Chirugery of the Lower Body from English into German. It
is thought that Junker died between 1900 and 1902 because his name no longer appeared in
the London Mediml Directory after 1901, but there was no obituary for him and no will was
realised. It is strange that such a distinguished member of the medical profession should
apparently disappear without trace. Various ideas have been proffered concerning his last
years. The most entertaining of these, which is purely speculative and is ~ntendedto amuse,

not offend, considers the man that police in London were hunting from 1888. They sought a
military man with knowledge of anatomy. A man able to silence his female vict~msand
remove their internal organs with surgical precision. Of course the only evidence that Junker
was actually Jack was that he lived in London at the time!
Whatever became of him, Junker was a talented and innovative man and his invention made
him one of the forefathers of anaesthesia
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KROHNE AND SESEMANN: AN EARLY CEPOD
Dr M S~deryand Dr N Adams
Department of Anaesthesia, Bury St Edmunds
Iutroduction

In 2001 a handwritten tome and several advertisement leaflets for anaesthetic equipment
dating from 190314 were donated to the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and
Ireland (AAGBI). The depositor's grcat-grandfather, Henry Frederick Sesemann and his half
brother, Charles Willlam Krohne, had, one hundred years ago, been in business together,
manufacturing and selling medical equipment. The hand wr~flenartefact was the work of
Charles Krohne, and represents what appears to be an attempt to record the details of all
deaths associated with anaesthesia throughout the UK between the years 1903-1904. The
enormity of the task, and the aflention to detail of the work represents a unique resource, and
I S the subject of this paper.
The document
The document is handwritten, with an unusual page layout. The left-hand side contains
transcr~bedpassages from anaesthetic texts publ~shedaround the turn of the 20th century. The
pages quote verbatim selected sections from the texts Anaesthetics and their Adrnrn~sfra~ron
by F W H e ~ i t and
t
also The Anaesthetist S Pocker Companion by Robert Marston (1899).
These were clearly of interest to the author but the reason for the time consuming
transcription is not clear in the document itself. Several pages between the quoted texts
contaln details of publications in the Lancet around the year 1873, centred mainly around
deaths under anaesthesia.
The right hand pages of the opened document contain collected details of anaesthetic related
deaths in the United Kingdom between the years 1903 and 1904. The surgical procedure,
anaesthetic technique, events leadlng up to and occurring at the time of death of the patient
are recorded, along with comments from the coroner involved in the inquest. Forty-eight
deaths under chloroform anaesthesia are reported, five under ether, three under
chlorofonnlether, two under Somnoform, one under ACE and three with no agent mentioned.
The high proportion of the total represented by chloroform deaths is of particular note as the
document just precedes the chloroform investigat~onsof the early twentieth century The total
number of operations and procedures facilitated by anaesthesia over this period is unknown
and Indeed, the denominator remains a critical point in mortality reports up to the present
day.
Interspersed between the text quotations on the left-hand pages are sets of figures relating to
specific anaesthetics administered by named practitioners, with flow rates, quantities used
and duration of procedure. The detail is such that the same anaesthetic could be administered
today. There are also transcripts of letters received by the author from individuals using the
equipment manufactured by the company, mostly complimentary in nature. The content of
the quoted texts on the left-hand bears no relation to the documented deaths on the r~ght-hand
pages. Listed in chronological order, the incidents and the coroners' reports are strikingly
relevant to the practice of anaesthesia today.

William Krohne
Wllliam K.rohne not only produced equipment used for the administrat~onof anaesthetics, but
there is anecdotal evidence that he administered anaesthetics himself Certainly the changes
made to the anaesthetic equipment manufactured by the company reflect a high degree of
insight into the art. Krohne and S e s e m a ~
were responsible for some of the early refinements
of Junker's inhaler, ~ncludingthe feather indlcator. From this vantage point, it is probable that
Krohne recognised the reports as a source of extremely valuable inforrnatlon well before
deaths under anaesthesla were formally recorded. Krohne's plans for the collection are
unknown for he died in 1904 and the document contains no hint of his intentions.
T h ~ spaper will put the document into its historical context and deta~lsome of the unfortunate
cases recorded in the diary. In doing so, it is hoped that some light will be shed on William
Krolme, a man whose interest in anaesthesla led him to comp~lea comprehensive list of
anaesthetic-related deaths for purposes which unfortunately will never be known. The paper
will also highl~ghtthe short distance we have travelled over the last one hundred years, and
confirm the importance of what is too easily regarded as a bygone era.
Safety and early anaesthesia
Attention was correctly drawn to these early anaesthct~cdeaths as a result of publlc and
medla Interest The nature of anaesthesla for electlve surgery 1s such that when serlous
compl~cat~ons
a r m , the focus I S on the anaesthetlc After all, the anaesthet~c was
whose l ~ f ewas often not threatened by the surg~calproblem
admln~steredto an ind~v~dual
Durlng these ploneermg years the knowledge of the pharmacological attr~butesof anaesthetlc
agents was slow to accumulate, and the phys~olog~cal
effects of the agents In man were not
easy to interpret The deaths tended to be unhcralded and unexpected

During the establishment of anaesthesia as a method of facilitating surgery, an agent was
required which had an acceptable risklbenefit ratio ChJoroform was easy to admjnlster when
compared to ether, and despite the known complications of its use had strong support within
the medical profession. Deaths were attributed to failure of adequate ventilation or comorbidity. Equipment used to administer anaesthetic agents was evolving, as it is to this day.
Clover's Bag was cumbersome and, importantly, Lhe capacity of the bags was not always
exact, and the efficiency of the bellows used to fill the bags was variable' leading to unknown
chloroform concentrations being administered. The o r i ~ n a lJunker's inhaler was prone to
tipping, miscomection and, although the delivery of vapour was dependent upon the rate at
which air was pumped through ~ tthere
,
was no regulation of airflow.
Krohne and Sesemann manufactured the original of Junker's inhaler; the design was
reviewed subtly by Joseph Mills in 1878. Tn 1883, Krohne and Sesemam developed a model
which delivered measured volulnes of alr through the device and had a hook for hanging the
inhaler from the buttonhole of the anaesthetist. Krohne later developed the feather indlcator
over the exp~ratoryvalve. Designs with non-interchangeable tubing and safe delivery in any
position were soon made available
As CO-director of a medical equipment company and (according to a typed note found
amongst the documents with the diary) a regular administrator of anaesthetics,William
Krohne had a vested interest in the safety of anaesthesia. He was also known to publish In the

medical press at thls time under the nom de plume 'Pro Bono Publico', and it IS poss~blethat
his relationship with the press facilitated the collection of the reports of anaesthetic deaths
throughout the UK.It is likely that the reason for his compilation of anaesthetic deaths will
remain obscure, but it could be suggested that he recognised the records as a useful source of
information, which could be drawn upon to improve the safety of anaesthesia and the
equipment manufactured by his company. Could t h s really have been the driv~ngforce
behind the compilation of deaths? Improving the safety of administration of anaesthetics did
not necessitate such an enormous task, as the medical profession was no doubt acutely aware
of the improvements that could be made. It would be interesting to propose that Krohne was
already publishing in the press, under his pen name 'Pro Bono Publico', and so meant to
reveal these figures in some context, either in the medical or lay press.

History of mortality reporting
It was not long after the administration of the first anaesthetics in Amenca in the 1840s that
the first deaths attributed to anaesthesia were reported. During the establishment of a method
of providing anaesthesia to facilitate surgery, the actual surgcal procedures were modest in
size and, apart from the more urgent situations, tended to be performed on healthy
rndiv~duals.Deaths in this context were by their nature disastrous and rightly attracted the
attention of the public as well as those within the profession.
Surgical procedures were not performed in the dedicated settings one expects today (note the
'anaesthetic chamber' mentioned later). 'The ease of use of chloroform when compared to
ether in these impromptu environments, and the apparent Royal seal of approval in the light
of its administration to Queen Victoria 1853 made the drug a common anaesthetic agent
during the latter half of the 19th century. However, concern was growing in the med~cal
profession as the number of chloroform related deaths continued to rise.2

In 1864 the first chlorofom investigations were set up by the Royal Medico-Chirurgical
Society in reaction to the uncomfortably high rate of anaesthetic- elated deaths. Problems
with chloroform in particular were noted and recommendations rncluded the use of an alcohol
- chloroform - ether mixture. The use of chloroform continued, although other agents were
being sought. In 1877 the Glasgow Committee led by Professor Lister enquired into the use
of various anaesthetic agents. Chloroform was again suspected as the cause of a
disproportionate number of deaths. A number of series reviewing anaesthetic deaths were
published in the medical press during the end of the nineteenth century: each highlighting
problems associated with chloroform. The results of the first and second Hyderabad
Chloroform Commissions, in 1888 and 1889 respectively, were used by Surgeon-Major
Lawrie to add support to the use of chloroform and his status within the profession added
weight to his claims.
It is worth noting that whilst these investigations and committees were collecting their data,
the busy chloroformist continued his daily activities, with improvements in the safety of his
anaesthetic equipment cropping up all the t ~ m eIt. can be seen that the chloroformist would
interpret these safety improvements as a vote of confidence in the agent itself Admimstrat~on
techniques of chloroform anaesthesia were becoming more exact and makers of anaesthetic
equipment were striving to improve the safety of their devices. Surely the agent rtself was
relatively safe when used by a skilled practitioner with safe, modern equipment? It is in this
environment that Krohne himself would have worked and developed h ~ products.
s

The British Medical Associat~onset up its own anaesthetic commiss~onin 1891 It noted that
chloroform remained the most widely used agent and that it was associated with the highest
number of deaths attributable to the anaesthetic. The Special Chloroform Committee of the
BMA was formed in 1901, producing a report nine years later suggesting that limited doses
of chlorofon (maximum of 2%) were acceptable, and so the use of chloroform persisted. In
1912 the Committee on Anesthes~aof the American Medical Assoc~ationstated that the use
of chlorofonn for major operations was 'unjustifiable' and the agent, already less popular
across the Atlant~c, was withdrawn. Unfortunately, the use of chloroform In the UK
continued well into the twentieth century. The reasons behind this are extremely interesting
and thought provoking but lie beyond the remit of this paper.
A compilation of anaesthetic related deaths by William Krohne

In the first few years of the twent~ethcentury the world was no less exciting and colourful
than the world in which we find ourselves today. The state funeral of Queen Victoria would
have attracted the same media and public interest as any recent Royal events, and no doubt
Victoria's death was recognised as the end of an era that would never be repeated. Marconi
transmitted the first radio message across the Atlantic Ocean, and in the USA President
W~lliamMcKinley was assassinated. In 1900 the Boxer rebellion was thwarted in its attempt
to oust the 'fore~gndevils' from China, and the Pans International Exhibition included a
demonstration of the first escalator and, equally useful, the paper clip was invented.
Anaesthesia for surgical procedures at this time was not new, nor was the media interest in
deaths of patients whlst under the care of physicians. As would be the case today, an
anaesthetic-related death would be reported, certa~nlyIn the local press. There was, however,
no formal reporting, and review of these deaths within the profession would have been
limited. It is a surprise, therefore, to discover a document containing what appears to be an
attempt to compile a complete record of all anaesthetic related deaths in the years 1903 to
1904 by a non-medical man.
The nature of the actual document has already been revealed. As prev~ouslydiscussed, ~t is
probable that Krohne's contacts w ~ t hthe press would have given h ~ mthe means by which he
could gather the information. This should not detract from the fact that such a task must have
taken a huge amount of time and effort, particularly for a man in his seventies at the end of
his career. The timing and wording of the last few records suggests that the author had been
working retrospectively and had 'caught up' during the summer of 1904.
To ~llustratethe scope of the work, five deaths under anaesthesia recorded in the document
and local to East Anglia, are described. The cases highlight several issues, all of which
remain pertinent to the practising anaesthetist today.
Cases extracted from the Krohne Record of Anaesthetic Related Deaths

Case - 9 Apr~l1903, reported

in the Eastern Dally Press. The patient was a 13 year-old
female attending the West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital for the removal of tuberculous glands
from the neck. The anaesthetic used was chlorofonn mixed with alcohol. Near the end of the
procedure the patient 'showed signs of heart failure', then as she was regalnlng
consciousness. had a form of 'convuls~vespasm and died without any warning being given'.
This description is typical of the deaths associated w ~ t hchloroform use. The patient was

young, the depth of anaesthesia required for the procedure was not deep, nor was the
procedwe long. Lawrie's pariah dogs were not prone to ventricular dysrhythmia whilst under
chloroform anaesthesia but unfortunately man and other species have that tendency: 'a well
established clinical Fact cannot be disproved by any amount of experiments on animals' Wood and Hare, medical News (Philadelphia, 22nd Feb 1890).

Case - 23 July

1903, reported in the Dmly News, St Georges'. A 7 year-old boy underwent
an anaesthet~con 11 May for tooth extraction. The anaesthetic used was nitrous oxide. It I S
recorded that there was difficulty during the procedure, although the exact nature of the
problem is not mentioned. The boy died during the operation and the coroner, Dr Friedberger,
is quoted as saylng: 'the post-mortem examination showed that the windpipe was compressed
by the enlarged glands. The boy was a q u ~ t eunsu~tablesubject for an anaesthetic' The jury
are recorded to have said that the deceased should have been examined before the anaesthetic
was gven.

In 1982 Lunn and ~ u s h i n 'emphasised that the failure of the anaesthetist to v~sitthe patient
pre-operatively, failure to keep records, and lack of communicat~onbetween surgeon and
anaesthetist were common themes in the 3,736 deaths reviewed in MorlaliQ~Associated wilh
Anaesrhesia.

m
3 - 25 July 1903, reported in the Rziry Glrard~an.A 64 year-old man had undergone at
least two procedures under chloroform anaesthesia earlier in the year at the Bury Infirmary.
He had returned to the hospital as an out-patient where he was given 'morphia' to ease his
symptoms. He returned the next day, complaining that the analgesic was 'too strong'. He
underwent a procedure under chloroform anaesthesia on the same day. It is recorded that the
patient rapidly stopped breathing, to the surprise of the practit~onerwho felt 'the chloroform
was properly administered'. The patient died. The surgeon 'did not perceive anything wrong
with the deceased until the operation was finished'
The use of chlorofom in a morphinised patient, particularly an opiate sensitive ind~vidual,
would indeed precipitate respiratory arrest. This example hghlights the paucity of
pharmacological knowledge at this time, and also the lack of ainvay management skills. The
method of anaesthetic appl~cationis readily defended but no mention is made of the fact that
the patient died of an easily reversible cause.

Case- 12 September 1903, reported in the East Anglian Times. A 30 year-old farm labourer
was to undergo a hernia repair at the West Suffolk Hospital, with chloroform as the
anaesthetic. Whilst in the 'anaesthet~cchamber' the patient's pulse was felt to 'fall o f f , the
surgeon was called to j o ~ nthe doctors in the chamber and all three attempted to resuscitate
the patient for half an hour before death was pronounced. It was commented that the patient
may have had an alcoholic tendency.
The first point of interest is the recognition that the history of alcohol abuse may have had a
role to play in the outcome of the anaesthetic. The exact mechanism by wh~chthe alcohol
abuse led to the adverse outcome would not have been known. The second is the use of the
term 'anaesthetic chamber' which has not passed into common use.
- 19 September 1903, reported in the Eos? Anglran Dally Times. A 5 year-old g ~ r died
l
during a second operation for drainage of an abscess at the Colchester Infectious Diseases

Hospital. The anaesthetic was again chlorofom. Classically, the operation was said to be a
'slight one'. The jury expressed the opinion that 'notice of the second operation should have
been given to the parents'.
The issue of consent to perform a procedure remains pertinent, and in particular the issue of
consent for an anaesthetic. Ln this case the doctors involved acted in the interests of the
patient and presumably having conducted the procedure once, felt a repeat procedure would
carry no extra risks. The fact that the jury raised this particular issue suggests that even in
1903, the public were sensitive to the paternalistic approach of the medical profession, and
wanted to be better informed and involved in any dec~sionmaking that was to be made.
Recent mortality reporting in the United Iungdorn in the 20th century
The theme of mortality reporting has continued, and indeed gathered pace in the late 20th
Century. Whilst the Conzdentral Enquiry into Muternul Mortulily commenced In 1952, a
Committee of Investigation along similar lines was appointed by Council of the Association
of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland in November 1 9 4 9 , ~
the aim of wh~chwas to
compile and comment on anaesthetic-related deaths that were submitted voluntarily by senior
anaesthetists. The results were published in the Association's journal each year from 1949 to
1952 with a summary of 400 cases appearing in 1952. The early conclus~onwas that the
compilat~onwas a useful source of information and anaesthetists were encouraged to cooperate.
Detalls of approximately 1,000 deaths associated w ~ t hanaesthesia were reported between
1949 and 1955 Flve hundred and nlnety elght were deemed to be anaesthetic related, the
deta~lswere analysed and the result published A further 600 werc analysed and publlshed6
In 1964 LUM and ~ u s h ~ npubl~shed
'
Mortalrfy Assocrated wr/h Anaesrhesra In 1982
reflect~ngthat there remaln d~fficult~es
In study~nganaesthet~c-relateddeaths, as coroners and
death certificates provlde 11mltedlnformatlon, and the oplnlon of an experienced anaesthetist
was rarely sought durrng the process of ~nterpretat~on
of the events lead~ngto death
The culmination of this trend has been the Cor?jidential Enquiry into Peri-operarrve Death
(CEPOD), now an annual audit

Summary
This paper has Introduced an important artefact that has recently come to light, comprising
what appears to be a complete record of anaesthetic related deaths during the period between
1903 and 1904 The document was compiled during the early years of anaesthesia in the UK
and represents a unique collection, containing details of anaesthetics given during this period
as well as the events surrounding critical incidents that culminated in the deaths of 62
patients
The plans the author may have had for t h ~ sinformation are l~kelyto remaln obscure
Certa~nlythe collection would have been an arduous and time-consuming task, but one which
he felt was worthy of his efforts. Possible courscs of action that may have been taken by him
have been proposed, Irrespective of the fate of the data, it reflects on the man himself that he
r e c o p ~ s e dthe Importance of the information, well before formal mortality reporting had
been implemented.

The document is presently the subject of greater scrutiny and is likely to become an important
resource In the future. Whilst this work continues, it is hoped that the current paper has
whetted the appetite of those who have a particular interest in the early years of anaesthesia,
and has highlighted the direct links we have with the past.
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WlLLIAM J MAYO, J O H N LUNDY AI'% CLINICAL ANESTHESU
A textbook whose time had come?
Dr R A MacKenzie, Professor D R Bacon, Dr Mary E Warner
Department of Anesthesiology, Mayo Clinic
In 1942, shortly after America had entered World War Two, John Silas Lundy, head of the
Section on Anesthesia at the Mayo Clinic, completed Cl~nicalAnesthesra. Published by W B
Saunders, the textbook was 770 pages long, and covered all of what was then contemporary
anesthesia. In many ways, the textbook mirrors Lundy's career.

Dr J S Lundy
John S Lundy was born in 1894 in the rural community of Inkster, North Dakota. His father
was a fam~lydoctor. Unfortunately, his father died when John was only 18 months old.'
John was, however, strongly encouraged to study medicine by hls father's physician
colleagues. At age 16 years, he observed a demonstration of Fle~dbrink'sgas machine being
used in dental surgery and thus started his long interest in anesthesia. He did his premediclne studies at the University of North Dakota from 1913 to 1917. He began studying
medicine in 1917 at Rush Medlcal College of the University of Chicago, where he
3Herb was an early physician
undoubtedly came under the influence of Isabella C Herb. l
anesthetist who was hired in 1899 to administer anesthetics at the Mayo Clinic. She left
Mayo in 1904 and subsequently joined the medical staff at Rush Medical College in Chicago.
She became chief anesthetist at Rush in 1 9 0 9 . ~L~tndyreceived the MD degree in 1919 and
did an internship from 1919 to 1920 at the Harper I-Iospital in Detro~t,Michigan. Because of
his long interest in anesthesia, he was the intern w t h the most anesthesia experience at
Harper hospital.' He thus gained additional expertise in adrninkster~nganesthesia dur~nghis
intern year
Following the internship, Dr Lundy moved to Seattle, Washington in 1920 to beg~nmedical
practice While visiting a medical building to arrange for office space rental, he was invited
to administer an anesthetic the next morning. Dr Lundy eagerly accepted and thus began his
practice of medicine in Seattle with the administration of an anesthetic.'
Mayo Clinic
John Lundy was interested in medical politics and became active with the King County
(Seanle) Medical Society. He was elected in January 1924 at a Medical Society meeting (by
a single vote) to the office of ~ecretary.' At that same meeting, the guest lecturer was a wellknown surgeon, Dr William J Mayo. By v~rtueof his new office, DI Lundy was seated next
to the guest speaker. Dr Mayo soon learned about Dr Lundy's experience with the new
anesthetic ethylene Since ethylene was not being used at the Mayo Clinic, Dr Mayo invited
Dr Lundy to travel to Kochester and share his ethylene knowledge Dr Lundy arrived in
Rochester shortly afterwards.' He spent the next 35 years at the Mayo Clinic, most of the
time as Mead of the Section on Anesthesia. He retired from Mayo in 1959. Dr Lundy
returned to Seattle, and died there in 1 9 7 3 . ~

John Lundy had a very productive career at Mayo Clinic. In his first year there, the young Dr
Lundy decided 'to make one contribution to anesthesiology each of the 35 years which lay
ahead of me'.4
Among his accomplishments were:
established an anatomy laboratory (1927)
established Anesthetists' Travel Club (1929) (currently extant as the Academy of
Anesthesiology);
used thiopental sodium clinically (1934)
refrigerated citrated blood (1935)
established Anesfhesia A6slract.s ( 1937)
established a Recovery Room at St Mary's Hospital in Rochester (1942)
published textbook Clinical Anesthesia (1942)
elected President of the American Society of Anesthesiologists.
Part of his enthusiasm for hard work was a result of his early years In rural North Dakota
'On the basis of experience in the country and on farms I realise that one must plant several
crops if one expects to have one real hawest each year. Hence, I have tried to keep five
projects in anesthesia going all the time, hoping for one good harvest each year'.4
Relationship with Dr William Mayo
Drs Mayo and Lundy shared a warm relationship. This was first evidenced by Mayo placing
~ a
his arm around Lundy as they walked out of the Seattle meeting in January 1924.~
would strongly support many of Lundy's ideas, including the anatomy laboratory for teaching
surgical anatomy and regional anesthesia: the Anesthesla Travel Club, and the writing of a
textbook on anesthesia. In the preface of his textbook, Dr Lundy wrote: 'Eighteen years ago,
at the suggestion of William J Mayo, I adopted the point of view that in my work I would not
only meet the recurring emergencies and demands of the daily routine, but also I would
accumulate an experience which, some day, I would pass on to others in print'.8 Visiting
faculty had often asked Lundy for a synopsis of his t e c h n i q u e s . b e worked on this book for
a number of years.
Mayo wrote the foreword to Lundy's Clinrca6 Anesthesra, which remains an ~ntriguingdeta~l
of the book. William J Mayo died on 28 July 1939. Thus the book was most likely being
written for many years before its publication Dr Mayo wrote: 'Among the workers who
have contributed most to the whole subject of anesthesia, not only from the standpo~ntof
research and experimentation but also from the standpoint of practical use of modem
' Lundy added a footnote to Dr Mayo's
methods of anesthesia, is Dr. John S ~ u n d ~ ' . ' Dr
foreword: 'Dr Mayo was much interested in preparation of the manuscript of this book. He
wrote this foreword after one of his many conversations with the author'.

~

o

Lundy's Clinical Anesthesia
The timing of Clinical Anesrl7esru could not have been more advantageous. The United
States Armed Forces needed anesthesiologists to care for the wounded in battle At the time,
there srmply were not enough physicians to fill the need. In the textbook's preface, Dr Lundy
wrote: 'Recently, because of the present emergency (World War Two), I was asked to mod~fy
the arrangement of the material in this book, to make i t useful for military as well as civil
use'.' Courses were arranged to train physicians across the United States by the National
Research Council's Subcommittee on Anesthes~a,of which Lundy was a member. In three
months, the courses were 'to instruct medical officers . . . in the fundamental principles and
standard procedures in anesthesia . . . to prepare medical officers to take charge of the
anesthesia sections of the various ty es of hospitals of the U.S. Army'." All basic aspects of
anesthesiology were to be covered!
The textbook used, at least at the Mayo Clinic, was
Lundy's Clinical Anesthesia. Illustrations in the book were made into glass lantern slides"
and used in Dr Lundy's lectures. At the beginning of World War Two, most anesthesia
providers in America were nurse anesthetists, and most of these were female. At that time
women had limited value to the military in terms of drafting and posting.11These threemonth courses were important to US military medicine.
There never was a second ed~tionof Lundy's textbook. In his personal copy, he made
extensive notes for corrections, additions and deletions. Each illustration is numbered, which
corresponds wrth the original artwork.I4 With the war over, did Lundy feel that more
revis~onwas needed than he could undertake? Did W B Saunders find other textbooks more
popular?
Conclusion

In many ways Clinical Aneslhesia denotes the high point of Lundy's career, and the
fulfilment of one of his long held ambrtions. William Mayo's strong support and enduring
friendship with John Lundy was of large importance in the eventual publication of the
textbook. The book undoubtedly helped many wartime US physicians to learn the basics of
anesthesiology quickly. This type of book was very much needed at that point in time; its
time had come.
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ASSESSMENT OF RISK (Abstract)
D r J C Sill
Mayo Clinic, USA
Introduction
By the late 1930s, anaesthetists in the United States had come to recognise the need for a
system to permit graded assessment of patient risk prior to anaesthesia and surgery. Adams
and Lundy at the Mayo clinici and ~aklad: a member of a committee of the American
Soc~etyof Anesthesiologists ASA) From Connecticut, published their views in 1941. Saklad's
system relied upon the patient's physical state at the time of surgery, a view which was
ult~mately incorporated In the ASA class~fication method.' Nevertheless, the systems
proposed at the Mayo Clinic and by Saklad were not very different from one another.
s
class~ficationof operative risk:
At the Mayo Clinic, Lundy had by 1941 ~ntroducedh ~ brief

1.
2.

3.
4.

Patients in such good physical cond~tion that they will probably tolerate any
anaesthetic agent well.
Cases of so-called average risk, in wh~chthe risk of the operation IS greater than the
risk of anaesthesia.
Patients for whom the anaesthetic agent must be selected with care since, owing to
pathological conditions, the risk of anaesthesia is as great or greater than the risk of
the operation.
Patients who are in such serious physical condition that the use of any anaesthetic
agent is dangerous. For such patients, local infiltration may be used to control the
pain, but only half the concentration and half the usual amount of solution should be
employed.

This system took into account the r ~ s kof anaesthesia and the nsk of surgery, in add~tionto
physical state Lundy emphasised the importance of pre-operative history taking and physical
examinat~on,and in addition drew attention to the importance of laboratory findings.
Cardiovascular system
Lundy's commentary concerning 'general factors contributing to the patient's risk' are of
interest, both for their relevance to contemporary anaesthesia practice and for t h e ~ cur~osity
r
tn regard to the card~ovascularsystem Lundy was well aware of the dangers of heart failure:
'Cardiac insufficiency, if advanced and uncompensated, forms one of the gravest
complications that the anaesthetist has to face'. Nevertheless, Lundy and his colleagues
recognised that 'provided compensation is adequate and cardiac reserve is satisfactory,
(patients) stand anaesthesia and operation remarkably well'. Lundy believed that 'risk
increases in proportion to the extent with wh~chthe patient's activ~t~es
are limited by the
cardiac condition'. He warned against the dangers of anaesthetis~ngpatients with precordial
pain 'either with or without moderate exertion', and jn agreement with current opinion
suggested that hypertension does not markedly increase risk providing cardiac reserve is
sat~sfactory.~

Respiratory system
Risks resulting from respiratory disease were addressed by Lundy, and those conditrons
which lower vital capacity were Identified as risk factors. Lundy's assessment of the
respiratory system is accompanied by a strong warning against the anaesthetist permitting a
'deficiency of oxygen', emphasising that the result is damage to the central nervous system,
'particularly to the cerebral cortex'. Asthma, he suggests, does not produce untoward risk,
especially as follodng ether 'periods of relief from asthmatic attacks have been observed'.
Tobacco was noted to increase perioperative risk.
Anaesthetic agents

A risk conferred by anaesthetic agents themselves was emphasised by Lundy, stating 'certain
agents produce specific damage to certain organs, such as damage to the t~ssueof the liver by
chloroform'. The anaesthetist was cautioned to consider certain possible organ-specific toxic
effects of anaesthetics when pre-existing damage to certain organs was present.
Body weight and temperament
Weight loss and debility were regarded as a risk, but in contrast to current anaesthesia
practice Lundy had l~ttleto say concerning obesity. Also, perhaps in contrast, he was troubled
by patients who are 'high strung', commenting that they seemed to be more difficult to
anaesthetise than those of the 'more stolid type'. However, it is interesting to note that
perceived risks for anaesthesia and surgery identified in the 1930s are not dramatically
different from those recognised today. Finally, Lundy makes the noteworthy comment:
'The skill and versatility of the anaesthetist must be cons~dered as Important
contributing factors to the welfare of the patient for whom the rrsk of operation is
gTeat. The patient's life often depends more on the way a certain anaesthetic agent is
administered than on the effects of the agent itself'
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GUEST LECTURE
At tbe Cutting Edge: Surgery in Norwich in the 18th and 19th Centuries
Dr Stephen Cherry, School of Nstory, University of East Angl~a
Introduction
At the beginning of the 18th century there was no hospital in Norwich in the modern sense,
although there was a prototype cottage hospital at Shotesham from the 1730s and the Norfolk
and Norwich (N and N) from 1771. However there was little difference between the practice
of surgery in a 'domestic' environment (often literally on the kitchen table) and in hospitals
until the mid-19th century. At the end of the period we have the first X-rays (1896), the
beginnings of asepsis, and greater control in anaesthesia Along the way there are significant
improvements In the range and techniques of surgery, the making of national reputations for
local surgeons and the N and N hospital, and the establishment of the university educated,
hospital trained, professionally assessed surgeons All these Features endorse the theme of
'~mprovement'In surgery, though that view may need some qualification.
The subject w ~ l be
l considered under four headings:
I)

2)
3)
4)

The range of surgical pract~cebefore the introd~ict~on
of anaesthetics;
Surgeons at the N and N in the 2nd and 3rd quarters of the 19th century;
Local experience of anaesthetics and antiseptics;
Practical results of surgery and wider influences.

Surgery ~1700-1840
At the opening of the 18th century there was no clear generalised definition of surgery. Of
course there were all manner of interventions and procedures, largely dealing with external
manifestations of disease or injury, but those who described themselves as 'surgeons' did not
separate from the barber surgeons to form the Surgeons Corporation until 1745 (and the
Royal College of Surgeons in 1800). Other practitioners included bloodletters; bone setters,
lithotomists and tooth drawers; examples of the last two were In practice as skilled
'specialists' in and around Norwich in the 17th and 18th centuries.
The Rev Thomas Havers, clergyman at Stoke Holy Cross and licensed to perform surgery in
1692, acquired a local reputation as a skilled lithotomist, whereas Agabus Molden advertised
himself as 'ope~atorfor the teeth' in the Norwich Merczrry throughout the 1730s. At this time
Benjamin Gooch (1 708-76) was in practlce as a surgeon-apothecary, the predecessor to the
modem GP, at nearby Shotesham. Gooch was a general surgeon who attended the wealthy
but he also had the cottage hospital pract~ce,wh~chcontributed towards his three-volume text
on surgery, published in 1758. He developed a particular form of splint, which combined
wooden spills with cloth and leather strapping to produce a relatively light adjustable but
strong support. Gooch was closely assoc~atedw ~ t hlocal landowner William Fellowes in the
establishment of the N and N and might have been actively involved in surgical practice but
he was already aged 64 when the hospital opened

Election of surgeons
At that time honorary surgeons to the N and N were elected by hospital governors, a system
open to abuse and certainly to influence. But the late 18th century surgeon would have
qualified for practice after a 5-year apprenticeship. This included lectures and courses on
anatomy and dissection, and one year's clinical experience in a hospital in London,
Edinburgh, Dublin or Glasgow, and then being successfully examined and licensed by the
Surgeons Corporation. The surgical pupil would observe operations, attend ward rounds and
assist the surgeon's dressers. Surgeons were allowed up to four dressers, who paid a
substantial fee (up to 50 guineas) for this favoured role. Ln return, they directly assisted in
operations, dressed wounds, drew teeth and let blood and could act in place of, or call in the
surgeon in an emergency. Later, as a result of the 1815 Apothecaries Act, a surgeon with
additional courses in physiology or pharmacy could qualify as surgeon-apothecary. By 1840
the 'College and Hall' combination was predominant among new surgeons and medical
practitioners, well in advance of the specifications of the 1858 Medical Act.
Numbers of operations
At first the N and N had approximately 150 surgical cases annually, doubling to 300 by the
year 1800. Most of these did not requlre operations. There are stereotyped views of the 'bold,
bad, slashing surgeon' of the late 18th and early 19th century and contrary views that
restrictions on surgery were so great that little useful work could be done. These require
qualification. Although alcohol, opiates and physical restraint Featured in operations,
surgeons were acutely aware of the agonies inflicted on their patients, the dangers of blood
loss, shock and infection, and the need for decisiveness and speed in order to minimise pain.
William Dalrymple, (1772-1847) an experienced surgeon at the N and N from 1812, told his
sons how he was unable to sleep before an operation because of the suffering that he knew he
would inflict on his patient. There was an increased interest in conservative surgery involving
the excision of affected areas or joints, not least because the wholesale amputation of limbs
produced high mortality (25% or more). Some surgeons insisted upon cleanliness or the
scalding or heating of knives in pursuit of speed, efficiency or pain relief. They may have
unknowingly provided partial antisepsis, but the image of the surgeon in his blood-soaked
frock coat, silk ligatures threaded through the buttonhole for easy access, remains a powerful
one.
Types of surgery
Because of pain and complexity surgeons normally avoided internal operations in the
abdomen and chest. In accident cases dislocations might be treated using pulleys and straps
followed by cold applications. Simple and compound fractures would be cleaned up, often
using leeches, bones re-set and jolnts excised as alternatives to amputation or massive resort
to the krufe. In good practice an a~nputat~on
could be completed in three minutes, still a very
long period for patient and surgeon alike, with an accompanying mortality rate of 25% for leg
amputations and 15-20% for the arm at the N and N. These seem high rates, but the attendant
trauma and risks must be considered.
Here is an example from S( Thomas's hospital in 1725 (taken from Philip Wilson, 'Surgery at
St Thomas', London Journul, 1992):

'A strong hearty man of 32 with great resolution placed himself In the usual manner
upon the bench. Dr Mead threw a napkin over h s face, supported his back and
secured his hands. An assistant held the patient's leg steady while Mr Wellington
drew up the skin and twisted the tourniquet tightly about the middle of the th~gh.The
operator, Mr Ferne, stood between the patient's legs and bound the tape around the
diseased leg four fingers breadth above the patella. Armed with the knife he made a
circular incision around the leg to the very bone and then sawed it through. Mr Feme
bore so hard upon the leg on sawing that I really thought that he had snapped it. The
crural artery spurted out and was took up with a needle together with some vessels
adjoining. The tourniquet was loosened and the stump cleaned with a sponge. Ferne
then drew down the slc~nand hastened to dress up the bone with lint and applied a
button cautery to the large vessel An armed pledgit was \napped over the stump with
dry dressings over all and, lastly, the stump was bound with a long cloth. So great was
the courage of the patient that he never once cried out during the operation. He was
immediately carried into a warm bed and the stump laid upon a pillow where an
assistant held it for 12 or 14 hours to make resistance to the force of the blood and to
secure the ligature from being pushed off . . . . Twenty days after the operation he was
allowed to rise and sit by the fire. A month later he grew thin but his stomach was
tolerable and his stump healed, he appeared to be troubled with a cough from the
closeness of the hosp~tal.Mr Ferne advised him to fly to the country for air.'
Of course the patient might die quickly from shock or blood loss, quite apart from infection,
and we can see here problems arising from the hospital environment and speculate as to postoperattve mortality rates in the medtum tern. There were 'horror' cases too. In 1812 John
Green Crosse (1790-1850), then a pupil in London, observed: 'a negative lesson of the
attention and foresight which the operator should have ... . One surgeon was amputating and
there was no saw at hand so that, having made the first incision through the integuments and
the second through the flesh, he was obliged to stop t i l l a saw was procured - from a local
carpenter l believe - before he could cut through the bone'.
Leaking arteries (aneurysms) c o ~ ~ lbe
d tied, and Dalrymple in Norwich became the first
provincial surgeon successfully to repalr a carotid artery in 1813. Hernias might be treated
through manipulatton and warm baths, followed by fitting with a truss, though strangulated
hernia might p~0duc.eresection, with a portion of intestine simply stitched to the margins of
the wound and left open. Conditions associated with the build-up of flu~dcould be detected
thro~ighpercussion followed by draintng, with sept~careas sometimes washed out with a
mixture of warmed water and port wine. This would normally be a relieving rather than a
curative procedure, but relief was also important from 'the sufferer's agenda'. Richard
Austin, again observing John Ferne at St Thomas's in 1726, described.

'A vastly big youth aged 14 who made but little urine, which often came away
involuntarily. IIc was tapped 4 or 5 finger's breadth below the navel. Mr Feme kept
him in talk all the whtle the water was runnlng and pressed h ~ stomach.
s
The patient
never cotnplained t i l l all was discharged, which filled a large bucket, and then he had
a pain and uneasiness at his stomach. He remained 'very hearty' in the hospital and
was then discharged'.
Trepanning of the skull was carried out in cases of depressed fractures or in the hope of
relieving pressure on the brain associated with the build-up of fluid. In cases of massive

excision of tumours or amputation of the breast attempts were made to preserve as much skin
as possible. It was rare to produce recovery after the initial re-uniting of skin with skin
stitching, but the objective was to reduce the size and openness of the wound, and healing
was reckoned to be a process taking four weeks or so. Although the causes of infection were
not understood, John Green Crosse observed after a visit to Paris hospitals, that surgical
practlce In Britam compared well with the French practice of stuffing lint into the opened
wound. Attempts to deal with major tumours were usually unsuccessful, but short and longterm respites or recoveries were achievable. Some indication of early 19th surgery can be
seen from Crosse's own observations in 1812-3, which included 27 cases of fracture
(including 7 compound and 7 skull fractures), 9 gunshot wounds, 38 cascs of inflammation of
bones or joints, 11 of fluid collection, 7 bladder stone and 4 of strangulated hernia.
L~thotomycame closest to the 'rout~ne' Internal operatlon The requlrernents of speed and
declslvc action, the rlsk of damage to other organs, the dangers of haemorrhage and ~nfectlon
all loomed large The patlent was normally restrained by the surgeon's assistants, who held
h s shoulders and legs or fastened h ~ wr~sts
s
to h ~ ankles,
s
wlth a staff used to press tus legs
upwards and backwards Select~ngan appropriate l~thotomykn~fethe surgeon would then cut
through the perineum, uslng fingers or forceps to extract the stone At St Thomas's Jos~ah
Paul was reckoned to perform three Ilthotom~es each day, uslng a mod~fiedt e c h q u e
descr~bedIn h ~ case
s
notes (1725) The patlent was to crnpty h ~ bladder
s
and then take up
poslt~on
'His hlps raised to throw back the intestines, gently pass a large catheter fixed to a
large syrlnge through the urethra into the bladder. Inject the bladder with as much
barley water as will fill it to its utmost natural distension. Following a hvo-inch
incision through the perineum an upward t h s t was made with a straight-edged knife
to dilate the wound, and a crooked knife was used to enter the bladder and cut down
upon its contents'.
Open~ngthe bladder in t h ~ sway often propelled the stones out w t h the barley water. If not, a
pair of forceps quickly introduced was used to grasp the stones, twisting them away from the
bladder wall and retrieving them. John Green Crosse, surgeon and lithotomist in Norwich
from 1815, and at the N and N from 1823 recalled lithotomy procedures in London in 1812.

'I saw Sir E Home operate on a man for stone. I never saw an operatlon done so
quickly and deliberately. Much force was required in pulling out the stone and p e a t
judgement shown In handl~ngthe forceps'.
Of a similar operation on a boy of five years: 'the child was out of the room three and a half
minutes after he entered for commencement of the operation'. But he also described a
bungled operat~onat the Middlesex hospital.
'The scalpels for the outward incision wo~lldnot cut .... and were changed for a first
and second time . . . .. the forceps were pushed about In all directions, Inserted and
withdrawn, and after three surgeons had been prob~ngwith their fingers For 46
minutes the patient was left in despair, the wound covered and the patient put to bed.
In the evening after the operation a stone came away voluntarily, bigger than a
pigeon's egg'.

The patient recovered!

Surgery a t the Norfolk and Norwich
The N and N itself had a national reputation for lithotomy. Between 1772 and 1863, 926
operations for removal of bladder stone were performed, 600 of them before 1820, and
records of each case kept and the stones preserved. Virtually all operations involved an
incision, which exposed the patient to infect~on,but a total mortality rate of 12% suggests
broad success in surgery and a background environment conducive to healing. A feature here
was the expertise of Crosse and Dalrymple; Crosse was often able to complete an operation
in hvo minutes. Before them Pkrlip Meadows Martineau (1752-1829) performed 177
lithotomies, and afterwards Thomas Crosse and Willian~Cadge (1822- 1903) had established
and maintained N and N as a leading provincial hospital for surgery, In 'stones and bones' as
the Luncet put ~ t .
However, the N and N was also a relatively 'safe' hospital because it was laid out to a good
design. It took the form of a two-storey building, the H-shaped design 'most convenient for
the freest circulation of air', as requested by the physicians. John Howard visited it in 1789,
finding 'this spacious infirmary perfectly neat and clean, the beds not crowded, the wards
fifteen feet high, quiet and fresh'. Moreover, the honorary medical staff had insisted upon no
adm~ssionof infect~ouscases and had blocked the erection of fever wards. Though they did
not know precisely how infection spread, they attempted to minimise observed risks This
provided a so~indoperating env~ronmentbefore the advent of anaesthetics and antiseptics; a
point to be borne mind for later arguments.
Before turning to these, a few other points concerning Nonvich surgeons and the N and N.
Edward Rigby ( 1 747-1 821) was one of the first surgeons, but later became a physician and an
obstetrician. His essay on Ulerrne Haemorrhage, especially on damage or separation of the
placenta in childbirth, was based on over 100 cases In and around Norwich and it suggests a
less interventionist approach to childbirth. Compare this with many contemporary surgeon
accoucheurs characterised by 'the urge to cut' or wield the forceps. Edward Copeman (180990) also began as a surgeon in the 1830s before specialising in obstetrics, again as a
'consenlative', and published Pzrerperal Fever in 1860.
Willlam Cadge carried out 384 lithotomies over four decades at the N and N and published
The Surgicul Treatment of Stone in the Bladder in 1866. He perfonned the first operation
under anaesthesia in January 1847 at the hospital and also ~ntroducedantiseptic surgery there.
Ambitious attempts by John Green Crosse to establish a rnedical school in Norwich in the
1820s were restricted to a private anatomy school, but the hospital was recognised as a
preliminary teaching centre by the Royal College of Physicians in 1834 and by the Un~versity
of London in 1863.
Anaestbesia and antisepsis
The use of ether and chloroform suggested the possibility of surgery without pain to the
patient, and offered the prospect o f more time and surgical intervention In hitherto closed
areas of the body for the surgeon. ARer William Cadge's first operation using ether most
k
about
surgeons were enthusiastic, but one observer, a Dr Hull, wrote in the N o ~ o / Chronicle
the dangers of side effects from ether, notably the risk of brain damage. It was soon found

that ether also produced agitated respiration and spasms in some patients (hardly ideal from
the operator's viewpoint), whilst the depressant effects of chloroform on the patient's heart
sometimes led to death. In 1883 Sir Peter Eade (1825-1915) at the N and N still
recommended that, in cases of diphtheria requiring a tracheotomy: 'In the latter stages the
danger of the anaesthetic is so increased that it is better to trust to sufficient restraint of the
feeble child and to a quick performance of the operation'. Sim~larly,only 40% of major
operations at the West Norfolk and Kings Lynn hospital involved anaesthetics in the 1880s.
Surgery was less frequent at the Ditchingham cottage hospital but chloroform was used. In
1912 electrlc lights and ventilation systems were installed, a big improvement as chloroform
gas 'used to mix with the fumes from the lamp and cause a vapour in the room which
impeded the sight considerably', to say nothing of the surgeon's judgement or the patients
respiration.
Conventionally, the need for the controlled administration of anaesthesia is stressed, but other
problems arose precisely because the pain factor was reduced. Some surgeons felt that paln
was essential to the healing process. Others, such as John Snow, reported the unsuitability of
a surgeon's pupils or dressers acting as anaesthetists because they were more interested in
watching the surgeon than the patient! Arguably a b~ggerproblem was that with more time,
surgeons might demonstrate to their pupils (literally offering hands on experience) without
the precautionary methods which had previously reduced infection. More complex and
ambitious surgery often had poor results. In the late 1850s the number of serious operations
doubled at the N and N, and in-patient mortality began to rise steadily from the previous 1014
average of 4.5%. In part this was a reflection of more serious cases, yet the same very
competent surgeons were operating.
The problem was to reduce post-operative Infection, and antisept~csseemed to be the answer.
Joseph Lister's research at Glasgow Royal Infirmary built upon Pasteur's identification of
micro-organ~smsas the bearers of infection. His solution, the use of a carbolic spray to
destroy such organisms was misdirected. Attention to the surgeon's hands, instruments and
dress, the surgical dressings and the use of sterile catgut ligatures, the patient's skin and the
wound itself was critical. It was later understood that the carbollc spray, failing to destroy
harmful micro-organisnls, might destroy phagocytes, the body's own blood cells whlch
combated infection. Lister's research was eventually superseded by the adoption of aseptic
techniques. associated w t h von Bergmam in Germany in the 1890s. These rested upon the
creation of a sterile operating environment, via steam ster~lisationof surg~calclothing, bo~ling
of instruments, and wearing of gloves, masks etc. As we will see, that sort of environment
was impossible to achieve at the N and N in the 1870s.
On the basis of Lister's claimed success. which probably owed most to his operating
technique, William Cadge dispatched Michael Beverley ( l 841-1930), then the N and N house
surgeon, to Edinburgh in 1871 to learn directly from Lister. (Incidentally, another surgeon,
Alexander Ogston of Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, noted that Lister did not scrub up, nor did
anyone clse, before demonstrating the carbolic spray in an operation. He wore an aycd and
stained frock coat and operated with the patient laid upon a coarse-grained wooden table).
When Beverley returned to Nonv~chhe and Cadge introduced the carbolic spray in surgery.
Yet the outcome was very disappointing; results were not improved, and if anything there
was increased postoperative mortality.

Practical results of surgery and wider influences
T h ~ sleads us to a broadel- consideration of late 19th century surgery. The workload was
increasing; at the N and N the average number of major operations doubled to 266 per annum
dur~ngthe 1860s. As surgrcal practice was stimulated by anaesthesia and antisepsis surgeons
tackled more and more serious injuries and illnesses. In 1873 18% of inpatient deaths at the
hospital occurred within 24 hours of admission; by 1883 the figure was 36%. New
procedures were still fraught with danger, eight ovariotomies were performed in 1880 but
five of the patients d ~ e dAll this was understandable, but the deteriorating results following
relatively safe procedures were perplexing In the ten years after 1864, which included two
years of antiseptic techn~ques, the mortallly rate accompanying lithotomy operations
averaged 15%, higher than the late 18th century average of 12%. One third of these patients
died from pyaemia. Cadge himself admitted that he now 'unwillingly and almost tremblingly
operated'. In a paper to the Briti.sh Medical Journal, Beverley concluded that:
'the status quo cannot continue . . ~t would be better to do away with the hospital
ent~rely,and let those who unconsciously run the gauntlet of its hidden dangers
submit to surglcal treatment in their own cottage homes, where they would have an
undoubted better chance of recovery than in the wards of our hospital as it now
exists'.
Surg~caloperations at the N and N were ~ndeedsuspended In L875 and transferred to the
'Iron hosp~tal',a nearby early isolation facility. It was later established that hosp~tald~seases
such as erps~pelasand pyae~niawere virtually endemic and that substantial rebuilding on an
adjacent site was the only answer. Features such as the porous pinewood floor in the
operating theatre or the proximity of the mortuary to surgical wards were clearly hazardous.
So too were hospital procedures. An open coal fire in the operating theatre was tended by an
orderly who perfonned similar duties throughout the hosp~tal. Surgeons' dressers moved
freely between accident and other wards. The house surgeon h~mselfwas expected to perform
post-mortems and to receive casualty or emergency cases. Thus the hospital build~ngsand
staff could be the prime sources of infection. It would take new buildings, a reformed nursing
system, strict controls on training and research, and aseptic procedures, before the
increasingly scientific hospital of the late 19th century could improve significantly on the
achievements of late 18th century institutions.
Conclusion
T h s seems a rather odd conclusion but, despite the more stringent requirements in the
training of surgeons and the undoubted advances in their knowledgei technique, and in aids to
surgery, surgical practice still needs to be seen in context. This wider consideration of surgery
might include such questions as
a)
b)
c)

d)

Patlent access - could those in need actually obtain surg~calskills available?
Ucre surgeons able to treat successfully a sufficient proportion of life-threatening
cases to have a wider impact on health and mortality?
Was the hospital environment conducive to positive outcomes from surgery?
What were the levels of postoperative care, in convalescent facilities or back In the
domestlc environment?

These Issues, as well as the surgeons' skrlls, concern social historians of medicine, and for
most of the 18th and 19th centuries they cannot unfortunately be seen in avery positive light,
even if conditions were slowly rrnproving That said, we should not understate the surgeon's
art, nor the relief and appreciation of the individual sufferers who went through surgery and
benefited from it. For most of the period I have examined, and for the personnel at each side
of the 'cutting edge', we need as hstorians to include a sense of respect and admiration along
with our critical faculties.
Useful sources
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Taylor J The rebirlh of the Norfolk and Norwich I?ro.rprtal 1874-83, Wellcorne Unit,
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OBITUARIES

Barbara Duncum (1910-2001)
Barbara Mary Pycraft was born on 22 February 1910. Her sister, Margaret, who has supplied
some of the following information, was born five years later. Their father, William Pycraft,
was an ornithologst on the staff of the Natural History Museum, South Kensington, author of
several books, and for many years editor of the science page in the Illustru~edLondon News.
The girls went to a boarding school in Cambridge, where Barbara 'refused to fit into the jelly
mould', and then to Hamilton House School, Tunbridge Wells. This was an establishment
which turned out young ladies, so before entering London University to read history, Barbara
found that in order to matriculate she had to repair the deficiencies in her education. This
involved much hard work in Latin, and, as an alternat~veto maths In which both sisters were
hopeless, logic.
In February 1931 the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum, still in Wigmore Street, was
looking for a research assistant, and Barbara, fresh from univers~ty,aged 21, secured the job.
Although the Museum had been built as a shop (now occupied by John Bell and Croydon),
the cramped and congested interior was organised in a way Barbara was familiar with from
her father's work. There were trestle tables and packing cases arriving frequently, from which
objects were removed for cataloguing. The staff was small in number, and very friendly. The
men spent much time at auctions, bidding for anything connected with the history of
medicine, including books. 'In a secluded bay old Mrs French Sheldon sat, day after day for
many months, writing her memoirs. She was an American lady who had been a medical
missionary in the Congo, and was a personal friend of both the King of the Belgians and Sir
Henry. She looked, I must say, remarkably like Mrs Tiggy-Winkle.' It is thought that
Barbara was the last survivor of those who worked at Wigmore Street; in 1932 the Museum
moved to the buildng in Euston Road.
This she described in a memoir written at the request of John Symons of the Wellcome
Institute in 1982. 'Yes, the move to Euston Road d ~ dmake a difference to my worlung
conditions - not overwhelming, just mildly obtrusive. 1 thought it sad that Wellcome, with all
h s resources, should have done little more than transfer his favourite brain-child from a shop
to a k ~ n dof department store. AI1 that blue lino. And I remember jeering at a building with
two consequential public faces and a yellow-brick backside which would not have graced a
factory. You can see how self-opinionated l was. I jeered also at the new regime. WHMM
staff who were not 'they' were requlred to enter by the back door, be clocked In by Chadburn
the comrn~ssiona~re,
above or (too often in MISSPycraft's case) below the crucial 9.30 line in
the register, and then proceed through the nether regions to the front hall. There one was
permitted to share a lift with unknown bowler-hatted characters who had been let in by the
front door. Happ~ly,the true Wigmore Street spirit survived these and other vicissitudes.' A
memorandum dated February 1937 recording the suspension, because of persistent lateness,
of Miss Pycraft's privilege of one ftee Saturday a month, is still preserved in the Wellcome
archives
Barbara's first work involved the classifying of items of folklore, amulets and various objects
carried as mascots. Her job was to type the descriptions called out by Mr Lacaille, a model of
patience and courtesy: 'There was a brief embarrassment when we came to mascots carried
in the pockets of French soldiers during World War 1 . "You must excuse it, Miss Pycraft",

Lacaille called "a piss-pot, gwunetal; and another". Indeed, there were many scores of them;
and although many soldiers must surely have been carrying other kinds of talismans l no
longer remember what they were.'
Next, she worked on the history of clnchona, for wh~chshe had to learn a mod~cumof
Spanish. and from this she passed to descriptions of native medical procedures. At times she
was assisted by someone, returning from field expeditions, whose mother tongue was
Spanish, 'an engaging character, small and leathery, with eyes so dark they could justifiably
be called black,' who, it was said, had been recruited personally by Wellcome from the
Peruvian army. In 1934 Barbara accompanied a senior member of staff, Alec Haggis, on a
tour of churches in East Anglia and Devon, listing and photographing statues, carvings, and
paintings of sa~ntswith medical connections. Then in 1936 she was asked to organise and run
a journal-abstracting service coverlng the main fields of interest to the Museum. Within a
short time she found that she was being swamped with data, little of which was of interest to
her colleagues, and began to feel the need for a change of direction.
She left the Wellcome Museum in November 1937, For an appointment at the Institute for
Research in Apcultural Engineer~ng in Oxford. T h ~ s was a govenunent sponsored
organisation, and she found herself having to become famillar with such top~csas techniques
for the determination of the moisture content of soil, and struggling to translate an article on
tractor trials from the German. At t h ~ spoint, in 1938, she was asked to produce a brief history
of anaesthesia for a textbook, Essentials of General Anaestlzesra, that was being written by
Professor Robert Macintosh, director of the newly established Nuffield Deparhnent of
Anaesthetics, Oxford, and his first assistant, Freda Pratt (later Bannister). Barbara researched
the subject and prepared the material, to such good effect that she was offered a job, much
more congenial than the one she was in, that she thought she had better take. This was the
appointment of historical researcher to the Department, with the suggestion that her
researches should form the basis of a D Phil thesis. The outbreak of war In Scplember 1939
put an unexpected load of departmental administrative work on her, so that not until the end
of her working day could she cycle to the Bodleian or the Radcliffe Science Library, where
she would do her research until they closed at ten o'clock in the evening. But this could not
have taken up all her time, because on 9 September 1940 she married Philip Duncum, an
Oxford graduate, who was working as a journalist on the Oxford Adail and Times. Reading
the history chapter in Macintosh and Pratt today, it remains a most impressive ~ntroduction,
and a harbinger of the magnificent work that was to follow
Barbara obtained her D Phi1 in 1945, and immediately set about rethinking, rewriting, and
augmenting her thesis to make it suitable for publication. At the end of 1946 she was offered
employment with the Nuffield Foundation, so the Duncums moved to London, where Philip
continued his work in journalism, and Barbara researched in the major scientific libraries:
'Dur~ngthe first three months of 1946 all was set fair for my book It was written and
accepted by the Trustees of the Wellcome H~storical Medical Museum, for
publication as a major element in an exhib~tionbeing organ~sed to celebrate the
centenaql of Morton's triumph on October 16. The WHMM had been allocated the
third floor of the Wellcome Institute. Since the beginning of 1946 the WHMM had
had a new director - E Ashworth Underwood, a protege of Charles Singer. From the
word 'go' Underwood was determined to gratify Singer by making one of his books
the WtIPI/1M's first post-war major publication

My book was not published in t ~ m efor the anaesthesia centenary and I was left in
complete ignorance of what was happening. I first knew that my book had been
published when, in the late summer of 1947, somebody said to me: "by the way, I saw
a copy of your book in a shop window in Oxford High today". By that time I had a
new research job on the staff of the Nuffield Foundation, and my book was getting to
be known without the publicity Underwood denied me. ... Even now, I can hardly
bear to remember the non-event of 1946-7! But as you discovered, the official silence
was absolute.'
[This account, and the last comment, was contained in a letter to one of us (NA), who was
preparing a review exactly fifty years later, when the book was reprinted by the History of
Anaesthesia Society, and could find no evidence that it had ever been reviewed in the med~cal
press. In fact the book was published, by the Oxford University Press, in March or early
April. The other of us (DZ) still has the receipt from H K Lewis, dated 14 April 1947.1 It had
attained ~ t sstatus as the classic and authoritative history of inhalat~onanaesthesia, and as a
classic in the history of medicine also, purely on its merits, by word of mouth and frequency
of cltation. Its published price was f 1.15.0. (E1.75), and by the early 1990s much-soughtafter second-hand copies were costing more than fifty times as much.
At the Nuffield Foundation Barbara researched the history of hospital architecture for a book
on hospital planning, wrote reports and speeches for the Director, and undertook general
administrative duties. She retired in the late 1970s, but found herself in the limelight when,
with the founding of the I-Jistory of Anaesthesia Society, she was elected with acclaim as one
of the first group of honorary members, a distinction that united her again w ~ t hher erstwhile
chief, now Sir Robert Macintosh.
Latterly travel became difficult, but Barbara attended meetings in London and contributed
papers, her last being at the Joint Sesquicentennial Meeting with the Section of Anaesthetics
of the RSM in December 1994, when she spoke, with much new information, about the
reintroduction of nitrous oxide in the 1860s.
She died on 16 October 2001, after a short illness, at the age of 91. She is survived by her
husband of 61 years of married happiness, and her sister, Mrs Margaret Frost. The History of
Anaesthes~aSociety, the Nuffield Foundation, and the Wellcome Trust were represented at
her funeral at Putney Vale Crematorium, on 2 November 2001.
Today ~t seems incredible that her book, The Development oflnhalatron Anoes~hesra,should,
apart from a brief notice in the Oxford University newspaper Isis, not have recejved its first
revlews until fifty years after it was published. Written not by a medical amateur but a
professional histonan, ~t is most readable and contains not a single solecism. It is so
scholarly, authoritative, and comprehensive, that many have learned by bitter experience that
it is unwise to expend much energy on a historical research project in anaesthesia without
first checking that the topic 1s not already adequately covered in Duncum -and usually ~tis!
Neil Adams
David Zuck

Frederick Fox Cartwright
I

Frederick Fox Cartwight died on 22 November 2001 aged 92. When the History of
Anaesthesia Society was founded in 1986 Ferdie Cartwright, as he was known to most
anaesthetists, was 77 years of age and clid not travel much from home. Thus, sadly he was
not to grace our meetings with what would undoubtedly have been a presence as delightful as
it was erudite. The Society acknowledged his distinction by electing him an Honorary
Member.
Over the last 20 years or so there has been a remarkable expansion in the study of the hislory
of med~cine Partly this h a been because of the increasing involvement of professional
historians, but it owes much to an earlier generation of pioneering scholars with~nwhose
comvanv
. Cartwlcht must be counted. From the 1950s onwards he was ~rominentin
championing the case for including history both in the undergraduate curriculum, and in the
continuing education of doctors. This he did whilst he was a consultant anaesthetist at Kine's
College I-ibspital, London
<

Cartwr~ghtqualified at King's In 1930, acquiring a Diploma in Anaesthetics five years later
and becoming a consultant in 1937. In 1948 he became one of the first Fellows of the
Faculty of Anaesthetists. Wh~lstpractising in a variety of specialties he was particularly
intercstcd in ear, nose and throat surgcry, working with Sir Victor Negus, who was
internationally renowned for major head and neck operations.
The range of his teaching extended from clinical to historical issues, and he establ~shed
within the Medlcal school a small department for the History ofMedicinc From this base he
encouraged students and fellow doctors to acquire some deeper awareness of health issues in
times past, not least by entering into dialogue with professional historians. He was Pres~dent

of the History of Medtcine Section at the Royal Society of Medicine from 1975 to 1977, later
being elected an Honorary Member. He was active in the Worshipful Company of
Apothecaries, promoting the work on continuing professional education pursued by the
Faculty of the History and Phtlosophy of Medicine and Pharmacy. He was their Sydenham
Medallist I n 1978, before becoming President of the Faculty in 1981 and later Honorary
Fellow.
Carhwright's many publications were notable not simply for their scholarship but also for
their elegance of prose. HISbooks included The Englrsh Proneers oj'Anues/hesia (1952), well
known to members of this Society and one of the earlier books of its kind. He followed this
with four other important books and numerous articles on the history of medicine and
surgery. To historians he was probably best known for the wide-rangng Disease and History,
which first appeared in 1972 and was translated into French and Japanese. This he
thoroughly updated for a new edition published on the eve of his 91st birthday, having done
all the word processing himself.
Ferdie Cartwright is remembered by many younger historians for his courtesy and the
personal interest he took in their ideas, often at the Royal Society of Medicine, where he
s
\wth them. He was interested
invited them to join him at dinner to further h ~ conversations
in anything and everything, a perfect gentleman in the best sense of that overworked tenn.
HIS final home was at Swallowfield in Berkshire, where until his death he presided over the
flourishing local history society. He was a knowledgeable gardener, and an equally
enthusiastic correspondent to successive editors of The Tirne.9, who published letters from
him across a span of no fewer than 65 years. His last letter appeared eight months before his
death. In submitting his obitualy to The Times, his historian son-in-law, Professor Biddiss,
particularly requested that, if cuts were necessary, the editor should preserve the reference to
The time.^ itself He wrote: 'The thought of us making, now, a final allusion to that almost
unsurpassed record would, I believe, have given him particular pleasure'. Sadly, The Times
did not adhere to t h ~ request.
s
Dr Cartwright is survived by his wife Patience, three daughters, six grandchildren, and five
great-grandsons.
(l am grateful for the help of Professor Michael and Mrs Ruth Biddiss and Dr T D W Davies
in compiling this tribute.)
Aileen K Adams

C S Ward
Crispian Stanley Ward was born on I I May 1925 in Sevenoaks, and died at the Kirkwood
Hospice in Huddersfield on 6 June 2002 aged 77. I-Ie attended Bryanston School in Dorset,
where a good deal of experience in electronics must have stimulated his lifelong interest in
engineering. However, he remained nominally an amateur, for he studled med~cineat Guy's,
qualifying MB BS in 1949 and took up house appointments at Croydon. Called up into the
RAF he took a three-year commission, giving anaesthetics. Demobilised with the rank of
Squadron Leader, he continued his postgraduate training on the famous Liverpool course, and
obtained h s FFARCS in 1956. He was appo~ntedConsultant Anaesthet~stto the Huddersfield

Royal Infirmary in 1957 where he remained until 1989, when ill health forced his early
retirement.
The life of a consultant in a busy district general hospital was arduous both day and night, but
he enerl~eticallv undertook additional resoonsibilit~es. He olanned. commissioned and
equipped an eiectronic and biomedical kngineering department, and the anaesthetic,
resuscitation. intensive care and onerating facilities of the new h.osoital In the town he
served appropriately on the Gas Board. No wonder he was revered locally. In what he
laughingly referred to as his spare time he was a committed dental anaesthetist, (never tiring
of reminding me that he personally administered more chair anaesthetics than the whole of
the Manchester Dental Hospital). He set up a community dental clinic for the hand~capped
and was a founder member of the Association of Dental Anaesthetists, and its President in
1988 at its first international meeting. He also frequently attended meetings of many other
Societies, and was of course an honorary member of the HAS.
Interpolated in and informing all his activity was h.is love of equipment. HIS collected
historical pieces are now on show at his hosp~taland in the Thackray Medical Museum in
Leeds. Much in demand as consultant and lecturer at home and abroad, tus down to earth
approach drew admiration. But h ~ sbest-known achievements were his books: Ward's
Anaeslhelic Equipment, a classic now in its 4th edition, and Electrical Safety in Hospitals.
These were written at typical personal sacrifice for, to find the time, he wrote for an hour a
day before work from 4 to 5 am!
Cris had a big and generous personality, with strongly held views and openly expressed
enthuslasms, such as the grammatical use of English, and disl~kes, such as Jehovah's
Witnesses. The energy with which he carried them through, and h.is readiness always to help
made him a delightful companion, and gained him lasting friendship. I first met him in the
RAF in Germany when, though his French was fluent, it soon became apparent (except to
him) that his German was limited. Nevertheless such was his enthusiasm and self-confidence,
that with liberal use of body language, six words were suffjcient for him to order h s beer
with the best - a necessary s h l l to an ~ndefatigablepartygoer, eater and drinker. He was a
rarity at that time, a junior officer with his own car and thus very popular, for he was always
generously g~vinglifts. As he said: 'such a little thing, but it means so much'. He took a
brother officer and me on a splendid tour of the country, not only doing all the driving
himself, but also enlivening the trip with frequent renditions of an adaptation of the song
'Three German Officers crossed the Rhine . . . . ' (and subsequently behaved quite
unspeakably!).
Back in civilian llfe he renovated his large family home himself to include such refinements,
forward looking at the time, as central heating triggered by the external temperature, and an
outside play area covered against the ram for his three sons, of whom he was very proud. He
took care to provide them with much formative experience, such as dinghy sailing, in
conditions calculated 'to put hair on their chests'.
In his somewhat handicapped retirement he retreated to a flat, a splendid eyrle wlth views
over the town. There he occupied himself in handicrafts in wood and metal, besides cooking
and entertaining and keeping abreast of the changng medical scene, on which, as usual, he
had opinions!

In the late eight~eshe contracted the d~seasethat was eventually to be his undoing. The
treatment was successful, giving him, he admitted, some 15 years that he would not otherwise
have had But the side effects were considerable, unpleasant and ~ncommoding In his case
the overused phrase 'a long illness, bravely borne' really did apply. I often heard him
describe his problems, wryly and with a professional detachment, but I never heard him
complain. Towards the end he tired of the struggle, and spoke of 'dying w t h dign~ty'.
After his death, consonant with his views, his life was celebrated by a non-religious Humanist
committal. As befitted h ~ spopularity i t was extremely well attended (standing room only),
and was followed by a party, to accord with his expressed instruction that his friends should
'have a knees-up'.
Cris Ward was a 'big' man, a good man and a good friend. Many will long remember him
Tod Young

As we went to press we heard the sad news ofthe death of our Honorary Member Dr W D
A Smith OBE. A fuller appreciation will appear in the nert volume.

BOOK REVIEWS
Notable Names in Anaesthesia. J Roger Maltby (editor). Royal Society of Medicine
Press 2002. ISBN 1-85315-512-8. Paperback pp xiii + 254. Price £19.95.
Since the exit of the historical section from Lee's Synopsis there is no easily accessible list of
important names in the sphere of anaesthesia. This book is about the eponyms we come
across in everyday pract~ce. The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines eponym as 'one who
gives his or her name to a people, place or institution'. As Professor Maltby points out, in
medicine it usually includes instruments, techniques, complications, lectures and museums.
He has included other medical specialists and scientists, manufacturers and even a medicolegal casc, so that the book was not entitled Notable Anaesthetists. The work expands our
knowledge of many names and opens up their lives to include less well-known aspects, such
as hobbies &c. It enlightened your reviewer about a number of the non-UK notables such as
T H Seldon and Paul Wood.
There are 76 entries but some include more than one name (eg Swan-Ganz) so the total is
approximately 88. Twenty seven contributors are l~sted for the 76 entries (some are
autobiograph.ical), but the bulk of the research was by Professor Maltby who wrote 5 1 and
co-operated in five others. Ile also acknowledges the aid of others and your reviewer
unwittingly helped with details of Boyle's car. He realises that not everyone will agree with
his selection of notable names. This is certainly true, and a dozen more notables spring to
mind as the book is read. Smith-Clarke and de Caux are of special interest to the reviewer,
but Astrup, Heidbrink and McKesson (who appears In several entries but not in the index),
should have a place Perhaps F r a h s Evans, Hadfield, Marrett and Shipway (in the Magill
entry) have slipped from general knowledge, but Salt should be remembered and is
mentioned in the entry for Sir Robert Macintosh. De Caux and Marrett are in the index since
they figure in other entries. No doubt more names can be suggested to add to the next edition
or a second, supplementary volume but what are the criteria? Is it required knowledge for
spec~allstregistrars and residents or in the cause of wider wisdom? 'Those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to repeat it.' (Santayana).
Leaving aside these specific proposals, here are a few suggestions that would improve the
usefulness of the book. Cross-references (with qv added) from one name to another would be
helpful. The difference between the origmal DA and the post Faculty DA might be explained.
It I S cur~ousthat most of the UK entries have a fuller description of their schooling before
entry to medical school but maybe this reflects the editor's upbringing. hterned is North
American English for being a resident house officer, not forcibly detained, though 40 years
ago it felt like that.
A number of errors of fact and typography should be corrected of wh~chthe following are
perhaps the most ~mportant. The professorship Beecher took up in 1941 was established in
1937 not 19L7. Asserting tlmt Flagg's laryngoscope was 'One of the earllest to have batteries
in the handle' beside a photograph dated 1942 prompts the question: when did he make it?
Goldman, Macintosh and Magill laryngoscopes were all thus equipped in the 30s. Were there
st~llwater sight-feed flo\meters on the Foregger anaesthetic machines in the 50s? The
photograph of injection through a Gordh needle is poor and should be replaced or removed.

Wesley Bourne of Canada in 1935 was the first overseas (and first) Royal Soc~etyof
Medicine Hickrnan Medallist, not Guedel in 1941, and is correctly listed in the entry for the
H~ckmanMedal. The Magill entry is for h ~ sforceps but Figure 2 shows h s intubating
spatula, not how to use the forceps with catheters. His breathing system, from which Lack
(p1 12) derived his circuit, is not cited. Waterton's curare (woural~)from Guiana was not the
substance later procured from the jungles of Ecuador, but a chemically different compound
with a similar effect
Your reviewer does not believe the myth that Boyle's left-handness led to the modern
flowmeter arrangement. In Boyle's day ~ntubat~on
was not common (and he was not good at
it), so anaesthetists used their stronger arm to maintain the patient's airway. The weaker
hand would then be used for adjusting flow, so Boyle's s~n~strality
should have led to the
opposite arrangement. The rubber tubing used by Charles King for making endotracheal
tubes was said, at the educational meetings held on his premises in the 1960s, to have come
from a firm of organ-makers and repairers in Tottenham Court Road, hence the Magill sizes
which bore no relationship to any other medical catheters or tubes.
Despite these criticisms this is a book that anyone with the slightest interest in history should
buy; t h ~ smust include teachers, examiners and candidates for postgraduate exams. If it had
been published ten or more years ago it would now be into a second edition. In other words it
is highly recommended and welcomed with open arms. It has been a fascinating and
informat~veread and a desirable addition to the reference volume bookshelf. There is ample
scope for a second supplementary book; in addition to omitted names mentioned above, what
about Barnet, Bennett, Bird and Cape!
Adrian Padfield
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The Royal College of Surgeons: 200 Years of History a t the Millennium. Blandy J P,
Lumley J S P Eds. Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications Ltd, 2000. Illustrated HB.
pp193. ISBN 0 632 05396 8.
The Royal College of Physicians and its Collections. Davenport G, McDonald I, MossGibbons C. Eds. London: James and James, 2001. Illustrated HB. pp 68. ISBN 0 907 383 831

The History of the Royal Society of Medicine. Hunting P. London: RSM Press, 2002
illustrated HB.pp505 ISBN 1 853 15 497 0.
These lavishly produced books from three of our leading medical institutions appeared in
quick succession. The Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) celebrates the m i l l e ~ i u mand its
own bicentenary. The Royal College of Physicians (RCP) fulfils a long-standing ambition
and appears some years in advance of its own quincentenary. The Royal Soc~etyof Medicine
(RSM) anticipates its bicentenary in 2005. All three are large, beautifully produced, superbly
illustrated, and ajoy to possess.
The titles of the two college books do not give a clear idea of their content The RCP volume
sets out to celebrate almost 500 years of setting standards in medicine. It covers a wide field
in its relatively few pages. The authors are mostly drawn from its fellows but it calls upon an
historian and a libranan as well. The first half covers the College history, and does not
hesitate to show the mistakes as well as the successes of the College in the past. The section

'Themes in History' is fascinatingly diverse, and includes important topics such as the role of
the nonconformists in advancing medicine, women's place in the College and the
development of the Pharmucopoeia.
The prescnt-day role is touched on only very briefly. The rerna~nderof the book describes the
treasures of the College's art~sticheritage and library, It is not a catalogue; items are selected
for their historical interest or for the personalities with whom they are associated. The result
is a book that is not only scholarly but also absorb~ngread~ng. While the text is not
referenced there is an extensive bibliography.
Although the RCS book is subtitled '200 years of history', only about one-third is devoted to
this. Whilst young compared with the physicians, the College's roots go back to the early
14th century, though this story is told only briefly and the Second World War is reached a
quarter of the way through. About two-thirds of the book is devoted to the College as it is
today, showing how i t has adapted to the increasing demands of government and public, at
first reactively but increasingly proactively. It contrad~ctsthe widely held view that the
medical royal colleges are old fashioned fuddy-duddies absorbed in their rituals and out of
touch with the realities of today It paints its picture well (albeit with a degree of selfcongratulation), and may appeal to discerning members of the public as well as to potential
surgeons. It too is written by ~ t fellows
s
and staff, and although the chapters do not have the
authors' names at their head, the list of acknowledgements will enable at least some of them
to be matched. There are no references, only a short list of 'Further Reading' and a small
index. It was produced quickly, no doubt accounting for some of the errors, one serious one
being in the chapter on the Faculty of Anaesthetists where the captions to the portraits of John
Snow and Robert Liston have been interchanged.
The RSM book 1s d~fferentIn that ~t IS by a s~ngleauthor H~storleshave been publrshed In
1905 and 1955 and the prcsent volume covcrs these early per~odsagaln Dr Hunt~ng1s an
h~stor~an
who IS rnak~nga good reputation as the author of the h~storyof rnedlcal lnstltutlons
She wntes w t h accuracy and detachment, relatlng the RSM to events In the world of
medlc~ne hrchlval and other sources have been consulted and are fully referenced The
v e detalled h~storyof the Soc~etyand the tlmes ~thas l~vedthrough
result IS a d e f i n ~ t ~ and
All three books are good introductions to how institutions have emerged in response to the
evolution of medical and surgical practice. NI three are fascinating, but if you can afford
time for only one, then the RCP volume may be the one you will find most rewarding.
Aileen K Adams
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Careers in Anesthesiology. Autobiographical Memoirs. Vol 6. K E McGoldrick ed Park
Ridge 111, Wood Library-Museum, 2000. pp189. ISBN 1 889595 07 1. $45.00
This is the sixth volume in a series that has been published intermittently since 1977. The
first two volumes were editcd by Dr B Raymond Fink, after which Dr Kathryn E
McGoldrick, who edits the present volume, joined him as co-editor. The previous volumes,
apart from one that contained two posthumous biographical memoirs, each included a
varying number of autobiographical essays freely written by eminent American academic

anesthes~olo~sts.
These individuals belonged to a generation that took part in 'the protracted
revolution which overtook anesthetic practice in the second half of the 20th century'.
The content of the present volume is rather different from those of its predecessors. It
contains the autobiographies of four physician anaesthetists from very varied backgrounds.
The first two concern an Englishman and a Japanese, who qualified in medlcine in their
native count~ies, but who emigrated and ultimately became prominent academic
anesthesiologists In the United States. Thirdly, there is an Englishman who qualified in
medicine and trained in anaesthesia in the United Kingdom, and then became a leading
physician anaesthetist in Canada. The final essay is provided by an anesthesiologist, born and
tra~nedIn the United States, who practised throughout h ~ career
s
in the private sector.
T h ~ svolume is made particularly poignant by the fact that the first autobiography was
prepared by the former editor, Dr Flnk himself, shortly before his death at the age of 86 in
October 2000. Raymond Fink was probably the most erudite, multilingual, and cultured
anesthesiolog~stof his generation. He was born in Highgate, London in 1914 of cosmopolitan
Dutch parents, was educated in Belgium, and graduated in medicine from University College
London In 1938. He recounts the episodes in his early career competently but modestly. He
served briefly as a medical officer to a gold mine In South Africa, and then, throughoutthe
Second World War, as a captain in the Royal South African Medical Corps in the
Med~terraneanand European theatres. He married a British A m y nursing sister and on
demobilisation became a medical missionary in South Africa before emigrating to the United
States in 1950 at the age of 36.
Fink briefly mentions his residency training and refers to his twelve years at ColumbiaPresbyter~anHospital in New York, and his subsequent appointment as full Professor and
Director of the Anesthesia Research Laboratories at the University of Washington in Seattle.
He then describes, rn considerable detail, his well-known pioneering research projects and tus
original philosophical deliberations. Finally, he gives us a short factual account of his
operation for an aortic aneurysm and the complications that followed; these included a
below-knee amputation. Some further details of Raymond Fink's career, and an appreciation
of his pleasant and likeable personality, are supplied in reproduction of the eulogy written by
his CO-ed~tor,
Kathryn McGoldrick for the Bullefin ofAnesthesia History.
Dr Luke Masahiko Kitahata was born in 1925. He was educated and trained in Japan during
the Second World War, and graduated from the Univers~tyof Tokyo School of Medicine in
1947. He did kis surgical residency training in Tokyo and in a North Carolina Baptist
Hosp~tal.He married an American lady and returned to Japan to practise surgery for five
years in Kyoto at a Bapt~stHosp~tal. He then felt a call to improve the level of
anesthesiology in Japan. After the two-year rotating internship required by the New York
medical l~censingauthority, and a further two years as an anesthesiology resident at New
York Hospital, Cornell Medical Centre, it was not possible for Dr Masahiko l t a h a t a to
return to Japan. He therefore joined the staff of the Anesthesiology Department at Yale
University at the age of 36 in 1960. He ascended the academic ladder at Yale and ultimately
became Chairman of the Anesthesiology Department in 1973. During his time at Yale he was
finally able to foster his commitment to ass~stin the development of modem Japanese
anesthesia by training some 60 Japanese residents and fellows who then returned home, and
by forgng links w t h Japanese sc~entificbodies. Luke Masahiko Kitahata's interesting story

IS one of tenacity and dedication crossing two cultures. He tells it with considerable
sincerity.

The third autobiography is that of Dr Roger Maltby, an Englishman practising in Canada. He
is a well-known ii,pre at anaesthesia meetings in the United Kingdom, particularly those of
the History of Anaesthesia Society, to which he is a frequent contributor. He was born in
1937 and is the youngest of the contributors to this volume. Me was brought up and went to
school in the austerc atmosphere of wartime rural Britain. His childhood was additionally
overshadowed by the premature death of his father when he was four years old. He qualified
from Cambridge University and the London Hospital Medical School. After statutory house
officer appointments, during which he met and married a nurse who has been his career-long
companion, he spent a year in general practice in a mining town In England. and c~ghteen
months in general practice in Canada, and then decided to specialise in anaesthesia. He
Followed a carefully chosen combined programme of training in Sheffield (England) and
Montreal (Canada). He obtained the specialist diplomas of both countries before joining the
staff of the Foothills Hospital in Calgary, where he has been based for the rest of his career.
His account, besides detailing his own professional progress and research, and including
various periods spent teaching on secondment in Nepal, is a comprehensive and interesting
review of the evolution of medic~neand anaesthesia In Canada, both cliriicallp and medicopoljtically, during his career.
The final contribution to the volume is the shortest. It will be of considerable interest to the
United Kingdom physician anaesthetists who are insulated by the British National Health
Service, with all its faults, from the sort of difficulties that may confront anesthesiologists in
the United States who practise outside the academic departments of university hospitals. This
autobiography is a concise account of the professional career of Thomas T McGranahan,
MD. He married before entering the University of C i n c i ~ a tMedical
i
School. He graduated
In 1958, interned with the US Army programme (including a spell in Taiwan), and he took
his residency in anesthesia in Milwaukee, Wiscons~n.He then practised f?om 1963 to 1998
successively in three centres in Wyoming and Oregon. Each move was carefully calculated
to improve conditions for practice. I-ie seems to have accepted the mounting debts in his
early days with surprising equanimity, but the attitudes of independently practising nurse
anaesthetists (both certified and uncert~fied)and some autocratic surgeons are incredible.
Nevertheless, by the end, there is a strong impression of a contented man with a worthwhile
mission fulfilled.
One thing that stands out is the almost incredible fortitude and loyalty of the wives who
supported these four authors, particularly in the early part of their carccrs. It is noteworthy
that three of the four were nurscs. In the present era of two-career marriages, whether or not
for economic reasons, it may bc that this will become less usual.
The series Careers in Anesfhesiology is fulfilling a useful historical purpose that will be
interesting, and valuable as source material for generations to come. However one has some
doubts about an editorial policy that allows individual authors such a free hand. This is, after
all a series about 'Careers in Anes~hesrolog,',and thesc cssays are not necessarily intended
to be comprehensive autobiographes. It is true that the reader needs to know the early
background of an individual to try to asscs his motivation for specialising in anaesthesia and,
in some cases, to appreciate the difficulties that he had to overcome in achieving his
objective. However, family details not directly concerned with the careers of the subjects, are

probably irrelevant. Detailed discussions of research projects are also unnecessary;
summaries backed by references are all that is required. A brief overview of the career of
each author at the start of each contribution, such as the one al. the start of the Kitahata
autobiography, would also be useful, as would a name index.
A portrait photograph of each author is provided, and a few interesting photographs are
interspersed in the text.
T B Boulton
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Tarnished Idol: William Thomas Green Morton and the Introduction of Surgical
Anesthesia. A Chronicle of the Ether Controversy. Wolfe RJ, San Anselmo CA,
Norman Publishing 2001, pp 672, illustrated, $125 (hardback 0 939495 81 1). Orders to.
Norman Publishing, PO Box 2566, San Anselrno, CA 94979-2566, USA. E-mallorders@joorman.com.
Although a great reader, I can think of only three occasions during my adult life when a book
has kept me awake well into the small hours. The first was a day or two after 14 April 1947 I st~llhave H K Lewis's recelpt - when, while serving in BAOR, I rece~vedmy copy of Dr
Duncum's class~c.The second was almost thirty years ago, when I innocently started read~ng
7he Day ofthe Jackal in the bath at eleven o'clock one night, and was glued there until,
having finished off all the hot water and the book, I was rescued from hypothermia at four
o'clock in the morning by an agitated wife awakened by the unaccustomed coldness of the
empty quarter of the bed. 'The third was occasioned by the volume now under revlew,
although this magn~ficentproduction, weighing In at 1.6 kg, twth its near A4 sized pages, IS
not a book to be taken anywhere near a bath. We are told that the pages are acid free, but, as
will be seen, that refers only to their chemical constitution.
Rlchard J Wolfe was Curator of Rare Books and Manuscripts at Harvard University's Francis
A Countway Library of Mediclne for some 33 years, and also Joseph Garland Librarian of the
Boston Medical Library for most of that time. Hence, apart from the advantage of his
professional skills, he has had access to primary sources that few knew existed. Some seven
years ago, he was an editor of and contributor to a ground breaking book on Horace Wells, I
Awake17 to Gloty. His chapter, Who was the D~scovererofSzwglcal Ane.c.rl1esru7A Brreffor
Horucc IYell,s, touched on evidence suggesting that Morton was not an entirely honest
character. When he concluded the editing of that previous work, as he now tells us in the
ABerword to the book under review (which naturally one reads first): 'he made a solemn
promise to himself never, never to become involved in a serious study of W T G Morton or
the ether controversy'. He had gained such insights into Morton's unsavoury character that
he determined to keep well away, but later he examined some documents relatlng to Morton's
early hlstory, unknown to earlier writers. These were collected by Jackson's attorneys in
1849 with a view to discrediting Morton's attempts to secure an award from Congress, and
this 'was the blasting powder needed to dislodge the author from his earlier resolve and spark
him to get on w ~ t hthe task'.
HJS early chapters deal with Morton's forebears, where a family tree would have been helpful
to the reader, and with tus early life. The years to 1842 were skimmed over in the biography
ghosted by Rice, which is used as a framework throughout this book M.r Wolfe has been able
to demonstrate, from the documents mentioned earher, that durlng his late teens Morton was,

in his business dealing at least, a nasty piece of work. He had engaged in deals in various
parts of the country, (Rochester, Cincinnati, St Louis, and Baltimore), had falsified the books,
forged bank drafts, stolen from and swindled his partners, obtalned goods under False
pretences, and absconded without paying. Warnings had been published In local newspapers,
and he had been lucky to escape prison. Returning home chastened, he decided to take up
dentistry, an occupation that required little training, and this brought him Into contact with
Horace Wells, and later with Charles Jackson.

Mr Wolfe covers this period, and indeed the whole of Morton's life, in great detail, analysing
the account contained in the biography ghosted by h c e , Trials of a Public Benefoccor, and
comparing it with the reports of the US House of Representatives, the Charles T Jackson
papers, and the registries of the relevant counties of the State of Massachusetts. He traces the
progress of Morton's applications to Congress, always dogged by Jackson's determination to
deny him any credit or reward, and his disappointments. There is much information in the
later chapters about Morton's success for some years as a model farmer, until he was
overtaken again by h s obsession, and about his many land deals.

Mr Wolfe has left no stone unturned, and has not been squeamish about revealing whatever
crawled out from underneath. HIS detailed grasp of the intricacies of the developments must
be unsurpassed, and he explores every twist, turn, and cul-de-sac of the maze, enlivening h ~ s
account with portraits of the many secondary characters involved. With such detailed
research and exposition, this should be the definitive work on the Morton-Jackson
controversy; but sadly it is not.
As J F Fulton wrote in h s introduction to the annotated catalogue of books and pamphlets
bearing on the early history of surgcal anaesthesia published in 1946,' (one of Mr Wolfe's
frequently cited sources): 'In surveying the early history of surgical anesthesia, it is essential
to maintain complete objectivity'. This, Mr Wolfe has found himself unable to do. Rather, he
has appointed himself counsel for the prosecution of Morton, about whom he can find little
good to say. His discovery of Mortm's early commercial backslidings, and lus belief that the
leopard cannot change its spots, wluch he supports by a quotation from Shakespeare's
Richard II, act l , scene 1 (not 2), (the effect of whch is spoiled by printing it as a monologue
rather than a dialogue), has blinded him to the need for objectivity. As a result, Morton is
painted wholly black, and such acts as could be interpreted favourably are given a pejorative
motivation. So what kept me awake into the small hours on this occasion was the fruitless
search for a straightforwardly favourable comment, And if Morton is black, then Jackson has
to be white - there is no room here for shades of grey - with the result that Mr Wolfe is less
analytical than the situation calls for.
Of course a leopard cannot change h ~ spots,
s
nor would he want to, since they fit him ideally
for his environment. Morton, if not spotted genetically, may well have been conditioned, by
l ~ f ewith a b a n h p t father and a land-dealing mother, to enter and survive in the American
jungle so acutely described by such writers as Frances Trollope and Charles Dickens.
Though, to some extent, he did change his spots. Brought up as he was, what did he know
about the niceties of medical ethics, until enlightened by Bigelow? A devoted son, husband,
and father, determined to provide for his family, he saw himself as a businessman, an
entrepreneur, not as a member of a learned profession; nor did Bostonian standards apply
throughout the United States. In Cincinatti, the scene of some of Morton's youthful villainies,
'physicians became merchants, clergymen became bankers, lawyers became manufact~rers'.~

Jackson's claim to priority was based on his assertion that he acc~dentallydiscovered the
anaesthetic effects of ether inhalation when he used it as an antidote to chlorine gas, whch he
had breathed in around 1842; later he re-dated this to 1837 or 1838 After Morton's
demonstration on 16 October 1846 he collected a few signed statements from acquaintances
whom he had desultorily tried to persuade to give it a clinical trial during the preceding four,
or nine, years. Compare this with John Snow, who, during the three months after 28
December 1846, when he first witnessed the administration of ether, laid down, by
experiment and demonstration, the basic principles of the physiology, pharmacology, and
technology of inhalation anaesthesia. Compare Jackson's immobility also with Morton, who
not only risked everything when embarking on h s first public demonstration, but
experimented with ether, engaged in the design and improvement of inhalers, and
campaigned publ~clyfor the acceptance of surgical anaesthesia. But the fact that he sought
publicity sticks In Mr Wolfe's throat. He cannot, nor did Jackson in his time, see the
importance of the entrepreneur in securing the adoption of anything new.
In one of the few statements of Jackson's brother-in-law, Ralph Waldo Emerson, that is
remembered today, he said: 'lf a man ... make a better mousetrap than his neighbour, tho' he
build his house in the woods, the world will make a beaten path to his door'. Well, perhaps a
few mousetrap buffs might, but the world will come only if the man promotes it vigorously,
and it is seen that there is money to be made from it. Many a good idea has withered on the
vine for want of appreciation of its commercial potential. Samuel Morse, for whose
development of the electric telegraph Jackson claimed credit, and took him to court over it,
spent ten years promoting it at his own expense before he began to reap even a meagre
r e ~ v a r d Jacbon
.~
built h s house In the woods, and no one came Morton put a large sign
outside his. In fact, Monon's great contribution, apart from his demonstration of the
feastbility of general anaesthesia, was that he saw that there was money to be made from it
lirchardson reports, (although one would never draw attention to this in public), that even
John Snow, after meetlng a druggist bustling along with a large ether apparatus under his
arm, thought to himself 'If he can get an ether practice, perchance some scraps of the same
thing might fall to a scientific unfortunate'. In our own time, when it was at first believed
that five would be adequate for the needs of the whole country, the presence of the computer
in so many homes is due entirely to the entrepreneurial activities of Clive Sinclair and Alan
Sugar, who, in the early 1980s, saw that there was money to be made from ~t Mr Wolfe,
while allowing Morton his just due: 'He did introduce ether anesthesia to the world, and
proving it was not without its concerns and r~sks'insists that it is his motives and methods
that should be impugned. But it was those motives and methods that were needed to ensure
the wide adoption of surgical anaesthesia
In determining where the balance of credit between Morton and Jackson should lie, it is vital
to cons~derthe sequence of events. Because MI Wolfe's approach is thematic rather than
chronological, and at times discursive, this is not easy, but it is instructive to construct one's
own time-line. From this ~tbecomes evident that the crucial per~odin the relations between
the two was from 23 October to 13 November 1846. Here there is room only for a bare
account; but firstly, it must be appreciated that the events of the last quarter of 1846 were
taking place against the background of the explosive take-off, aFter ten years of development,
lobbying, public demonstrations and inducements, of Morse's electric telegraph. Here was
one source of Jackson's discontent. He d ~ dnot want to be left behlnd again.

It is not disputed that in June 1846 Morton entered into a contract with Grenville Hayden that
he should, for a salary, take over the running of Morton's very successful and lucrative
practice, in order to allow Morton to have more time to continue his experiments Into the
anaesthetic effects of ether. Also, Eddy, the lawyer, testified that Morton first enquired from
him in early October about the feasibility of a patent, before his first public demonstration at
the Massachusetts General Hospital on 16 October, which Jackson did not attend. Morton
approached Eddy again on 21 October. Eddy enquired whether Jackson had played any part,
as he had heard. On 22 October Jackson declined to be involved. He said he had not assisted
Morton with his experiments, and did not want his name associated with the d~scovery.On 23
October Eddy urged Jackson to associate himself with Morton in the patent, and began to
draw up the specification. Ths, having been read and approved by Jackson, was copled to
Morton. On 27 October the patent papers were executed, receipt being recorded at the Patent
Office on 10 November. On 12 November the patent was granted to Jackson and Morton, and
the final seal was attached three months later.
Obv~ouslythe patent document is essential evidence in the adjudication of the ensuing
dispute, but Mr Wolfe gives us only a broad description of it. He does not prov~dethe full
text, from which we could make up our own minds, but cites several publications where it
can be found, none of them readily available to the ordinary reader. Fortunately it was
reproduced by Dr Duncurn as Append~xNo.1 to her history of inhalat~onanaesthesia, of
which Mr Wolfe appears to be unaware. Also, he does not tell us that since 1946, rf not
earlier, the US Patent Office has been unable to produce the original document.
The preamble to the patent specification states: 'Whereas, I, Charles T Jackson, of Boston, rn
the state of Massachusetts, chemist, have in conjunction with Wm T G Morton, of the said
city, dentist, Invented or discovered a new and useful improvement in surgical operations on
animals, . . . . and likewise the said Morton is desirous of procuring a patent for the same, and
whereas I am desirous of benefiting him, and not to be interested in any patent, I do,
therefore, in consideration of one dollar, .... assign, set over, and convey to Morton all the
right, title, and interest, in the said invention and discovery'.
In the patent specification, the applicants refer to themselves In the plural, with no ~nd~cation
that they are not equal participants. For example, 'we do hereby declare that the following is
a full and exact description of our said ~nventionor discovery'. Also, 'From the experiments
we have made we are led to prefer the vapours of sulphuric ether to those of lnuriatic or other
kind of ether ...'. Furthermore, it is implied that they had jointly gained considerable
experience in the use of ether as a general anaesthetic: 'In order to render the ether agreeable
to various persons, we often combine it with one or more essential 011s having pleasant
perfumes'. Also: 'We sometimes combine a narcotic preparation - such as opium or
morphine - with the ether'.
But on 22 October Jackson had denied any connection with Morton's experiments. Either he
was lying then, or when he signed the patent application. What does Mr Wolfe say about all
ths? Nothing; and whether his silence signifies embarrassment or approval we cannot tell.
Not a word even when, on 13 November, the day after the granting of the patent, Jackson
wrote to his friend Elie de Beaurnont in Paris, cla~mingthe entire discovely as his own.
Surely the two-word epithet applied by Mr Dulles in 1956 to the best prime minister we had
at that time, succinctly impugtung both his uniplicity and his legitimacy, could have been
applied with even greater justification to Jackson 110 years earlier. But Mr Wolfe makes no

attempt to analyse t h s sequence of events, passing off Jackson's action with the explanat~on
that 'It grated on Jackson's professional pride and ethical vie\+.point that anything so
beneficial to humanity should be regulated or restricted by letters patent'. But Jackson, in the
preamble to the patent, had stated clearly that he was desirous of benefiting Morton. The
obvious explanation, and the only one that makes sense, and is borne out by h s actions up to
that time and after, IS that until 23 October at the earliest, Jackson had no idea at all of the
Importance of the discovery. Even on 27 October, when he signed the patent application, he
had no conception of its sigruficance. Only during the next two weeks did the penny drop,
and ~t dropped with a resounding clang Only then did he start to clamber on to the
bandwagon, stamping on Morton, and trying to kick him off, as he did so.

Mr Wolfe spends twelve pages summarising the long, balanced, and ultimately pro-Morton
account of the discovery by the lawyer Richard Dana, published in the popular Boston
periodical Litre11 'S Livrng Age, and reaches the conclusion in three dismissive paragraphs that
it not only does nothing to advance Morton's claim, but damages ~ t Miraculously,
.
Lirtell 'J
Livrng Age is now available on the World Wide
so we can all read Dana's article, and
form our own opinion, which in this reviewer's case is quite the opposite. It is difficult to
believe that Mr Wolfe was reading the same text. Then there was the occasion when Morton
found his public standing and his practice virtually destroyed, because someone, purporting
to be Morton himself, had threatened to take court proceedings against some pat~entsIn his
debt Mr Wolfe refers to this as a 'curious incident'.
In spite of all his shortcom~ngs,Morton was able to inspire loyalty in some influential
Bostonians, who were prepared to support him financially in his quest for Congressional
recognition and reward. Mr Wolfe is scathing about Morton's expenditure in Washington,
entertaining congressmen and suchlike, HIScomments read wryly in the wake of the Emon
scandal. To paraphrase William Harvey, he writes of politics like a librarian, but that, of
course, is to his credit. Mr Wolfe provides a great deal of information about Morton's
applications to Congress, Jackson's bloclung tactics, and the treatment that Morton recelved
from him and the politicians, showing that trawling and digging for dirt, smearing, spinning,
equivocation, procrastination, dirty tricks, false promises - even from the President himself,
would you believe it, duplicity, triplicity, backstabbing, front stabbing, and stabbing
vertically upwards, are not recently introduced phenomena in the District of Columbia.
In his last three chapters Mr Wolfe considers the place that should be occupied by those
principally involved in the introduction of general anaesthesia. Rightly, he places Wells first,
but devotes much space to the rehabilitat~onof Jackson. Morton receives short shrift; but
without Morton nothing would have happened. It is true that Wells continued sporadically to
use nitrous oxide in his dental practice, but for sustainable general anaesthesia an agent was
needed that could be given with adequate air. Jackson was not going to do anything. and no
one else was looking. It was left to Morton to start the wheel turning.
Fulton and Stanton, after considering all the evidence, concluded that their studies 'all
support Osler and Welch in their conclusions that Morton rather than Long, Wells, or
Jackson, deserves primary credit for the introduction of surgical anesthesia'. They go on to
say that: 'Morton would undoubtedly have rested his case and not reopened Itin the spring of
1847, had he not been forced to do so by Jackson's aggressiveness. There can be little doubt
that Morton was justified in defending himself publ~clyagainst Jackson's ag~tatedclalms and
his insidious opposition to every attempt, public and private, to give Morton credit for his

achevement'. Nothing that Mr Wolfe has uncovered about Morton's early years provides a
reason for disputing this judgement.

Mr Wolfe omits mention of some si,~ficant publications, for example that of the late
Richard Ellis on Everett's ~ e t t e r which
,~
preceded Bigelow's. There are one or two misprints
in the texq, and one or two places where re-phrasing would have improved clarity. Some
readers may find the amount of detail about the Morton famlly's land dealing excessive, but
these might well be valuable to a social historian. Fortunes were being made in real estate, by
.IJ Astor in Manhattan, for example, and W B Ogden and Charles Butler in Chicago. No
doubt the Mortons, also, were hoping to strike luchy.
Mr Wolfe is, rightly, a confirmed Wellsian. He rightly considers that Morton was unfair to
Wells, and was probably respons~blefor the slanted account of the unsuccessful public
demonstration in Dana's article, which has so overshadowed his contribution. T h ~ smay well
be so, but the injuries done to Morton by Jackson and his lawyers were far greater, and Mr
Wolfe inay find that by whitewashing them he has defeated his own ends. Readers may come
to feel sympathy for Morton, which is the last thing he wants. So let us hope that Mr Wolfe
will find it in him to produce a more considered and balanced account In a second edltion of
this valuable book.
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